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ABSTRACT 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF WAREHOUSES WITH AUTOMATED 
STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL TECHNOLOGIES 
Xiao Cai 
July 8th, 2010 
In this dissertation, we study the performance evaluation of two automated warehouse 
material handling (MH) technologies - automated storage/retrieval system (AS/RS) 
and autonomous vehicle storage/retrieval system (AVS/RS). AS/RS is a traditional 
automated warehouse MH technology and has been used for more than five decades. 
AVS/RS is a relatively new automated warehouse MH technology and an alternative 
to AS/RS. There are two possible configurations of AVS/RS: AVS/RS with tier-
captive vehicles and AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles. We model the AS/RS and 
both configurations of the AVS/RS as queueing networks. We analyze and develop 
approximate algorithms for these network models and use them to estimate perfor-
mance of the two automated warehouse MH technologies. 
Chapter 2 contains two parts. The first part is a brief review of existing papers 
about AS/RS and AVS/RS. The second part is a methodological review of queueing 
network theory, which serves as a building block for our study. 
In Chapter 3, we model AS/RSs and AVS/RSs with tier-captive vehicles as open 
queueing networks (OQNs). We show how to analyze OQNs and estimate related 
performance measures. We then apply an existing OQN analyzer to compare the two 
MH technologies and answer various design questions. 
v 
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we present some efficient algorithms to solve SOQN. 
We show how to model AVSjRSs with tier-to-tier vehicles as SOQNs and evaluate 
performance of these designs in Chapter 6. 
AVSjRS is a relatively new automated warehouse design technology. Hence, there 
are few efficient analytical tools to evaluate performance mea.<;ures of this technology. 
We developed some efficient algorithms based on SOQN to quickly and effectively 
evaluate performance of AVSjRS. Additionally, we present a tool that helps a ware-
house designer during the concepting stage to determine the type of MH technology 
to use, analyze numerous alternate warehouse configurations and select one of these 
for final implementation. 
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1.1. Automated MH technologies in warehouses 
This thesis deals with performance evaluation of two automated material handling 
(MH) technologies applied in warehouses. 
Warehouses are increasingly employing automation technologies to control costs, 
extend capacity and improve service. Central computers typically monitor and control 
all components and operational devices in automated warehouse operations. Ware-
house managers can obtain real time data on operations to facilitate performance 
measurement and control. Advantages of automated MH technologies include: 
• Reducing operating costs and improving cash flow by managing the 
inventory efficiently. 
• Increasing customer satisfaction and enhancing customer loyalty 
by fulfilling customer orders without errors. 
• Improving operational efficiency and productivity by managing pro-
cesses and resources efficiently. 
An example of an integrated warehouse MH system is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 
A typical warehouse consists of three areas - reserve, forward and cross-dock. 
Cross-dock is that section of the warehouse reserved for the transport of goods directly 
from inbound trucks to outbound trucks. These goods are not stored in the warehouse, 
even temporarily. In its warehouse in Louisville, Ann Taylor, Inc., uses an extensive 
network of sortation systems to cross-dock almost 60% of the incoming packages. In 
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Lift Channels 
Figure 1.1. An integrated warehouse MH system 
the forward section of the warehouse, order-pickers put together customer orders by 
using items stored in the reserve area or from cartons or pallets delivered directly 
from the inbound trucks. These two sections together occupy less than 40% of the 
total warehouse space in a typical warehouse. Over 60% is set aside for the reserve 
area, which is typically a high density, narrow aisle storage area with pallets stored 
from wall to wall and floor to ceiling. Because full pallet loads are typically handled 
in the reserve area and the throughput is high, this section of the warehouse - which 
has a footprint ranging from 10,000 to 50,000 square feet and height ranging from 50 
to 100 feet - is heavily automated. 
1.2. Introduction of AS/RS and AVS/RS 
In this thesis, we analyze two types of MH technologies used in the reserve area 
of a warehouse. One of them, called the automated storage and retrieval system 
2 
(ASjRS), has been widely used for the past five decades. The other, called the 
autonomous vehicle storage and retrieval system (AVSjRS), is relatively new and has 
been installed in over fifty warehouses in Europe. 
Crane-based ASjRS is the technology of choice for storage/retrieval (SjR) oper-
ations in numerous applications. ASjRS technology has been around for a long time 
and it can achieve high throughput and fast response times in many MH applications, 
especially when the throughput is high and stable. In a typical ASjRS, one crane is 
dedicated to an aisle. Each aisle-captive crane is capable of simultaneous movement 
in the horizontal and vertical dimensions due to two independent motors. A sample 
ASjRS that is served by a conveyor system as the input buffer is shown in figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2. A typical ASjRS 
Although an ASjRS has numerous advantages, it is a very rigid design and cannot 
easily adapt to rapid changes encountered in some warehouse operations. The capital 
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latter increases. An alternative that has been proposed to the ASjRS is the AVSjRS. 
Developed by Savoye Logistics in France, the AVSjRS has many advantages when 
compared to an AS /RS in applications requiring flexibility and modularity. The three 
components of an AVS/RS include: 
• autonomous vehicles, 
• lifts, 
• the rack system. 
An AVS/RS is illustrated in figure 1.1. Fork-lift trucks deposit pallets from in-
bound trucks in a staging area. Rail-guided autonomous vehicles then pick these 
pallets up and move them to their designated storage position in a designated aisle. 
If the designated storage position is in another tier, the vehicle interfaces with a lift 
to reach that tier and uses rails within that tier to travel to the designated storage 
position. The operations are reversed for a retrieval transaction. 
Two main configurations of the AVS/RS are possible. 
• AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles 
• AVS/RS with tier-captive vehicles. 
AVS /RS with tier-captive vehicles operates differently when the designated stor-
age space is in another tier. The vehicle on the ground floor unloads a load in front of 
the lift, and the lift takes the load to the designated tier. The autonomous vehicle on 
that tier takes the load from the lift buffer and travels to the assigned storage space. 
Although all of the AVS/RS installations have tier-to-tier vehicles, it is not difficult 
for the manufacturer to adapt the design to accommodate a tier-captive configuration. 
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1.3. Queueing Network Theory 
1.3.1. Introduction of queueing network theory 
A queueing network can be described as a network consisting of several service nodes, 
and one or more classes of customers. The queueing network is used to represent 
the structure of many complex systems, such as manufacturing systems, computer 
systems and other systems with a large number of resources. In the general queueing 
network model, customers belonging to a particular class may enter into the system 
at any node, complete service there, then transfer to another set of nodes in a specific 
sequence and leave the system from the last node in the sequence. 
We discuss three types of queueing networks. The network described in the pre-
ceding paragraph is an open queueing network (OQN). Customers in an OQN can 
arrive into the system at any node and leave the system from any node. A queueing 
network is called a closed queueing network (CQN) when the number of customers is 
fixed in the system and a customer can neither enter nor leave the system. A queueing 
network is called a semi-open queueing network (SOQN) when each customer needs to 
be paired with an additional resource before entering the system. This resource stays 
with the customer until the last stage of service is completed and the customer leaves 
the system. When that occurs, the resource returns to a pool so it is ready to be 
paired with the next incoming customer. It should be noted that the OQN implicitly 
assumes there is an infinite number of these resources, and the CQN assumes there is 
an infinite number of customers, so one never has to wait for the other. Because that 
is not always the case, and sometimes a customer may have to wait for the resource or 
vice versa, the SOQN is a more realistic model of many real-world systems, including 
the AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles. As mature models, there are many papers 
about OQNs and CQNs in the literature. Although the SOQN has received relatively 
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less attention than the OQN and the CQN in the past, this queueing network model 
is gaining more and more attention now because it has realistic assumptions when 
compared to the OQN and the CQN. 
1.3.2. Queueing network analysis vs discrete event simulation 
A straightforward way to evaluate the performance of warehouses is via discrete event 
simulation. The simulation method can be applied to analyze many real systems 
accurately. Additionally, there are many mature commercial simulation softwares in 
the market, which can be used to develop simulation models. However, the simulation 
method has some disadvantages. First, the simulation model development is time 
consuming. Second, it takes a significant amount of time to run because it needs to 
be replicated several times to get accurate results. It also consumes computational 
resources because the simulation model usually contains many of the details of the 
real system being studied. Third, because a typical simulation model considers many 
lower level details, a slight change in the real system may lead to a major change 
in the corresponding simulation model. Additionally, considering many lower level 
details may distract the designer from seeking the answers to key design questions -
the reason why the model was developed in the first place! 
Queueing network analysis is an alternative way to evaluate the performance of 
warehouse configurations. The real system is modeled as a network of queues, and 
performance measures of this system are estimated by mathematical expressions. 
There are many advantages of using queueing network analysis. Modeling the real 
system as a queueing network is relatively simple. Performance evaluation of the 
corresponding real system can be done quickly. A more important advantage is that 
the analytical model can analyze alternate system configurations with different sets 
of input data in an acceptable time and without changing the model itself. Of course, 
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there are also some disadvantages of queueing network analysis. First, unlike the 
simulation model, there is no unique modeling framework for queueing networks. 
Second, the main disadvantage is that the queueing network analysis cannot evaluate 
complex systems. Therefore, simplification and approximations have to be made 
to model real systems. Thus, results obtained from the queueing network models 
are usually approximate. However, ignoring relatively unimportant details allows a 
faster solution of the model, permitting the evaluation of many more scenarios than 
is possible via simulation. 
A comparison between queueing network analysis and discrete event simulation 
suggests a two-step design procedure. In the first step, the queueing network analysis 
could be used to evaluate many different alternatives to find a few candidate designs. 
In the second step, the simulation method could be used to refine these candidate 
designs by considering more details. 
1.4. Aim and overview 
This thesis deals with the performance evaluation of AS/RSs and AVS/RSs. There 
are many papers on performance evaluation of AS/RSs in the literature. However, 
performance evaluation of automated warehouses is still mainly done by the sim-
ulation method. In this thesis, we develop analytical models to compare AS /RSs 
and AVS/RSs. We model AS/RSs and AVS/RSs with tier-captive vehicles as OQNs 
and apply an existing OQN analyzer to evaluate and compare performance of these 
two technologies. Furthermore, the AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles is a more com-
plicated system and can be only modeled as a multi-class SOQN. We will develop 
efficient, approximate algorithms to solve this type of SOQN and evaluate the per-
formance of AVS/RSs with tier-to-tier vehicles and compare them with AS/RSs. 
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This proposal is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the literature on 
ASjRS and AVSjRS. We also review papers on queueing network theory. In Chapter 
3, we model ASjRSs and AVSjRSs with tier-captive vehicles as OQNs. We solve the 
OQNs to estimate their performance measures. An existing OQN analyzer is used 
to compare these two technologies and answer various design questions. We model 
AVSjRSs with tier-to-tier vehicles as SOQNs. These SOQNs are very difficult to 
analyze; we therefore develop two approximate algorithms to estimate single-class 
SOQNs with exponentially distributed service times. These are presented in Chapter 
4. In Chapter 5, we consider a complex, multi-class SOQN with generally distributed 
service times. This model is analyzed using an efficient approximate method. Ad-
ditionally, we propose to develop a software package that embeds all the analytical 
models we develop for estimating the performance measures of ASjRSs and AVSjRSs 






This chapter consists of two parts. The first part is a review of two main au-
tomated warehouse technologies discussed in this thesis - AS/RS and AVS/RS. As 
mentioned in Chapter 1, AS/RS has been used for more than five decades in ware-
houses. There are many papers in the literature about system modeling, estimation 
of performance measures and applications of this mature technology. On the other 
hand, as a relatively new automated MH technology, there are few papers about 
AVS/RS in the literature. We briefly review existing papers about this technology. 
The second part of this chapter is a methodological review of queueing network 
theory, which can be separated into three sub topics: OQN, CQN and SOQN. To 
study AS/RS and AVS/RS with tier-captive vehicles, we apply the OQN. To study 
AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles, we apply the SOQN. Although we do not model 
the AVS/RS as a CQN directly, the analysis of SOQN models requires the analysis 
of underlying CQN models. Thus, we review papers on CQNs as well. 
2.2. AS/RS literature review 
2.2.1. Simulation models 
Various simulation models of AS/RSs are available in literature. These studies eval-
uate alternate design choices for a given system configuration. 
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2.2.1.1. Sizing problem. The sizing problem of warehouse design is a combined 
problem, involving internal layouts, storage policies and many other factors. Rosen-
blatt and Roll (1984) applied optimization techniques to determine the total cost of 
warehouse sizing with two decision variables: warehouse capacity and storage policy. 
They extended this work in Rosenblatt and Roll (1988) by developing a simulation 
model to measure the relationship between warehouse size and various pertinent pa-
rameters. The stochastic nature of the demand and replenishment requires us to 
determine the warehouse capacity by specifying a desired service level. The desired 
service level indicates the proportion of time the warehouse is able to satisfy the 
demand from stock. Another term in the Rosenblatt and Roll (1988) paper is the 
nominal capacity requirement (NCR), which refers to the average size of a warehouse 
calculated based on the average quantity of each item. Rosenblatt and Roll (1988) 
pointed out that a warehouse with an NCR capacity will provide only a 50% service 
level. There are various parameters that have an effect on the warehouse size for a 
given service level. These were studied using a simulation model. The multi-aisle SIR 
machine system (MASS) was studied by Hwang and Ko (1988) to reduce the initial 
investment of installing an ASjRS. The multi-aisle system can reduce the installation 
cost dramatically to half the cost of single-aisle S jR machine system as long as the 
SjR demands are relatively low. 
Choi and Shin (1997) described a paint body storage at an automobile assem-
bly plant as an AS JRS to re-sequence vehicles for entry into final assembly. Inman 
(2003) extended this work by applying the ASjRS in automotive assembly sequences. 
As mentioned, many automotive assembly plants use an ASjRS to adjust the as-
sembly sequence before final assembly. Some primary drivers of the ASjRS size are 
the degree of sequence scrambling in body and paint shops, the number of vehicle 
configurations entering final assembly, and each configuration's penetration. Inman 
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(2003) presented a simulation model for sizing this post-paint AS/RS by considering 
the above mentioned factors. 
2.2.1.2. Deadlock problem. A large number of studies have discussed classical 
operational problems such as dwell points, expected cycle-time models and optimiz-
ing transporter operations (Berg and Gademann (2000)). However, there are rela-
tively very few papers in the literature dealing with operational controller tasks such 
as avoiding vehicle deadlocks in the AS/RS. Deadlock in manufacturing systems is 
highly unfavorable because a part's access to resources is held up by other parts. One 
method of deadlock resolution is to abort one or more parts involved in the deadlock 
and release the resources to other parts (Fanti et al. (1997)). The approaches to 
address deadlocks are prevention methods, detection/recovery approaches and avoid-
ance algorithms. 
Lee et al. (1996) discussed a deadlock problem in a narrow aisle AS/RS serviced by 
rail-guided vehicles. They solved the deadlock problem by increasing conveyor capac-
ity in the simulation model, which is a deadlock detection/recovery (DDR) method. 
However, the solution of deadlock problems had not been formally described. In order 
to characterize the deadlock in the AS/RS correctly, a model should be established. 
Dotoli and Fanti (2005) suggested a unified modeling framework for the heterogeneous 
AS/RS transport system by using colored timed Petri nets (CTPNs). The CTPN can 
describe the dynamic behavior of the system, which is modular and resource-oriented. 
Although the CTPN is resource-oriented and suitable to use at an operational level, 
it is too complicated for characterizing the deadlock and defining efficient resolution 
policies for AS/RSs. Dotoli and Fanti (2007) presented their extended work of dead-
lock detection and avoidance strategies in AS/RSs. The AS/RS is modeled as a timed 
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discrete event dynamical system (DEDS), in which the information of paths and lo-
cations of vehicles is stored in a state. The state can be changed whenever an event 
occurs. This characterization can be used in the analysis of deadlocks in the AS/RS. 
Dotoli et al. (2004) compared two different real-time deadlock solution strategies 
for the AS/RS: a deadlock avoidance strategy and a deadlock detection/recovery 
strategy. The deadlock avoidance strategy was proposed by Fanti (2002) to guarantee 
an efficient system performance using a DEDS and digraph tools. The DDR strategy 
was proposed by Lee et al. (1996) to solve the deadlock problem by utilizing buffers 
to store deadlocked jobs. 
2.2.1.3. Travel time models. The service time for a transaction includes both SIR 
machine travel time and pickup/deposit time. The pickup/deposit time is typically 
assumed to be deterministic due to the nature of the SIR machine. The travel time is 
variable and is thus useful in measuring important performance measures of AS/RS, 
for example throughput times. For single shuttle AS/RS, SIR machines can perform 
up to one storage and one retrieval operation as a dual command (DC) cycle. However, 
in multi-shuttle AS/RS with two unit loads, the SIR machine can perform up to two 
SIR operations in a cycle as a quadruple command (QC) cycle. Potrc et al. (2004) 
presented a simulation model of multi-shuttle AS /RS by using a new heuristic strategy 
instead of FCFS strategy in single-shuttle AS/RS. This simulation model indicates 
that multi-shuttle AS/RS has large improvements in travel time when compared with 
single-shuttle AS/RS. Hu et al. (2005) presented a continuous travel time model for 
a new type of AS/RS, split-platform AS/RS (SP-AS/RS). By introducing a new SIR 
mechanism for handling extra heavy loads efficiently, the SP-AS/RS shows improved 
SIR machine travel times. 
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2.2.2. Analytical models 
Various analytical models to estimate the cost of an AS/RS have been proposed. 
Once an AS IRS is installed, the performance of the entire system depends on control 
methods applied on the system. The control methods include storage method, order 
sequencing, and dwell points of SIR machines. Research in the area of dwell points 
and expected travel-time models for SIR machines are reviewed in this section. 
2.2.2.1. Dwell points models. The first area relates to dwell points. Some simple 
rule-of-thumb policies have been studied by Bozer and White (1984). These strategies 
are easy to understand and implement, but they are static and cannot respond to 
changes in the SIR transactions in an AS/RS from period to period. Egbelu (1991) 
developed a dynamic optimal location strategy based on mathematical programming 
including two separated sub models to minimize the service response time. One sub 
model is to minimize the maximum SIR machine response time while the other solves 
the minimization of the expected response time. Hwang and Lim (1993) extended 
the Egbelu (1991) study by transforming one sub model into a single-facility location 
problem and developed an efficient algorithm to generate an optimal dwell point of 
SIR machines in AS/RS. Several dwell point specification strategies for SIR machines 
have been studied by Egbelu and Wu (1993) based on the simple rule-of-thumb policies 
by Bozer and White (1984) and dynamic strategies based on linear program developed 
by Egbelu (1991). Egbelu and Wu (1993) conducted a performance comparison by 
using average order turnaround time as the basis for comparison. The choice of the 
dwell point has a significant impact on expected response time of AS/RS. Peters et al. 
(1996) developed an analytical model for the determination of the optimal dwell point 
location for an SIR machine. This model provides a closed form solution for the dwell 
point location problem under a variety of system configurations. Peters et al. (1996) 
developed a closed form solution for square-in-time (SIT) racks. However, racks are 
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not necessarily SIT, which means study of non-square-in-time (NSIT) and uniformly 
distributed racks are more valuable. Park (2001) developed a closed form solution 
for the optimal dwell point of NSIT racks determined by the probability of the next 
transaction demand type - storage or retrieval. In addition, various return paths to 
dwell points are also examined in this paper. 
2.2.2.2. Expected travel time models. Another area of study in the literature is 
the expected travel time of SjR machines in ASjRS. Three storage assignment rules 
have been compared based on expected travel time of S jR machines by Hausman et al. 
(1976). They pointcd out that there is a significant reduction in crane travel time 
by using dedicated storage policy such as full turnover-based assignment rather than 
randomized storage policy. Graves et al. (1977) extended the work done by Hausman 
et al. (1976) to compare the operating performance of several storage assignment 
policies by using both continuous and discrete evaluation models. Each rule is com-
pared on the basis of expected travel time of SjR machines. Bozer and White (1984) 
developed travel time models for single - and dual- command cycles. They compared 
the expected travel time of an ASjRS crane for these two cycles. Travel times un-
der different storage assignments havc been investigated by Wen et al. (2001). They 
considered various travel speeds with known acceleration and deceleration rates. A 
computerized algorithm developed by Mansuri (1997) investigated dedicated storage 
allocation alternatives for an ASjRS based on cycle time of the SjR crane. Ashayeri 
et al. (2002) presented an exact, geometry-based analytical model to compute the 
expected cycle travel time for an SjR machine with single-command, dual-command, 
or both. The rack can be either SIT or NSIT and no fixed layout shape is assumed in 
this model. This approach can make the ASjRS more appealing for use in integrated 
supply chain systems. Sari et al. (2007) presented closed-form, travel time expres-
sions for a flow-rack AS JRS based on a continuous approach and compared them 
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with simulation to demonstrate that this analytical model can estimate performance 
measures by requiring less computing time than simulation. Duc and De Koster 
(2007) developed an optimization method to determine the average throughput time 
for an order batching problem in a 2-block rectangular warehouse by applying the 
well-known S-shape heuristic method. 
2.2.2.3. Dynamic control policies. Proper selection of dynamic control policies 
allows us to maximize the system throughput. Lin and Wang (1995) presented an 
application of stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) to describe the behavior of AS/RS and 
evaluate the performance of different control policies of such systems. The SPN is a 
graph-based tool that can build a system at different levels. This property of SPN 
can divide an entire system into several sub systems and model them separately, 
which makes it is easy to remodel changes in system configurations. As mentioned 
previously, Dotoli and Fanti (2005) developed a colored Petri net (CPN) to investigate 
the performance of AS/RS from a control perspective. CPN is a well-known dialect 
of high-level SPNs that can be implemented in work flow analysis. This allows us 
to model a resource-oriented model suitable for real-time control. A performance 
analysis for multiple aisle AS/RS by using SPNs is presented by Benamar et al. 
(2003). Timed Petri nets (TPNs) extended from CPNs with time concepts is applied 
to model the AS/RS and evaluate system performance. Furmans et al. (2008) showed 
the impact of batch building on the throughput times and resource consumption. 
2.3. AVS IRS literature review 
AVS/RS is a relatively new automated warehouse MH technology, which was 
first introduced to the U.S. in 2000 (Malmborg (2002)). Hence, there are only a 
few papers on the analysis of AVS/RS. These papers present analytical models to 
estimate performance measures of the AVS/RS. 
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Malmborg (2002) developed a conceptualization tool to analyze the effects of rack 
configuration, storage capacity and configuration of autonomous devices in system 
performance of AVS/RS. 
Some of the following papers discuss the estimation of cycle times for autonomous 
devices in an AVS/RS. Malmborg (2003) proposed an estimation model based on 
Markov Chains. Fukunari and Malmborg (2007) analyzed the expected travel time 
of autonomous vehicles based on vehicle movements. Kuo et al. (2007) modeled 
the movement of autonomous devices as an MIG IV queue nested within an MIG I L 
queue for estimating the expected travel times of vehicles and lifts. Vehicle movements 
are treated as service nodes of MIG IV queues and lift movements are treated as 
service nodes of MIG I L queues. An AVS IRS with a point of service completion 
(POSe) dwell point policy is discussed in Kuo et al. (2006). Fukunari et al. (2004) 
discussed dwell point issues of AVS/RS in detail by using a decision-tree analysis. 
Zhang (2008) proposed a methodological foundation for design conceptualiza-
tion of AVS/RS. Special queueing network models have been developed to compare 
AVS/RSs and AS/RSs to give insights for the selection of automated warehouse tech-
nologies based on requirements of throughput rates, storage capacity and system 
configuration. 
Ekren et al. (2010) discussed how to use simulation models to find key factors to 
affect performance of an AVS IRS. 
2.4. Introduction of queueing network theory 
In this section, we briefly discuss queueing networks. We also present an important 
set of results relative to the queueing network theory. 
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2.4.1. Queuing networks notation and performance measures 
The following symbols are used in the description of queueing networks: 
M Number of service nodes 
C Number of customer classes 
mi Number of parallel servers at the ith node (mi 2 1) 
/lie Service rate at ith node for cth class of customers 
kie Number of cth class of customers at ith node 
k i Number of customers at ith node 
(2.1) 
Pie,js The probability that a customer of cth class at the ith node is transferred to 
the jth node as 8th class 
PO,ic The probability that a cth class customer enters the system from outside at 
ith node 
Pie,O The probability that a cth class customer leaves the system at ith node 
A The overall arrival rate 
M C 
Pic,O = 1 - L L Pie,js 
j=1 s=1 
AO,ic The arrival rate from outside to ith node for cth class of customers 
Aie The arrival rate of cth class of customers at ith node 
M C 
Aic = APO,ic + L L AjsPjs,ie 
j=1 8=1 
Vrie The mean number of visits of a cth class customer at the ith node 
M C 






Usually Vrle = 1 
V The number of additional resources in an SOQN 
The main performance measures of queueing networks are: 
Lqie The mean number of cth class of customers waiting in front of ith node 
Lie The mean number of cth class of customers at ith node 
Lqi The average queue length in front of ith node 
Li The average number of customers in ith node 
We The average time a cth class of customer spends in the system 
Leq The average queue length of the external queue in an SOQN 
Lpq The average number of idle resources in an SOQN 
2.4.2. Product-form queueing networks 
Generally, queueing networks can be analyzed via a solution of their state spaces. 
However, some queueing networks with special structures can be analyzed with-
out generating the state space. Queueing networks with these structures are called 
product-form queueing networks. Many OQN and CQN methods are based on some 
important theoretical results for product-form queueing networks. 
First, we introduce the concepts of global balance and local balance. The behavior 
of a queueing network can be described by using continuous time Markov chains 
(CTMCs). More details about modeling queueing networks by CTMCs are discussed 
in Chapter 4. An important result of CTMC is a set of global balance equations as 
shown in Theorem 1: 
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Theorem 1. If the CTMC is ergodic, a unique steady-state probability vector if 
independent of the initial probability vector exists, and if satisfies: 
ifQ = 0, (2.5) 
where Q is the infinitesimal generator matrix (instantaneous transition rate matrix) 
of this CTMG. 
We can always solve the global balance equations of a queueing network. However, 
this method is not suitable for large queueing networks because the number of equa-
tions increases exponentially even if the number of nodes increases linearly. Chandy 
(1972) proved in his paper that the global balance equations can be decomposed 
into simpler equations or local balance equations if the queueing network satisfies the 
following property: 
Property 1. The inter-arrival times of all classes of customers and service times 
at all nodes are exponentially distributed. For each node in this network, the departure 
rate from a state of the queueing network due to the departure of a customer from 
ith node equals the arrival rate to this state due to an arrival of a customer at this 
node. The global balance equations can be split into a number of single equations, 
each related to an individual node. For generally distributed inter-arrival and service 
times, the arrival and departure rates should be considered on phases, not on nodes. 
We use a simple example to illustrate the difference between global balance equa-
tions and local balance equations. 
Example 1. Consider a CQN with three nodes as shown in figure 2.1. Assume 
there are two customers in the system. The routing probabilities are: P12 = P13 = 0.5, 
P21 = P31 = 1. Assume this queue network satisfies Property 1. 
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Figure 2.1. A simple CQN with three nodes 
All the possible states can be written as: (2,0,0), (0,2,0), (0,0,2), (1 ,1,0), (1,0,1) , 
(0,1 ,1). The CTMC of this CQN is shown in figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.2. CTMC of the CQN in Example 1 
We determine one of the global balance equations below: 
This global balance equation can be split into two local balance equations. According 
to Property 1, the departure rate from state (1 ,1,0) due to the departure of a customer 
from node 2 (7r(1, 1, 0)J.l2P21) equals the arrival rate to state (1 ,1,0) due to a customer 
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arrivals to node 2 (7r(2, 2, 0)ILIP12). This is the first local balance equation: 
For the remaining part of this global equation, the departure rate from state (1,1,0) 
due to the departure of a customer from node 1 (7r(1,1,O)(ILIP13 + ILIP12)) equals 
the arrival rate to this state due to a customer arrivals to node 1 (7r(O, 2, 0)1L2P21 + 
7r(0, 1, 1)1L3P31). The second local balance equation is: 
From this simple example, we can see global balance equations can be reduced to 
simpler local balance equations. However, not all queueing networks hold Property 
1. We say queueing networks that satisfy Property 1 have product-form solutio'flS for 
the steady-state probabilities. 
There are several famous product-form queueing networks in the literature. We 
present definitions and important results of these queueing networks below. 
2.4.2.1. Jackson networks. The concept of product-form queueing networks first 
appeared in Jackson (1963). This paper is very important because it introduced the 
product-form solution of a certain set of OQNs. These OQNs are called Jackson 
networks. 
Definition 1. A Jackson network is a single-class OQN with M serivce nodes. 
Customers can enter the system from any node and leave the system at any node. 
All arrival processes are Poisson and all service times are exponentially distributed. 
The arrival rate AOi and the service rate lLi can depend on the number of customers 
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ki' which are called load-dependent arrival rates and load-dependent service rates re-
spectively. Queues in front of all the nodes follow a first-come, first-served (PCPS) 
discipline. 
The important theorem of Jackson networks is shown below. 
Theorem 2. If an OQN satisfies the assumptions in Definition 1, and is stable 
at all nodes (Ai < J1.imi, i = 1, ... , M), the steady-state probabilities of this OQN can 
be expressed by the product of steady-state probabilities of individual nodes: 
(2.6) 
This theorem is proved by verifying that equation (2.6) fulfills global balance 
equations (Jackson (1963)). Theorem 2 indicates that Jackson networks can be de-
composed into several independent M / M / m queues with arrival rate Ai and service 




This important thoerem is the foundation of other OQN methodologies. 
2.4.2.2. Gordon/Newell networks. The product-form solution of CQN was first 
introduced by Gordon and Newell (1967). CQNs having a product-form solutions are 
called Gordon/Newell networks. 
Definition 2. A Gordon/Newell network is a single-class CQN with M service 
nodes and K customers. Customers can neither enter nor leave the network. All 
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service times PiS are exponentially distributed and can be load-dependent. Queues in 
front of all nodes follow a FCFS discipline. 
Theorem 3. If a CQN satisfies assumptions in Definition 2, the steady-state 
probabilities of this CQN can be expressed by the following equation: 
(2.9) 
G(K) is a normalization constant, and it is given by: 
M 
G(K) = L II Fi(ki). (2.10) 
i=l 
G(K) is chosen in such a way that the sum of probabilities over all states in the 
network equals one. The Fi(ki)s are given by: 
(2.11) 
where 
m ·1mk;-m; k > z· z i_mil (2.12) 
1 





Gordon and Newell (1967) proved that equation (2.9) fulfills global balance equa-
tions. Thus, Theorem 3 shows a product-form solution of Gordon/Newell networks. 
Similar to Jackson networks, the steady-state probabilities of Gordon/Newell net-
works can be expressed by the product of functions Fi(ki)s on individual nodes. This 
conclusion provides an important foundation for CQN methods we will discuss later. 
2.4.3. BeMP networks 
An extension of Jackson networks and Gordon/Newell networks was proposed by Bas-
kett et al. (1975). In this classic paper, a larger set of queueing networks with multiple 
classes of customers, different queueing strategies, and generally distributed service 
times was proved to have product-form solutions. This set of queueing networks with 
product-form solutions is called BCM P networks. 
Definition 3. A BCMP network is a multi-class queueing network with M service 
nodes and C classes of customers. The route of each class of customer can be either 
open or closed. If the route of cth class of customers is closed, the number of cus-
tomers is ke. The service discipline at any node can be one of four service disciplines: 
FCFS, last~come, first~se1'ued (LCFS), p1'Ocessor sharing (PS) , infinite server (IS). 
The service time /Lie is generally distributed for LCFS, PS and IS, and exponentially 
distributed for FCFS. 
Definition 3 indicates that Jackson and Gordon/Newell networks are special cases 
of BCMP networks. Since there are multiple classes of customers in a BCMP network, 
the corresponding CTMC is more complicated. In order to describe the state space 
of this CTMC, the vector notation S = {SI,'" ,SM}, where S~ = {kil'" kie } is 
the vector of numbers of different classes of customers at ith node is introduced. 
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The vector K = {Kl' ... ,Kc} denotes customer numbers of different classes, where 
Kc = 2:;:!1 kic ' The product-form solution of BCMP networks is shown below. 
Theorem 4. For BCMP networks, the steady-state probabilities with a product-
form solution can be divided into two sets. For a CQN satisfying the assumptions of 
BCMP: 
M 
- 1 II -7r(S) = -_ Fi(Si), 
G(K) i=l 
(2.15) 
where G(K) is defined by equation (2.10), and for an OQN satisfying the assumptions 
of BCMP: 
M 
7r(kl"" ,kM ) = II7ri(ki). 
i=l 
(2.16) 
Some extensions of this important theorem are briefly mentioned here. Bruell and 
Balbo (1980) extended this theorem by allowing class change in the network. Towsley 
(1980) and Krzesinski (1987) added load-dependent routing probabilities to Theorem 
4. 
2.5. OQN methodology review 
OQN models have been used in many domains like computer science, manufac-
turing, service centers and other fields. There are numerous papers about the OQN 
in the literature. Panwalker and Iskander (1977), Graves (1981) and Bitran and Dasu 
(1992) have written excellent surveys about the OQN methodology. In this section, we 
first briefly review some famous exact analytical methods for OQN. We then present 
an important approximation method called the decomposition method in detail. After 
that, some extensions of this method are briefly reviewed. 
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2.5.1. Exact analysis 
OQN model was first introduced by Erlang (1917) in solving the automatic telephone 
exchange problem. However, this field had not received enough attention until a 
famous paper by Jackson (1963) was published. This paper introduced the famous 
Jackson networks, the kind of product-form OQNs we discussed in Section 2. Kelly 
(1975), Lemoine (1977), Disney and Konig (1985) and Buzacott and Shanthikumar 
(1985) made some extensions of these OQNs as reversible networks. 
However, exact analysis can only be applied to product-form OQNs with the 
following assumptions: 
• All nodes in an OQN have exponentially distributed service times. 
• Service times for customer classes are independent in multi-class OQNs. 
• Arrival process is Poisson. 
These restricted assumptions usually are not satisfied in real applications. There-
fore, many approximation methods have been developed to solve non-product-form 
OQNs. 
2.5.2. Approximate analysis 
According to the paper by Bitran and Tirupati (1988), exponentially distributed 
service times are overestimated in many real applications. Since exact analysis is only 
valid for exponentially distributed service times, it has been replaced by approximate 
analysis with looser assumptions. 
Besides decomposition methods, there are several other approximation methods in 
the literature, such as diffusion approximations (see details in Kobayashi (1974) and 
Reiser and Kobayashi (1975)) and maximum entropy method (see details in Kouvatsos 
(1985) and Walstra (1985)). 
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The decomposition method is utilized in our research. Based on the work from 
Kuehn (1979), Pujolle and Ai (1986), Whitt (1983) and Gelenbe and Pujolle (1987), 
this method can be described as follows: 
STEP 1: Decompose the original OQN into stochastically independent GI /G /1 
and G I / G / m queues. Compute the first two moments of the effective service time at 
each node; 
STEP 2: Calculate the effective arrival rate and the coefficient of variation in the 
inter-arrival times at each node by solving two sets of equations simultaneously; 
STEP 3: Compute the mean queue length and other performance measures for 
each node and aggregate these results to obtain performance measures for the entire 
network. 
Different implementations of these steps lead to different decomposition proce-
dures. One of the most commonly used procedures is the parametric decomposition 
(PD) method. This method was first introduced by Reiser and Kobayashi (1974), 
and has been modified and developed by Shanthikumar and Buzacott (1981), Whitt 
(1983), Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1985), Bitran and Tirupati (1988) and Meng 
et al. (2004). 
The main idea of PD is to decompose a complex queuing network into several iso-
lated queues or subsystems (Kuehn (1979)). Key points of PD include two principles. 
The first one is approximation of all non-renewal processes by stationary renewal pro-
cesses. A renewal process means every time an event occurs, the process renews itself 
and starts all over again. The Poisson process is a special case of a renewal process 
where time between occurrences is exponentially distributed. Typically, a complex 
stochastic process has one or more embedded renewal processes, which allows the pro-
cess to be decomposed into smaller independent systems. For example, Markovian 
networks can be decomposed into subsystems exactly, while general networks only 
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can be decomposed approximately. Another important principle is consideration of 
the first two moments - mean value and squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of all 
processes. This principle rests on a number of observations in queueing networks 
where mean values of performance measures are mainly influenced by the mean and 
SCV of a random variable. 
The queueing network analyzer (QNA) developed by Whitt (1983) is a software 
package for OQNs in communication systems, but it was modified to model discrete 
parts manufacturing systems. The approximation method in QNA decomposes the 
queuing network into several stochastically independent GI IG 1m queues. A GI IG 1m 
queue indicates that the arrival process of the queue with m multiple servers is a 
renewal process with a general distribution (G 1), and the distribution of service time 
is also general (G). QNA uses the first two moments of inter-arrival and service times 
to handle more generally distributed OQNs. Once the first two moments of the inter-
arrival time of each customer type into the network and its routing are given, QNA 
calculates the first two moments of effective inter-arrival times of customers at each 
node. QNA also calculates the first two moments of effective service times at each 
node and then analyzes each node as an independent GIl Gil or GIl G I m queue to 
estimate performance measures of this node. Finally, performance measures of the 
entire queuing network are estimated by synthesizing performance measures of these 
independent GIIG/1 or GIIGlm queues (Whitt (1983)). 
Here we list some additional notations of QNA: 
o c Number of operations for cth class of customers 
Ajk Rate at which a product leaving node j goes to node k 
Ajk Rate at which a product arriving at node k comes from node j 
Pjk Proportion of products leaving node j that go to node k 
Pjk Proportion of products arriving at node k that come from node j 
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C~j SCV of inter-arrival time for two consecutive arrivals into node j 
2.5.2.1. Basic network operations. Whitt (1983) pointed out that an OQN com-
bines several basic network operations no matter how complex the network is. These 
network operations are departure, split and superposition. Effects of these operations 
are discussed next. 
1) Departure operation 
The effective departure rate and SCV of the inter-departure times at a node are: 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
where Aa is the arrival rate into the node, and c~ is SCV of inter-arrival times. p is 
the traffic intensity or utilization at the node: 
2) Split operation 
The aggregate product is split into subaggregate products via the split operation. 
The effective departure rate and SCV of the arrival process of split operation are: 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
3) Superposition operation 
Products arriving at a node j are aggregated via the superposition operation. The 
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first two moments of the arrival process of superposition are: 
(2.21 ) 
2 "(.\) 2 
Ca = W L '"' A ci + 1 - w. 
i L.Jk k 
(2.22) 
The weighting function is 
where 
lJ = [L (Ai/L Ak)2rl. 
i k 
2.5.2.2. Estimating the first two moments of inter-arrival times. As men-
tioned previously, the first two moments of effective inter-arrival times are obtained 
by solving two sytems of linear equations, which synthesize the effects of these three 
basic network operations on the first and second moments of the inter-arrival times. 
The first system of linear equations calculates the effective arrival rate into each 
node: 
n 
~k = ~Ok + L ~jpjk' k = 1,2, ... n. 
j=l 
(2.23) 
Equation (2.23) indicates that the effective arrival rate into any node k is equal to the 
arrival rate from the outside world plus arrival rates from other nodes in the network. 
The second system of linear equations is used to caculate the SCV of the inter-
arrival time for two consecutive arrivals into any node in the network, which is the 
synthesis of the effects of the three basic network operations: 
n 
C~j = aj + LC~ibij, 1:::; j:::; n. (2.24) 
i=l 
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In equation (2.24), aj and bij are constants obtained via the following equations: 
where 
n 
Vj = (Lpt;jt 1 . 
i=O 
2.5.2.3. Estimating the first two moments of service times. The effective 
mean value and SCV of service times are calculated as: 
I:~=l I:;!l AkJ.tkC1{(k,£) : nkC = j} 
J.tj = I:~=l I:;~l Ak1{(k, £) : nke = j} , 
2( 2 + 1) = I:~=l I:;!l AkJ.t~c(C;kC + 1)1{(k,£) : nkC = j} 
Ij,J CSJ I:~=1 I:;!1 Ak1 {(k, £) : nke = j} 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
2.5.2.4. Network performance measures. Now that the network has been bro-
ken up into stochastically independent nodes and their effective inter-arrival and 
service time parameters have been approximately calculated, we can analyze each 
node separately and obtain estimates of performance measures as shown next. 
The average waiting time in a GI/G/m queue is: 
(2.27) 
where lE(WQk)M/M/m is the average waiting time in a M/M/m queue. 
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The basic total network performance measure is the throughput, which is same 
as the total external arrival rate AO, and 
n 
(2.28) 
The mean and variance of the number of customers N in the entire network are 
n 
lEN = LlENi' (2.29) 
n 
Var(N) = L Var(Ni ). (2.30) 
There are two kinds of customers: an aggregate customer and a particular cus-
tomer. For an aggregate customer, Pij is independent of the current state and history 
of the network. On the other hand, each particular customer should have a relatively 
negligible effect on the total network from the view of particular customers. 
Some important equations for estimating key performance measures are listed 
here. 
The expected number of visits to node i is 
(2.31) 
The mean time a customer spends in node i is 
(2.32) 
The expected total time in the network from arrival to departure for a customer 
is 
n n 
lET = LlE1i = LlEVi(Ti + lEWi ). (2.33) 
i=l i=l 
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The variance of the time spent by a customer at node i is 
and 
n 




where F is the matrix (I - P)-I, and P == (Pij). Fdg is the n x n matrix with all 
off-diagonal entries 0 and diagonal entries the same as F. 
By assuming that T;,s at the different nodes are conditionally independent, 
n Vj 
T= (LLTkj), (2.36) 
j=l k=l 
where Tkj is the time for the kth visit to node j. 
Finally, 
n V; n n Vt Vj 
IE(T2) = LIE(LTki)2 + 2 L L IE(LTki LT£j), (2.37) 
i=l k=l i=l j=i+1 k=l £=1 
and 
Var(T) = IE(T2) - (IE(T))2. (2.38) 
Hence, 
n n 
Var(T) = L nVar(T;,) + 2 L L IE(Tli lE(T1j)Cov(Vi, Vj)). (2.39) 
i=l i=l j=i+1 
The QNA has been applied in different research areas, such as computer science, 
communication, and semiconductor industry (see Magarajan et al. (1991) and Glassey 
and Resende (1988)). Yu and Koster (2008) used QNA to analyze pick-and-pass order 
picking system by modeling the system as a GIGlm queueing network. 
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Many extensions have been developed based on the QNA. Segal and Whitt (1989) 
published a queueing network analyzer that extends the QNA by including additonal 
operations for manufacturing, such as partial yields and tests, lot sizes and service 
interruptions. Lambrecht et al. (1998) introduced a procedure to analyze a jobshop 
for multiple products, and modeled this procedure as an OQN and then analyzed 
the procedure based on the QNA. The extension of this paper is that it considers 
setup and batching operations in a jobshop. Meng and Heragu (2004) developed the 
manufacturing system performance analyzer (MPA) as an extension of the QNA. In 
MPA, the batching operation is considered as the fourth basic network operation. 
Two sets of linear equations of service times and inter-arrival times are modified by 
adding the batching operation. MPA is discussed further in Chapter 3. 
2.6. CQN methodology review 
The study of CQNs can be traced back to the 1960's, and there are a number of ex-
act algorithms for product-form networks, as well as many approximation algorithms 
for non-pro duct-form networks in the literature. In the first part of this section, we 
briefly review these exact methods, and then review the mean value analysis (MVA) 
method in detail. In the second part, we present some approximation algorithms for 
non-pro duct-form CQNs. 
2.6.1. Algorithms for product-form CQNs 
As discussed in Section 2, product-form solutions are easily expressed and more effec-
tive than direct state space methods. However, it is still time consuming to compute 
the normalization constant by equation (2.10). Therefore, efficient algorithms have 
been developed to reduce the computation time. The MVA method is the most im-
portant algorithm among these efficient algorithms, and we will discuss this in detail 
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later. Besides MVA, there are many other popular algorithms for calculating per-
formance measures of product-form CQNs existing in the literature and we briefly 
introduce two of them. 
First, Buzen (1971) developed an efficient algorithm called the convolution algo-
rithm to calculate the normalization constant G(K). This algorithm iterates over 
nodes in the network and the number of possible customers at each node to compute 
G(K). 
The second algorithm for product-form CQNs is called the REGAL algorithm. 
RECAL algorithm denotes recursion by chain algorithm and was first introduced by 
Conway and Georganas (1986). An advantage of this algorithm is that it is suitable 
for networks with a large number of customer classes but a small number of nodes. 
2.6.1.1. Mean value analysis. The MVA was developed by Reiser and Lavenberg 
(1980) for analysis of product-form CQNs. The most important advantage of this 
alogrithm is that it computes performance measures without using the normalization 
constant. 
First, two important theorems are presented, which are the foundation for the 
MVA method. The first theorem is Little's theorem as shown below. 
Theorem 5. (Little's Theorem) The mean number of customers can be expressed 
by the throughput and the mean response time: 
L = )'W, (2.40) 
and the mean number of customers in a queue can be expressed by the throughput and 
the mean waiting time: 
Lq = )'Wq. (2.41) 
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This smart guess of the relation between two important performance measures 
was proved by Little (1961). 
The second important theorem is the arrival theorem proved by Reiser and Laven-
berg (1980). 
Theorem 6. (Arrival Theorem) For a single-class product-form CQN, the proba-
bility mass function (pmf) of the number of customers at ith node when there are K 
customers in the network equals to the pmf of the number of customers at ith node 
when there are K - 1 customers in the network: 
(2.42) 
For a multi-class product-form CQN, the relationship also holds for cth class of 
customers: 
(2.43) 
where Ec is an M x 1 vector that cth element is 1 and other elements are as. 
Theorem 6 indicates an important property: At the moment a customer arrives 
at a node, this customer is not included in the network, which is same as the system 
with one fewer customer in the network. Hence, quantities of the network with K 
customers can be related to quantities of the network with K - 1 customers. This is 
the base of the recursive procedure of MVA. 
We introduce the basic MVA for single-class CQNs first, then this algorithm is 
extended to multi-class CQNs. 
The basic equation derived from Theorems 5 and 6 is: 
(2.44) 
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Equation (2.44) is valid for single-class CQN with FCFS nodes, LCFS nodes and 
PS nodes. For IS-nodes, Wi is: 
(2.45) 
Currently, we only study FCFS case, and we may extend our study for other 
strategies in future. 
Equation (2.44) needs to be revised for CQNs with parallel servers nodes. For 
FCFS discipline, Wi(K) can be expressed as: 
otherwise. 
These equations can be inducted and rearranged as: 
The expression of 1l"i(jIK) is obtained in the lemma shown below: 
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Lemma 1. (Baskett et al. (1975)) For j = 1,'" ,K, the marginal probabilities 
satisfy: 
( 'IK) Ai(K) ( . I ) 7ri J = ( .) 7ri J - 1 K - 1 , 
iLi'Pi J 
K (2.46) 
7ri(OIK) = 7ri(OIO) - L 7ri(jIK). 
j=1 
Now, we can obtain the equation of Wi(K) as shown below: 
(2.47) 
The next lemma from Reiser and Lavenberg (1980) shows two additional equations 
to describe the MVA completely. 
Lemma 2. The overall throughput of the network with K customers in the network 
zs: 
(2.48) 
The mean number of customer at the ith node: 
(2.49) 
The complete MVA method for single-class product-form CQNs can be described 
in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1. Mean Value Analysis 
STEP 1. Initialization 
For i = 1, ... M and j = 1,· .. , (mi - 1), £i(O) = 0, 7ri(OIO) = 1 and 7ri(jIO) = 0. 
STEP 2. Iteration for k = 1,·· . K: 
2.1 For i = 1,·· . M, compute Wi(k) by using equation (2·47). 
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2.2 Compute the overall throughput )"(k) by using equation (2.48) and 7fi(jlk) by 
equation (2.46). 
2.3 For i = 1, ... M, compute the mean number of customers at ith node Ii(k) by 
equation (2.49). 
Theorem 6 is also suitable for multi-class CQNs. We briefly present the MVA for 
multi-class CQNs here. 
Algorithm 2. Mean Value Analysis for Multi-class CQN 
STEP 1. Initialization 
For i = 1" .. ,M, c = 1,," ,C, j = 1"" , (mi - 1), Lic(O) = 0, 7fi(OIO) = 1, 
7fi(jIO) = O. 
STEP 2. Iteration for k = 0, ... ,K: 
2.1 For i = 1"" M and c = 1,'" ,C, compute the mean response time of cth 
class of customers at ith node: 
2.2 For c = 1, ... ,C, compute the overall throughput per class: 
(2.51) 
2.3 For i = 1,· .. , M, c = 1,," ,C, compute the mean number of cth class of 
customers at i th node: 
(2.52) 
2.6.1.2. MVA extension. MVA has been developed and modified to solve CQNs 
under various assumptions. We briefly review several extensions of MVA. 
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First, Zahorjan and Wong (1981) extended MVA to the analysis of mixed product-
form queueing networks with single server nodes. In this paper, the arrival theorem 6 
has been extended to product-form OQNs. Then the MVA algorithm for CQNs can 
be modified to evaluate mixed queueing networks. Krzesinski et al. (1981) and BrueH 
et al. (1984) extended this result to multi-server nodes case. 
Secondly, the MVA can be extended to evaluate product-form CQNs with load-
dependent service times, which was first introduced by Reiser (1981). This extension 
straightforwardly replaces the load-independent service rate Ili at ith node by the 
load-dependent service rate Ili(j) when there are j customers at ith uode. We briefly 
recap the MVA for single-class CQNs with load-dependent service, and the multi-class 
case can be simply extended from it. 
Algorithm 3. Mean Value Analysis for Single-class CQNs with Load-
dependent Service 
STEP 1. Initialization 
For i = 1, ... M, Li(O) = 0, 7ri(OIO) = 1. 
STEP 2. Iteration for k = 1"" K: 
2.1 For i = 1"" M, compute Wi(k) by: 
2.2 Compute the overall throughput >'(k) by equation {2.48} and 7ri(jlk) by: 
( '1) >'i(k) (. Ik ) 7ri J k = (.) (.) 7ri J - 1 - 1 , 
Ili J <Pi J 
K 





2.3 For i = 1, ... M, compute the mean number of customers at ith node Li(k) by 
equation {2.49}. 
The third extension of MVA was developed for CQNs with a large number of 
customer classes. In these CQNs, exact methods we reviewed are time-consuming be-
cause the computation time of these methods grows exponentially with the number 
of classes. There are many approximation methods in the literature, and we briefly 
review the Bard-Schweitzer approximation method based on MVA. This method re-
quires much less memory than exact methods and still gives accurate results. Bard 
(1979) and Schweitzer (1984) developed this approximation method based on MVA 
for multi-class CQNs with single server nodes. The basic idea can be described in the 
following three steps: 
STEP 1. Start with an initial value LicCK) for the given population vector K, 
and estimate Lic(K - es ) for all classes; 
STEP 2. Use equation (2.50) for single server nodes to estimate Lic(K), equation 
(2.51) to estimate Ac(K) and equation (2.52) for a new value of LdK). This step is 
actually the one-step iteration of MVA for multi-class CQNs with given population 
vector K; 
STEP 3. If the difference between the values of Lic(K)s obtained in two interac-
tions is less than the given error criterion, stop. Otherwise, go back to STEP 1. 
Neuse and Chandy (1981) developed a method called self-correcting approximation 
technique (SCAT) as an extension of Bard-Schweitzer method. Zahorjan et al. (1988) 
proved that the SCAT is better than the Bard-Schweitzer method. 
2.6.2. Algorithms for non-pro duct-form CQNs 
In real applications, many CQNs do not satisfy the local balance property (Prop-
erty 1). For example, the distribution of inter-arrival and service times is usually 
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not exponentially distributed. Traditionally, methods based on discrete event simula-
tion are used to estimate performance measures of these CQN s. However, simulation 
methods are usually time consuming and costly. In this section, we review some 
approximate methods for non-pro duct-form CQNi:i as efficient alternatives of the sim-
ulation method. 
There are many different types of non-pro duct-form CQNs, and here we only 
present algorithms for non-pro duct-form CQNs with non-exponentially distributed 
service times, which is related to our research. 
The straightforward way to solve non-product-form CQNs with rv /G/1 and '" 
/G/m FeFS nodes is to replace these nodes with rv /M/1 and r-.J /M/m FeFS 
nodes and then apply methods of product-form CQNs. This is the basic idea of 
the robustness method. This method is based on an important robustness property 
that assumes changing of major parameters only leads minor changes in performance 
measures in CQNs with non-exponentially distributed service times. Suri (1983), 
Denning and Buzen (1978) did some studies about the robustness property of CQNs. 
Bolch et al. (1998) investigated more than 100 different non-pro duct-form CQNs 
with rv /G/1 and r-.J /G/m FeFS nodes. For these CQNs, they got i:ilIlall differences 
between non-pro duct-form and product-form in most cases. 
The second method for non-pro duct-form CQNs containing single or mUltiple 
generally distributed service times nodes is called Marie's method, which is developed 
by Marie (1980). The main idea of this method is described below: 
STEP 1. Consider a product-form CQN simply replacing rv /G/m FeFS nodes 
by rv / M / m Fe F S nodes. The load-dependent arrival rates Ai (k)s can be determined 
by an iterative procedure; 
STEP 2. Consider a non-pro duct-form CQN with Ai(k)/G/1 FeFS nodes. A 
Coxian distribution is used to replace the general distribution. Load dependent 
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throughput and other system performance measures can be obtained by an itera-
tive procedure. These results approximately estimate performance measures of the 
original CQN. 
2.7. SOQN methodology review 
As mentioned in Section 2, SOQNs are a set of queueing networks with additional 
resources. Each entering customer needs to be paired with this resource before be-
ginning service. If no resources are available, customers wait in the external queue 
until a resource becomes available. This set of queueing networks can also be viewed 
as OQNs with a popUlation constraint (Dallery (1990)). Obviously, SOQNs do not 
fulfill Property 1. Hence, there is no product-form solution. The approximate anal-
ysis for single-class SOQNs can be divided into three categories: aggregation based 
methods, CQN based methods and matrix geometric based methods. We review these 
three kinds of approximation methods respectively in the next subsection. On the 
other hand, the multi-class SOQN is a more complicated queueing network and there 
are not many mature methodologies for this in the literature. We briefly review some 
attempts to solve multi-class SOQNs. 
2.7.1. Single-class SOQN 
The first category of approximate analysis for single-class SOQNs is the aggregation 
based method. This method firstly introduced by Avi-Itzhak and Heyman (1973) to 
solve single-class SOQNs with exponentially distributed service times. A multipro-
gramming computer system was modeled as a CQN before this paper was published. 
The number of jobs in the system is determined by the capacity of the central pro-
cessing unit (CPU). However, the number of jobs in the system is not fixed and 
the maximum number is determined by the capacity of CPU. Thus, Avi-Itzhak and 
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Heyman (1973) modeled the computer system as an OQN with an external queue. 
The first step of this aggregation method is to develop a CQN for this queueing net-
work by adjusting the routing probabilities. Then, this CQN is replaced by a single 
load-dependent exponential server. The throughput of this server is obtained by cal-
culating the throughput of the CQN for all possible numbers of jobs. Finally, the 
entire queueing network is solved as an M/M(n)/N queue to obtain the queue length 
and waiting time of the external queue. 
This approach was applied for modeling job shops with limited storage space 
by Buzacott (1974). Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1980) extended this aggregation 
method to analyze flexible manufacturing systems. Yao and Buzacott (1985) ex-
tended this approach to analyze flexible manufacturing systems with state-dependent 
routings. For SOQNs with generally distributed servers, the procedure is similar ex-
cept that the load-dependent throughput is obtained by an approximate mean value 
analysis (AMVA) algorithm (Buitenhek et al. (2000)). 
For single-class SOQNs with general servers, the CQN based method has been 
developed to estimate performance measures. This method was first proposed by 
Dallery (1990). The main idea of this method can be described as follows: 
STEP 1: Approximate generally distributed service times by Coxian distributions, 
and assume the arrival process is Poisson; 
STEP 2: Construct an equivalent CQN by treating additional resources as cus-
tomers and adding a virtual service station or a synchronization station where cus-
tomers are paired with resources; 
STEP 3: This CQN is analyzed by Marie's method discussed in Section 2. 
Different from the aggregation based method, the external queue is not estimated 
directly from the queue in front of the load-dependent server. The number of cus-
tomers waiting in the external queue equals the number of customers denoted by a 
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birth-death process minus the number of resources in front of the synchronization sta-
tion. The birth rate of this birth-death process equals the arrival rate of customers, 
and the death rate is equal to the state-dependent arrival rate of the resources from 
Marie's method. 
The third category of approximate analysis for SOQNs is the matrix geometric 
based method. 
For a Markov process with infinite number of states, exact solutions can only be 
obtained if this process has a repetitive structure for the global balance equations. 
This repetition is the foundation of a recursive solution for the steady state probabil-
ities since state i + 1 can be determined if state i is known in this repetitive structure. 
The repetitive structure is called geometric form. A Markov process with a geometric 
form structure is shown in a simple example. 
Example 2. Consider an M / M /1 queue with arr:lval rate A, service rate J.l . The 
Markov process of this queue is shown in figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3. The Markov process of an M / M /1 queue 
The global balance equations of this Markov process is: 
A1f(O) = J.l1f(I), 
(A + J.l)1f(i) = A1f(i - 1) + J.l1f(i + 1) where i ;::: 1. 
The repetitive form is 
A· 1f(i) = (- )'1f(0). 
J.l 
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Because L::o 7r(i) = 1, 
1 A ---,-- = 1--
1+~ J-L 
1-)../11 
It is easy to obtain the well-known performance measures as follows: 
W= ~ = _1_. 
A A-J-L 
Neuts (1981) first proposed a standard solution procedure to describe and analyze 
G I I M 11 and MIG 11 queues that have a similar repetitive structure, which is called 
matrix geometric method (MGM). This method is part of the foundation of our re-
search and will be discussed in detail later. Ramaswami (1988) provided a numerically 
stable approach based on MGM to the computation of steady-state probabilities of 
an MIG 11 queue. Akar et al. (1998) extended this method to a unifying generalized 
state-space approach for different types of MIG/I queues. 
The MGM has been applied to solve SOQNs by Buitenhek (1998). Since the 
MGM can only solve the single-class, two-station networks practically, an approxi-
mate method was developed to solve SOQNs with more than two stations. At first, 
the network is divided into two subnetworks. Then, the MVA algorithm is used to 
determine the load-dependent throughput rates for each network. Finally, the MGM 
is used to solve the two-station SOQN with load-dependent servers. Jia and Heragu 
(2009) developed an exact method based on MGM to solve the single-class SOQN for 
some simple cases. For the multi-class SOQN, all of the classes are aggregated into a 
new virtual class and all arrival and service process parameters are determined. Then, 
the MGM is applied to solve this new single-class SOQN. Comparing with Buitenhek 
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(1998)'s method and Dallery (1990)'s method, the method by Jia and Heragu (2009) 
performs better for several examples considered in their paper. 
2.7.2. Multi-class SOQN 
There are two main directions in the study of multi-class SOQNs. 
The first direction is the multi-class SOQNs with dedicated resources, which means 
each class of customers has a designated type of resource. Lazowska and Zahorjan 
(1982) and Brandwajn (1982) first proposed an approximation approach for this type 
of multi-class SOQNs. This approach analyzes a multi-class SOQN (in which ev-
ery class of customers has an independent population constraint) by evaluating one 
customer class at a time. The impact on other classes is presented by the average 
load. Thomasian and Bay (1984) presented another method. In this method, different 
classes of customen:; are still studied one by one. The difference between the approach 
by Lazowska and Zahorjan (1982) and Brandwajn (1982) is that the impact on other 
classes is based on the utilization of other classes visiting the station. This approach 
is also not efficient if there is only one general type of resource in the system. 
As mentioned, a single-class SOQN can be solved by an approximate analysis 
based on Marie's method. If Marie's method can be extended to multi-class CQNs, 
the multi-class SOQNs with a general resource can be solved. Perros et al. (1992) 
extended this method to multi-class SOQNs by assuming the corresponding OQN is 
a BCMP-type network due to the computational difficulty of the general case. In 
order to solve general mutli-class SOQNs, Buitenhek et al. (2000) proposed an ap-
proximation approach to transform the multi-class SOQN into a multi-class CQN 
by assuming the resource changes class at the synchronization station. A modified 
AMVA algorithm has been developed to analyze the performance of this CQN. How-
ever, the method is not efficient when the number of cla.<;ses is large because the 
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modified AMVA requires more iteration steps depending on the number of customer 
classes. 
Baynat and Dallery (1996) proposed another extension of Marie's method for 
multi-class CQNs with generally distributed service times, state-dependent routing, 
and fork-join mechanisms. Jia and Heragu (2009) applied this approach in their 
solution for multi-class SOQNs with dedicated resources. 
The second direction is the multi-class SOQNs with a general resource, which 
means all classes of customers share a common type of resource. Buitenhek (1998) 
and Buitenhek et al. (2000) presented an important work on this type of multi-class 
SOQNs. The most important contribution of these two papers is that they proved 
multi-class SOQNs with a general resource are unnecessarily analyzed in the same 
complicated way as multi-class SOQNs with dedicated resources before. Therefore, 
two simplified approaches are proposed in these papers. The first approach is the 
partial reduction approach, where the multi-class SOQN is aggregated into a two-
class SOQN. The second approach is the complete reduction approach, where the 
multi-class SOQN is aggregated into a single-class SOQN. Jia and Heragu (2009) 
applied the second approach to solve multi-class SOQNs. They utilized the MGM 
approach for solving single-class SOQNs to solve multi-class SOQNs with general 




PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ASjRS AND 
AVSjRS WITH TIER-CAPTIVE VEHICLES 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we apply existing models for the analysis of ASjRS and AVSjRS 
with tier-captive vehicles. The objective of applying analytical models for the perfor-
mance analysis of the two systems is twofold. 
First, we demonstrate the power and application of a previously developed analyt-
ical model for warehouse concepting - exploring alternative configurations, estimating 
the performance of each for an assumed demand distribution, and performing sensitiv-
ityanalysis. Concepting has been traditionally done using simulation models and as 
a result, designers have been able to evaluate only a handful number of configurations 
before settling on a final design. 
Second, we demonstrate the use of an OQN model to answer key design questions. 
The key design questions we seek to answer include questions such as: 
• Is the AVSjRS or ASjRS better for a given scenario? 
• For a given warehouse application, how should the reserve area be configured? 
How many aisles, columns and levels are required? 
• How many autonomous devices (cranes, lifts and vehicles) are required to 
meet the requirements of throughput capacity, cycle times, and SjR device 
utilizations? 
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• Should the high-bay area be an integrated entity, or should it be divided into 
zones (based on aisles, columns or tiers)? If it is the latter, how should the 
automated devices be allocated to the different zones? 
In this chapter, we use analytical models to answer the first four design questions. 
3.2. A comparison of ASjRS and AVSjRS 
The different load movement patterns make the AVS JRS more flexible than an 
ASjRS. In a typical ASjRS, an aisle-captive crane moves the unit loads into and out 
of a storage space in the corresponding aisle. Because we need one crane for each 
aisle, this could lead to higher capital costs and lower utilization of material handling 
devices. Unlike storage cranes in the ASjRS, AVSjRS vehicles can access any aisle 
in any tier in the tier-to-tier configuration (more on the two possible AVSjRS con-
figurations later) and any aisle in a designated tier in the tier-captive configuration. 
Because additional autonomous vehicles and lifts can be added or removed as desired 
in the AVSjRS and vehicles are not assigned to any specific aisle, a potential advan-
tage of an AVSjRS compared to an ASjRS is the flexibility to satisfy the throughput 
requirement in different applications. 
The second advantage of an AVSjRS is modularization. Because cranes complete 
all the SjR operations in ASjRS, it is hard to modify the system configuration. A 
small change in the ASjRS leads to a costly redesign of the entire system in many 
applications. On the other hand, the AVSjRS is highly modular. Different functional 
areas can be redesigned easily with minimal impact on other areas. For example, 
the number of lifts can be changed to satisfy higher throughput requirements while 
keeping other configuration parameters constant. 
Another advantage of an AVSjRS relates to the dispatching transactions rules. 
In an ASjRS, retrieval transactions form individual queues in different storage aisles. 
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However, storage transactions mayor may not be segregated by aisles depending on 
the storage policy and system configuration (Malmborg (2002)). In comparison, all 
buffered SjR requests are in a single queue in an AVSjRS. Pooling both storage and 
retrieval transactions in a single queue may enable AVS jR systems to achieve higher 
proportion of SjR cycles using dual commands (Malmborg and Altassan (1998)). 
This allows the AVSjRS to be easily expanded or contracted depending upon the 
throughput requirement. On the other hand, this feature may be a disadvantage for 
AVSjR systems because SjR transactions in an FCFS queue may use locations on 
different storage tiers, which means vehicles may take a longer time to complete the 
S jR transactions. 
3.3. Application of analytical open queueing network model for analyzing 
AS IRS and AVS IRS with tier-captive vehicles 
As we discussed in Chapter 1, queuing network models are powerful tools in 
estimating key performance measures of discrete-event, multistage service systems. 
Customers arriving from the outside world enter the system to complete several stages 
of service, and then leave the system. The main components of a queuing network 
are servers, queues and customers. Several types of queuing networks are available 
in the literature - OQN, CQN, and SOQN. The CQN has a population constraint 
and implicitly assumes there are infinite customers just outside the network. The 
population constraint is enforced by pairing each incoming customer with a limited 
number of another resource, such as a vehicle, which stays with the customer until 
service is completed at the last stage. When the customer leaves the system, the 
resource returns to the beginning of the network ready to be paired with a new 
customer. The number of resources is finite, thus enforcing the population constraint 
in a CQN. In an OQN, customers arriving from the outside receive service at multiple 
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stages of servers, and then depart from the system. The OQN implicitly assumes 
there is an infinite number of these additional resources so that an arriving customer 
never has to wait in the external queue. SOQN, on the other hand, models the more 
realistic scenario, where a customer may have to wait for the resource or vice-versa 
and provides better estimates of total cycle time and work-in-process (WIP) inventory 
(Jia and Heragu (2009)). 
Application of the OQN to an AVS/RS with tier-captive vehicles is illustrated 
in figure 3.1. The server S1 represents the horizontal travel time of the autonomous 
vehicle on the ground floor between the load/unload point and the storage position. 
The server S2 represents the lift (vertical) travel time and S3 represents the horizontal 
travel time (again of the autonomous vehicle) on any tier other than the ground floor. 
It is easy to model the AS/RS also using the OQN model, if we visualize the 
AS/RS as the AVS/RS with tier-captive vehicles tilted by 90 degrees with just one 
server (crane) in each tier. The aisles in the AS/RS become the tiers in the AVS/RS 
after the 90 degree tilt. Similarly, the server representing the lift in the AVS/RS now 
represents a conveyor in the AS/RS (see figure 3.2). 
Many methods have been developed to analyze an OQN. Exact solution is only 
possible for networks with exponential inter-arrival and service time distributions. 
However, external arrival processes of complex queuing networks, including those 
seen in automated warehouses need not be Poisson and the service time distributions 
need not be exponential. To solve general queuing networks, several approximation 
methods are available in the literature. Among them, the parametric decomposition 
(PD) method is very popular and effective. It approximates non-renewal processes by 
stationary renewal processes. A renewal process means every time an event occurs, 
the process renews itself and starts all over again. The Poisson process is a special 
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Figure 3.1. Modeling an AVSjRS as an OQN 
Typically, a complex stochastic process has one or more embedded renewal processes, 
which allows the process to be decomposed into smaller independent systems. For 
example, Markovian networks can be decomposed into subsystems exactly, while gen-
eral networks can only be decomposed approximately. By considering only the first 
two moments - mean value and squared coefficient of variation (SCV) - of all arrival 
and service processes, the PD method decomposes a complex queuing network into 
several isolated queues or subsystems (Kuehn (1979)). 
QN A (Queuing Network Analyzer) is a software package to analyze different kinds 










Figure 3.2. A 90 degree tilt of the AVS/RS with just one vehicle per 
tier transforms it into an AS IRS 
was developed by Whitt (1983). It was originally intended for use in communica-
tion systems, but was later extended to model discrete parts manufacturing systems. 
The approximation method in QNA decomposes the queuing network into several 
stochastically independent GIl G I m queues. A GIl G I m queue indicates that the 
arrival process of the queue with m multiple servers is a renewal process with general 
distribution (GI), and the distribution of service time is also general (G) . Once the 
first two moments of the inter-arrival time of each customer type and its routing are 
given, QNA calculates the first two moments of the effective inter-arrival times of 
customers at each node. QN A also calculates the first two moments of the effective 
service times at each node and then analyzes each node as an independent GIl G II or 
G I I G I m queue to estimate performance measures of this node. Finally, performance 
measures of the entire queuing network are estimated by synthesizing performance 
measures of these independent GIIG/I or GIIGlm queues (Whitt (1983)). 
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MPA, an extension of QNA, and described in Meng and Heragu (2004), is an 
analytical model specifically designed to evaluate the performance of a manufacturing 
system. In addition to three key network operations captured in QNA, superposition, 
decomposition and departure, MPA captures another key operation - that of batching. 
It considers numerous real-world factors such as setup times, server failures, empty 
travel time of discrete material handling devices and provides reasonably accurate 
estimates of performance measures. The core of MPA is to solve equations of the first 
two moments of inter-arrival and service times for each node (Equations (29) - (30) 
in Meng and Heragu (2004)). We use MPA in this chapter to estimate performance 
measures of an AS/RS and an AVS/RS. 
3.4. Use of analytical models for warehouse design conceptualization 
In this section, we design a set of experiments using data from two companies to 
demonstrate how the analytical models presented in Section 3 can be used for design 
conceptualization. Design conceptualization is a key step in the design of a warehouse. 
Most designers begin with a particular technology they are familiar with (for exam-
ple, AS/RS or AVS/RS), one or two configurations they have previously employed 
with this technology, and modify it slightly by scaling the design up or down to meet 
the throughput requirements of the current scenario. They then develop simulation 
models and verify/validate their design on their chosen configuration(s) to demon-
strate that the customer throughput requirements can be met and select one of these 
designs depending upon the system integrator and customer preferences. While this 
approach provides one or two single usable designs, it may not necessarily be the best 
design because only a handful number of configurations are tested using a material 
handling system familiar to the system integrator. Use of MPA allows the integrator 
to test two alternate material handling technologies and numerous configurations -
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many more than is possible via simulation - and estimate the performance measures 
and select the best one from among a larger set of candidate designs. We believe this 
approach allows the system integrator to arrive at a significantly better design than 
what they currently propose to their customers. 
3.4.1. AVS/RS parameters 
Using data from a warehouse implementation of an AVS/RS by Savoye Logistics, we 
show how to prepare or calculate the input data required by the analytical model 
presented in Section 3. The elements of the warehouse design are shown in tables 3.1 
- 3.4. Figure 3.3 shows these elements on one tier of an AVS/RS. 
Table 3.1. AVS/RS rack system data 
Number of tiers (T) 7 
N umber of aisles (A) 42 
Number of bays (B) 12 
Number of storage positions per bay (nB) 3 
Distance between two bays (Bd ) 3030mm 9.94ft 
Distance between two aisles (Da) 4256mm 13.96ft 
Pallet height (Hp) 2000mm 6.56ft 
Distance between level-pallet (Zp) 350mm 1.15ft 
Table 3.2. Autonomous vehicle data 
Vehicle speed (Vv ) 8.2ft/ s( 492ft/min) 
Vehicle acceleration/deceleration (av ) 0.167ft/s 
Table 3.3. Lift data 
Lift speed (Vz) 1.5m/s 4.9ft/ s(294ft/min) 
Lift acceleration/deceleration (al) 0.5m/s'" 0.167ft/s'" 
Pallet transfer from buffer area to lift (t2 ) lOs 
The effective vehicle travel times and the effective lift travel times are two param-
eters needed in the OQN model. 
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Table 3.4. Pallet data 
Length (PL ) 1200mm 3.94ft 
Width (Pw ) 800mm 2.62ft 






Figure 3.3. Elements on a tier of an AVSjRS 
3.4.1.1. Estimating effective vehicle travel time. The vehicle travel time on a 
given tier is determined by three factors. The first factor is the command type. We 
assume that the vehicle can execute either a storage request (S) or a retrieval request 
(R). The second factor determines the position of the available vehicle. We denote 
this factor by a pair of coordinates (xv(i), Yv(j)), where i denotes ith aisle, and j 
denotes jth column. The number of columns C is equal to the number of storage 
positions per aisle and is given by: 
C = B x nB = 51, (3.1) 
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and the average width of each storage position uL is: 
(Bd - nBP )(B - 1) 
uL = ~ + Pw = 1.002m. 
nB 
(3.2) 
The third factor is the destination/origin of SIR requests, which is denoted by a 
pair of coordinates (Xp(i) , Yp(j)). For example, (8, (xv (1), Yv(10)), (xp(2), Yp(20))) 
describes a storage request with an available vehicle at the first aisle and 10th column 
and the designated storage position at the second aisle and 20th column. 
There are 2 x A x C x A x C or 9,176,328 possible scenarios for this AVS/RS. 
Let Prvk and tvk respectively denote the probability and vehicle travel time of kth 
scenario. According to Baye's theorem, the effective vehicle travel time is: 
2xA2XC2 
lE(tv) = I: Prvktvk· (3.3) 
k=l 
We assume all arrival processes are Poisson. The probability of a storage request 
at each tier Prs and the probability of a retrieval request at each tier Prr are: 
As/T As 
Prs = As/T + Ar/T As + Ar ' 
(3.4) 
Ar/T Ar 
Prr = As/T + Ar/T As + Ar ' 
where As and Ar are overall SIR throughput. Additionally, note that the SIR policy 
is purely random, and therefore the probability that an available vehicle is at any 




On the other hand, tvk is determined by the available vehicle position and the 
destination/origin of SIR requests. We use Pv and Pp to denote the available vehicle 
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position and the designated position for kth scenario respectively. Figure 3.4 shows 
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Figure 3.4. Travel path in a tier for S/R requests 
x 
Here we simplify the layout of a tier to a rectangle shape with grids. Each grid 
denotes a possible storage position with length as Da and width as uL. For example, 
if the vehicle is in the ith aisle, jth column, the position of this vehicle in figure 3.4 
is in the grid of ith row and jth column, and 
(3.6) 
Yv(jv) = jvuL, jv = 0, ... , C - 1. 
For a designated position Pp, (xp(ip), yp(jp)) can also be obtained by equation (3.6). 
Before estimating the tvks, we develop some formulae of travel times between 
different positions. The first formula is the travel time on the X-axis between any 
two aisles tx ' By considering the acceleration/deceleration of vehicles, it is known that 
when the distance between two aisles Sx is shorter than Sa (sa = ta Vv = 2.5ta = 12.5m, 





This vehicle speed is shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5. Vehicle speed 
The second formula is the travel time ty on Y-axis between any two columns Sy. 





Sy~Sa + 2ta 
(3.9) 
otherwise. 
As shown in figure 3.4, the storage travel path contains two parts, Ssl and S82. Ssl 
denotes the vehicle travel path from the position where it completed the transaction 
to the lift position. We assume that all the lifts are located next to each other in the 
left-front corner of the reserve storage area, or at the origin. Ss2 denotes the path 




The corresponding travel times tsl and ts2 can be obtained by equations (3.7) -
(3.9) respectively: 
(3.11) 
2Ji pDa + 2 JjpUL . D . L Zp a < Sa,)pU < Sa, av av 
(3.12) 
ipDa-Sa + 2ta + 2J jpuL . D > . L 
H Zp a _ Sa,)pU < Sa, 
Vv au 
ipDv,uv-Su + 2ta + jpu~v-sa + 2ta . D > . L > v, Zp a _ Sa,)pU _ Sa· 
The retrieval transaction path (see the right side of figure 3.4) also includes two 
parts: STl and Sr2. STl is the path for the vehicle to travel from where it completed 
the last transaction to the retrieval request position. There are three parts in STl 
when the vehicle and the origin of the retrieval request are not in the same aisle: 
travel distance to the X-axis, travel distance on the X-axis and travel distance on the 
X-axis to the retrieval position. Obviously, BTl is the shorter part of a rectangular 
movement path. If 
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or jv + jp ~ C - 1, the vehicle travels from its last position to the X-axis and 
then travels to the designated storage position. Otherwise, the vehicle travels to the 
opposite axis and then travels to the designated storage position. Sr2 denotes the 
path for the vehicle to transfer the pallet from the designated retrieval position to 
the lift position. 
(3.13) 
The corresponding travel times trl and tr2 can be obtained by equation (3.7) -
(3.9) respectively. Table 3.5 shows trl under different conditions. 
(3.14) 
ipDa-Sa + 2ta + jpuL-sa + 2ta . D > . L > 
v: v: Zp a _ Sa,)pU _ Sa· v u 
Hence, the effecitve vehicle travel time for a retrieval transaction tv(R, iv, jv, ip, jp) = 
3.4.1.2. Estimating effective lift travel time. The lift travel time between any 
two tiers is also determined by three factors: SIR request type (5 or R), current 
lift position (Yl(m)) and destination/origin tier (Ys(m)/Yr(m)), where m denotes mth 
tier. For instance, (5, Yl(2), Ys(4)) means the available lift is on the second tier 
currently, and the storage destination is the 4th tier. 
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Table 3.5. tr1 under different conditions 
t r l(iv ,jv,ip ,jp) Condition 
j" + jp > 0 + 1, i" f= ip 
2/~ + 2/~ + 2.,jliv iplDa 
a v av au j"uL < sa,jpuL < sa, Ii" - iplDa < Sa 
2/~ + jpuL Sa + 2ta + 2.Jliv-ipIDa 
atJ Vv a v 
j"uL < sa,jpuL ;::: Ba, Ii" - iplDa < Ba 
jvuL-sa + 2t + 2J ~ + 2.Jliv iplDa v: a a a v jvuL ;::: sa,jpuL < Sa, Ii., - iplDa < Sa 
j"u~-sa + 2ta + jpU~ Sa + 2ta + 2J liv ~plDa jvuL ;::: sa,jpuL ;::: Sa, liv - iplDa < Sa 
2/~ +2/~ + Ii" iplDa So + 2ta jvuL < su,jpuL < Su, liv - iplDa ~ Sa av au V" 
2.J ~ + jpuL Sa + 2ta + Ii" iplDa So + 2ta jvuL < sa,jpuL ~ Sa, liv - iplDa ~ Sa at) Vv Vv 
jvU~-8. + 2ta + 2jJ~:L + liv ir. IDl1 8 a + 2ta jvuL ;::: sa,jpuL < Sa, Ii" - iplDa ~ Sa V. 
jVU~ 8 a + 2ta + jpUv. 8a + 2ta + iv ip Va 8a + 2ta j"uL > sa,jpuL > Sa, Ii" iplDa > Ba V. 
j" + jp < 0 + 1, i" f= ip 
2.J(C-I-jv)UL + 2.J(C-l-jp)UL + 2.Jr:!!-ipIDa 
a v a v av 
0- 1- j,,)uL < Sa, (0 - 1 - jp)uL < Ba , Ii" - iplDa < Ba 
2JfC Ia jv)uL + (C I jp)uL 8a +2t +2.Jliv -ipIDa 0- 1 - j,,)uL < Sa, (0 - 1 - jp)uL ~ Sa, Ii" - iplDa < Sa V. a av 
(C 1 jv)uL sa + 2ta + 2.J(C 1 jp)uL + 2J liv i.IDa 0 1 j,,)uL> Ba, (0 1 jp)uL < Ba, Ii" iplDa < Ba V. a a 
(C I iv)uL 
8 a + 2ta + (C 1 j.)uL 8a + 2ta + 2J liv ~plDa (0 - 1 - j,,)uL ;::: Sa, (0 - 1 - jp)uL ;::: Sa, Ii" - iplDa < Sa V V. 
2J(C-l-iv)uL +2J(C-l-jp)uL + liv-ipIDa-sa +2t 
a I!.1L Vll a 
0- 1 - jv)uL < Ba , (0 - 1 - jp)uL < Sa, Ii" - iplDa ~ Ba 
2J(C 1 jv)uL + (C 1 jp)uL Sa + 2ta + liv ~ il)IDa 8a + 2ta 0- 1 - jv)uL < Sa, (0 - 1 - jp)uL ;::: Sa, Ii" - iplDa ;::: Sa 
a" V. V. 
(C-l-{y)uL-s a + 2ta + ~~l(C 1 ip)uL + Ii" iplDa 8 a + 2ta 0 1 jv)uL> Sa, (0 1 jp)uL < Ba , liv iplDa > Sa a-".. V. 
C 1 jv tiL Sa + 2ta + 1p U 8a + 2ta + 'v 'p a 8a + 2ta 0 1 j,,)uL> Sa, (0 1 jp)uL > Sa, Ii" iplDa > Ba V. V. V. 
iv - ip 
2Jliv-;pluL Ij" jpluL < Ba 
1v Jp U 
8a + 2ta IJ" jpluL > Ba V. 
There are 2 x T x (T - 1) or 84 possible scenarios for the AVS/RS we consider. 
The effective lift travel time lE(tl) can be obtained by: 
2xTx(T-1) 
lE(tl) = 2: Pnktlk, (3.15) 
k=l 
where Prlk and tvk are the probability and lift travel time of kth scenario respectively. 
Obviously, the available lift could be at any tier, but the destination/origin tier 
cannot be the ground floor because S /R requests on the ground floor need no lift 
service. Hence, 
{
prsprlPrdo = >'8~>'rPnPrdo 
Prlk = 





where Prl = l/T is the probability of the available lift position, and Prdo is the 
probability of the destination/origin position: 
Prdo = Pr(x = mlm > 1) = Pr(x = m&m > 1) = _l_/T - 1 = T 
Pr(m> 1) T - 1 T (T - 1)2 
(3.17) 
Similar to the vehicle travel time tvks for different scenarios, the lift travel time 
















Figure 3.6. Lift travel path for SIR requests 
lift is Yl(ml), the destination tier of a storage request is Ys(ms), and the origin tier of 
a retrieval request is Yr(mr): 
(3.18) 
where Td = Hp + Zp is the height of each tier. 
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By considering the acceleration/deceleration of lifts, the travel time tly between 
any two tiers Sly is: 
{
2/¥f Sly < Sla, 
tl y = 
Sly-Sla + 2t otherwise, \II La 
(3.19) 
where Sla = taL Vi = 4.5m, tal = .!:i = 3s. 
al 
For a storage transaction, the travel path contains two parts, Ssl and Ss2. Ssl is 
the path for the lift to travel from its current position to the I/O position on the 
ground floor, and Ss2 denotes the path for the lift to transfer the pallet from the I/O 
position to the destination tier. 
(3.20) 
The corresponding travel times tsl and ts2 can be obtained by equation (3.19) 
respectively: 
(3.21 ) 
Hence, the lift travel time of a storage transaction is: tL(S, mL, hs ) = tsl (mz, hs ) + 
For a retrieval transaction, the travel path also contains two parts: SrI and Sr2. 
SrI is the distance between the lift position and the origin tier of the retrieval request, 
while Sr2 denotes the path taken by the lift to transfer the pallet from the origin tier 
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to the I/O position on the ground floor. 
(3.22) 
The corresponding travel times trl and tr2 can be obtained by equation (3.19) 
respectively: 
(3.23) 
Hence, the lift travel time for a retrieval transaction is: tl (R, ml, ms) = trl (ml, m r ) + 
3.4.2. AS/RS parameters 
The unit load AS/RS we study here is from TGW-ERMANCO (2007). Details of 
this warehouse are shown in tables 3.6 and 3.7. 
Table 3.6. AS/RS rack system data 
Height (H) 36m 12ft 
Level (L) 15 
Aisle (A) 10 
Pallet height (Hp) 2000mm 6.56ft 
Distance between level-pallet (Zp) 350mm 1.15ft 
Width of a storage position (uL) 1002mm 3.00ft 
Distance between two aisles (Da) 4256mm 13.96ft 
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Table 3.7. AS/RS automated devices data 
Crane horizontal speed (V H) 4.444m/s 13.333ft/s (800ft/min) 
Crane horizontal acceleration/deceleration (aH) 4.333m/s2 13ft/s'2 
Crane vertical speed (V v) 2.222m/s 6.667ft/s (400ft/min) 
Crane horizontal acceleration/deceleration (av) 2. 167m/s'2 6.5ft/s'2 
Conveyor speed (Vc) O.3m/s O.9ft/s (54ft/min) 
The crane travel time within each aisle can be determined by considering three 
factors: SIR request type (5 or R), current crane position (xc(ic), Yc(jc)) and des-
tination/origin position (xp(ip), Yp(jp)) , where ic and ip denote the icth column and 
ipth column, jc and jp denote jcth level and jpth level. The number of columns C 
can be determined by storage capacity n: 
C = [ n ] 2xAxL' 
(3.24) 
Hence, there are 2 x L2 X C 2 possible scenarios for an AS/RS, and the effective crane 
travel time JE( tv) is 
2xL2XC2 
JE(tc ) = L Prcktck, 
k 
(3.25) 
where Prck and tck are the probability and crane travel time of kth scenarios respec-
tively. 
Similar to equation (3.5), the Prck can be obtained as: 
{p ...!......L - As/A ...!......L - ~...!......L t est 
P 
_ rs £2 C 2 - A./A+Ar/A £2 C2 - As+Ar L2 C2 S orage requ , 
rck -
P I 1 _ Ar/A 1 1 -~...!... 1 t 'e al equest rrvC2 - A./A+Ar/AVC2 - A.+Ar £2 C2 re n v r . 
(3.26) 
Figure 3.7 shows the crane travel paths for an SIR transaction within an aisle. 
Once again, the layout of an aisle has been simplified as a rectangle shape with grids. 
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Figure 3.7. Travel path in an aisle for SIR requests 
Hence, 
The travel time between any two columns on the x-axis tx is: 
{
2 ~ VaH tx = 
Sx-Sax + 2t 
VH ax 
where Sax = tax VH = 4.56m, tax = !:H. = 1.03s. aH 
otherwise, 
The travel time between any two levels on the y-axis ty is: 
{
2 {l;, Vav 
SY-S"Y + 2t 
Vv ay otherwise, 






For a storage transaction, the crane travel path has two parts: the path from the 
current position to the buffer area in front of the conveyor Ssl, and the path from the 
buffer area to the destination position 8 s2. Here we assume the buffer area of each 
aisle is at the origin point in figure 3.7. 
(3.30) 
The corresponding travel times tsl and ts2 can be obtained from equations (3.28) 
and (3.29) respectively: 
jcTd-Say + 2t + icuL-Sax + 2t J' T > 8 ~ uL > S Vv ay V
H 
ax c d _ ay,"c _ ax, 
2JipUL + 2 JjpTd . L . T. ~pu < Sax,Jp d < Say, aH av 
The crane travel path of a retrieval transaction also includes two parts: the dis-
tance between the current position and the origin position of the retrieval request Srl, 
the distance between the origin position of the retrieval request and the buffer area 
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ST2 (see the right side of Figure 3.7). 
(3.32) 
The corresponding travel times tTl and tT2 can be obtained from equations (3.28) and 
(3.29) respectively: 
lic -ip luL- 8 a", +2t +2 Ijc-jplTd 
VH ax aV 
2JipUL + jpTrSay + 2t 
aH Vv ay 
(3.33) 
The crane travel time for a retrieval transaction is: te(R, ie, je, ip, jp) = tTl (ie, je, ip, jp)+ 
Because the conveyor is a continuous server, the effective travel time on a conveyor 
JE( t evy ) is: 
where 
2xA 





_ >'8+>' .. A 
rcvyk -
~l. 






and tcvyk(a) is the travel time between the I/O position and ath aisle: 
() 
aDa 
tcvyk a = Vc ' a = 0, . . . , A - 1. (3.36) 
3.4.3. Comparison of MPA's performance with simulation 
In this set of experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of MPA by comparing its 
estimate of performance measures with those of simulation for several scenarios. 
We present two cases of AVS /RS and AS /RS with different throughput require-
ments. All the simulation results in this thesis are obtained from 100 runs of the 
simulation model for 1,100 hours with the first 100 hours being the warm-up period. 
These simulation results are at the 95% confidence level. The performance measures 
we estimate include the average number of customers L, those in queue in front of 
lifts and vehicles Lq , and the utilization of each server U. 
Table 3.8 shows parameters of the AVS/RS. Table 3.9 shows the comparison be-




Vehicle 5 per tier 
Lift 7 
storage unit 20,000 pallets 
tv 1.753mins 
tl 0.46mins 
tween MPA and simulation model for AVS/RS. 
Table 3.10 shows parameters of the AS/RS. Table 3.11 shows the comparison 
between MPA and simulation model for AS/RS. 
Our experimental results indicate that the accuracy of MPA is very good when 
compared to simulation results. Note that the estimates of queue lengths and waiting 
times provided by MPA are within 2% of those provided by simulation. 
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Table 3.9. Different throughput requirements (AVS/RS) 
High throughput case: As = AT = 500pallets / hr 
L Lq U 
MPA Simu MPA Simu MPA Simu 
Lift 19.094 19.045 12.525 12.476 93.80% 93.80% 
Vehicle 7.309 7.352 3.137 3.174 83.40% 83.60% 
Normal throughput case: As = AT = 250pallets/hr 
L Lq U 
MPA Simu MPA Simu MPA Simu 
Lift 3.335 3.335 0.051 0.051 46.90% 46.90% 
Vehicle 2.136 2.139 0.05 0.05 41.20% 41.80% 
Low throughput case: As = >'T = 125pallets/hr 
L Lq U 
MPA Simu MPA Simu MPA Simu 
Lift 1.645 1.644 0.001 0.001 23.50% 23.50% 
Vehicle 1.046 1.044 0.001 0.001 20.90% 20.90% 




Storage unit 20,000 pallets 
tc:rane 0.525mins 
Table 3.11. Different throughput requirements (AS/RS) 
High throughput case: >'s = AT = 500pallets / hr 
L Lq U 
MPA Simu MPA Simu MPA Simu 
Conveyor 17.726 17.728 0 0 
Crane 8.495 7.076 7.6 6.2 89.50% 87.60% 
Normal throughput case: >'s = AT = 250pallets/hr 
L Lq U 
MPA Simu MPA Simu MPA Simu 
Conveyor 8.874 8.857 0 0 
Crane 0.779 0.778 0.341 0.341 43.80% 43.70% 
Low throughput ease: >'s = >'T = 125pallets/hr 
L Lq U 
MPA Simu MPA Simu MPA Simu 
Conveyor 4.427 4.428 0 0 
Crane 0.279 0.281 0.061 0.063 21.80% 21.80% 
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3.4.4. AVS/RS or AS/RS for a given scenario? 
In this set of experiments, we use MPA to determine whether to use an AVS/RS or an 
AS/RS for a given design scenario. The storage capacity of the warehouse is 20,000 
pallets and the throughput requirement is: >'s = >'r = 250 pallets/hr. 
First, we discuss how to apply AVS/RS to achieve the best result to satisfy the 
throughput requirement. The AVS/RS configuration considered in table 3.8 can 
satisfy the storage requirement because 
A x 2 x T x C = 42 x 2 x 7 x 36 = 21,168 > 20,000, 
and the reserve storage area parameters can be obtained as: 
Height = T x (Zp + Hp) = 14.5m, 
Width = A x Da = 175m, 
Depth = C x uL = 36m, 
footprint = Width x Depth = 6, 300m2 . 
According to the result obtained in table 3.9, the utilization of the autonomous devices 
is quite low. We thus decrease the number of these devices to obtain reasonable levels 
of utilization as shown in table 3.12. 
Table 3.12. AVS/RS resource utilization for alternative configurations 
Option L Lq U 
V = 5 per tier, L = 7 Lift 3.335 0.051 46.90% 
Vehicle 2.136 0.05 41.20% 
V = 3 per tier, L = 7 Lift 3.335 0.051 46.90% 
Vehicle 3.194 1.108 69.50% 
V = 5 per tier, L = 4 Lift 6.198 2.914 82.1% Vehicle 2.136 0.05 41.20% 
V = 3 per tier, L = 4 Lift 6.198 2.914 82.1% Vehicle 3.194 1.108 69.50% 
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If we utilize an AS/RS for this given scenario, based on the experiment illustrated 
in table 3.10, we see that: 
A x 2 x Level x C = 10 x 2 x 15 x 67 = 20, 100 > 20,000, 
and the reserve storage area parameters can be obtained as: 
Height = Level x (Zp + Hp) = 35.25m, 
Width = A x Da = 42.56m, 
Depth = C x uL = 67m, 
footprint = Width x Depth = 2, 852m2. 
The crane utilization is 43.80% from previous experiments (see table 3.11), which 
can be improved by adjusting the number of cranes. Because one crane is required for 
each aisle in the system, changing the number of cranes will change the configuration 
of entire system. Table 3.13 shows how the warehouse configuration changes when 
the number of cranes is adjusted. 
This set of experiments indicates a potential advantage of the AVS/RS tech-
nology in that the reserve storage area and the autonomous devices can be designed 
separately. If the footprint and the height of a warehouse are fixed, the number of au-
tonomous devices can be adjusted to meet the required throughput with an AVS/RS. 
Additionally, the number of vehicles and the number of lifts can be set separately as 
shown in Table 3.12. On the other hand, the AS/RS is a rigid design technology. If 
the number of cranes is changed, the warehouse needs to be reconfigured extensively. 
The throughput requirement of this given scenario is fixed and the AS/RS tech-
nology is a better choice. However, the throughput requirement changes frequently 
in some real applications. For example, the throughput requirement of a food storage 
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Table 3.13. Performance analysis of alternate ASjRS configurations 
Option Crane = 10 Crane = 8 Crane = 7 
A 10 8 7 
Level 15 15 15 
Column 67 84 96 
Height 35.25m 35.25m 35.25m 
Width 42.56m 35.25m 29.80m 
Depth 67m 84m 96m 
footprint 2,852m :.l 2,860m2 2,860m2 
tcrane 0.525mins 0.583mins 0.625mins 
Conveyor 
L 8.874 6.898 5.908 
Lq 0 0 0 
Crane 
L 0.779 1.548 2.902 
Lq 0.341 0.941 2.159 
U 43.80% 60.70% 74.30% 
facility changes seasonally. In the summer season, the demand of frozen products, 
like ice-cream, reaches peak levels. In the winter season, the throughput of frozen 
products is much lower than the peak. If we use the ASjRS technology to design this 
warehouse to satisfy the peak level throughput, the utilization of the whole system 
will be very low during off-peak periods. Some cranes may idle constantly when the 
throughput level is low. 
Obviously, a more flexible warehouse design is to satisfy the required changing 
throughput levels. The AVSjRS technology is a good choice. According to the 
previous experiments, we can assign a certain numbers of vehicles and lifts to satisfy 
the peak level throughput, and remove some autonomous devices to satisfy the lower 
level throughput. Hence, we can keep the utilization of the whole system at a certain 
level while the throughput requirement changes. 
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3.4.5. Zone vs No-zone 
Thus far, we have used all the AVS /RS resources to serve the entire warehouse. In 
the next set of experiments, we divide the warehouse into several zones each with its 









Figure 3.8. Two zone designs 
I 
:rJ 
We consider two zone design configurations. In design 1 (see the left side of figure 
3.8) , the lifts are located near the I/O point as before, and this location is in a corner 
of the reserve storage area of both zones. In design 2 (see the right side of figure 
3.8), the I/O point is at the left corner of the reserve storage area and the lift is at 
the left corner of each zone. The relevant parameters are shown in table 3.14 and 
a comparison of the performance of the two zoned designs with that of the unzoned 
configuration is shown in table 3.15. 
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Table 3.14. Parameters for the two design configurations in Figure 3.8 
Aisle 21 
Tier 7 
Vehicle 2 per tier 
Lift 2 
As 125pallets / hr 
Ar 125pallets / hr 
Table 3.15. Comparison between the two zone cases and the no-zone case 
1 
L 
1 Lq 1 u 
Zon Design 1 
Lift 1 8.633 1 6.851 I 89.10% 
Vehicle 1 0.818 1 0.104 1 35.70% 
Zone Design 2 
Lift 1 8.686 1 6.904 1 89.10% 
Vehicle 1 0.818 I 0.104 1 35.70% 
No-zone 
Lift 1 6.198 1 2.916 1 82.10% 
Vehicle 1 2.2991 0.213 1 52.15% 
We see that changing the lift and I/O positions does not have a significant impact 
on the performance of the alternate design configurations. This suggests that we can 
consider the lift and I/O position determination separately from the determination 
of the number of vehicles and lifts. Also, the vehicle utilization in the zoned cases 
are lower than in the unzoned case. This is due to two reasons. Vehicles travel less 
in the zoned case and the vehicle queues are separated. 
3.5. Conclusions 
The AVS/RS with tier-captive vehicles was studied in this chapter. It is compared 
with the traditional crane-based AS/RS technology, and some advantages of AVS/RS 
are presented. There are many ways to analyze the AVS/RS and AS/RS. We used the 
OQN method. MPA, a tool for evaluating OQNs, was chosen to estimate performance 
measures of AVS/RS and AS/RS. At first, several scenarios were designed to verify 
the accuracy of MPA by comparing it with a corresponding simulation model. Then, 
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a series of design questions about AS/RS and AVS/RS were answered. There are 
more interesting design questions that can also be answered: 
• How many input/output (I/O) locations should a high bay area have and 
what are the optimal locations for a given rack configuration and performance 
requirement? 
• Should the high bay area have allowances for intermediate buffers, and if so, 
how large should they be and where should they be located? What reductions 
in cycle times are obtained by introducing such buffers? 
• Where should S /R devices idle after processing storage or retrieval transac-
tions? Should they dwell at the point of service completion, in the high-bay 
area for a storage, and at the I/O points for retrievals? 
However, it is not appropriate to use OQN to analyze the system of an AVS/RS 
with tier-to-tier vehicles. This must be solved by another type of queuing network, 




PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF SINGLE-CLASS 
SOQN 
4.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 1 we discussed the AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles. In this config-
uration, a vehicle picks up a load from the staging area near the docks and moves 
along rails to deposit it in its designated storage position. If the designated position 
is in another tier, the vehicle interfaces with a lift to reach that tier and again uses 
rails within that tier to travel in the aisles to reach the designated storage position. 
Different from AVS/RS with tier-captive vehicles, the vehicle in this configuration 
travels with the pallet from when it is picked up until it is dropped off, which means 
it is not suitable to model the problem as an OQN. A better approach is to model 
the vehicle as an additional resource that must be paired with the pallet and stay 
with it until the service is completed. Hence, we model the AVS/RS as an SOQN 
and develop an efficient algorithm to evaluate the performance of the system. 
An SOQN represents a queueing network with an additional resource. Initially, 
all the resources wait in a resource queue. An arriving customer is required to be 
synchronized or paired with a unit of the resource before entering the service network. 
If there is no resource available, the customer has to wait in an external queue until a 
resource becomes available. Once the customer is synchronized with a resource, the 
service process begins. When the customer exits the network, the resource associated 
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with this customer returns to the resource queue and waits for the next arriving 
customer. A general SOQN is shown in figure 3.1. 
CI,.I$toJnuns AHivo Customun; Exi1 
£)(Iemal Quooe 
Rssource Queue 
Figure 3.1. SOQN concept 
S jR requests on different tiers can be modeled as different classes of customers in 
the AVSjRS with tier-to-tier vehicles. Additionally, vehicle travel times on different 
tiers and with the lift are usually generally distributed. As a result, the AVSjRS with 
tier-to-tier vehicles can be modeled as a multi-class SOQN with generally distributed 
service times and a general resource. The algorithm to evaluate the performance 
of multi-class SOQNs is based on the algorithm of single-class SOQNs. Hence, we 
present two approximate algorithms for single-class SOQN in this chapter. 
4.2. SOQN notation 
We begin with a two-stage, single-class SOQN that has exponential inter-arrival 
and service time distributions. We apply two different methods to solve this two-
stage, single-class SOQN. The first method involves a solution of state space (Heragu 
and Srinivasan (2008)) and the second method is based on MGM (Jia and Heragu 
(2009)). The comparison of these two methods is also given. 
After that, we apply the decomposition method and solution of two-stage, single-
class SOQN to solve multi-stage, single-class SOQNs. 
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The main parameters and system performance measures of the AVSjRS (which 
is modeled as an SOQN) are listed here. 
S number of service stages in the network 
V number of vehicles in the system 
P number of customer classes 
A overall external arrival rate of customers 
Ai external arrival rate of ith class customers, i = 1, ... ,P 
JLj service rate of jth stage, j = 1, ... , S 
Leq average number of customers waiting in the external queue 
Lpq average number of vehicles in the vehicle pool 
L j average number of customers at jth stage, j = 1,· .. , S 
Ln average number of customers in the network 
Ws average waiting time per customer in the system 
In this thesis, we assume the number of vehicles is known and the route of each 
class of customers is fixed. The service rate of each server is also assumed to be known 
and the same for all customers. 
4.3. Single-class SOQN with two stages of exponential servers and 
Poisson arrivals 
4.3.1. State space solution 
Figure 3.2 shows a two-stage, single-class SOQN. Following Heragu and Srinivasan 
(2008), the state (i,j) denotes that there are a total of i customers in the external 
queue and the first server, as well as j customers at the second server. The state 
space Ss is the infinite set {(O, 0), (0, 1), ... ,(0, N), (1,0), (1, 1),··· }, and every state 
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Figure 3.2. Two-stage, single-class SOQN 
Sm E Ss is: 
Sm = (i,j) , where i 2:: O,O:S j:S Nand m = i(V + 1) + j. 
Figure 3.3 shows the state space of this SOQN. 
Figure 3.3. The state space of two-stage, single-class SOQN with two variables 
This two-stage, single-class SOQN with exponential servers and Poisson arrivals 
is a CTMC process, which means the conditional probability mass function (pmf) of 
this process satisfies: 
Pmn(t) = P{X(s + t) = smIX(s) = sn} , Vs, t > 0, and Sm, Sn E Ss. (3.1) 
Here Pmn(t) is the transition probability from state Sm to state Sn at time t and 
L Sn ES" Pmn = 1, ° :S Pmn :S 1. The Pmni are usually summarized in a nonnegative 
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transition matrix P(t): 
POO(t) POl(t) P02(t) 
PlO(t) Pn(t) P12(t) 
P(t) = [Pmn(t)] = 
The unconditional state probability 7rn(t) can be expressed by Pmn(t) and the 
initial condition 7rm (O): 
(4.2) 
or 
ff(t) = ff(O)P(t), (4.3) 
where ff(t) = [7rO(t), 7rl(t),·· .]. 
The main result of homogeneous CTMCs is the Kolmogorov'8 forward differential 
equation: 
P~n(t) = 'L Pmk(t)qkn, (4.4) 
skES. 
where qmn(t) is the instantaneous transition rate. The definition of qmn is: 
{ 
1· Pmn(t,t+il.t) ..). Imil.t-+O il.t m r n, 
qmn(t) = 
lim Pmm(t,t+il.t)-l otherwise. il.t-+O il.t 
(4.5) 
For example, from state 80(0,0) to state 8v(1, 0), qov denotes the arrival process 
of a customer, so qov = A. Since 80 can only arrive to sv, the value of qoo can be 
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calculated as: 
(t) - 1· Poo(t + bot) - 1 qoo - 1m A 
~t-+O ut 
= lim 1 - 2:Sn ESs POn(t + bot) - 1 
~t-+O bot 
= lim - 2:snESs POn(t + bot) 
~t-+O bot 
= lim -Pov(t + bot) 
~t-+O bot 
= -qov = -.>.. 
We combine equation (4.2) and (4.4): 
ir(t) = 1f(t)Q, (4.6) 
where the matrix Q is: 
(4.7) 
For example, the Q of the SOQN with two vehicles is: 
-,\ 0 0 .>. 0 0 0 
JL2 -(JL2 +.>.) 0 0 .>. 0 0 
0 JL2 -(JL2 +.>.) 0 0 .>. 0 
0 JLI 0 -(JLl + .>.) 0 0 .>. 
0 0 ILl JL2 -(JLI + JL2 + .>.) 0 0 
Q= 
0 0 0 0 JL2 -(JL2 + .>.) 0 
0 0 0 0 JLl 0 -(JLI + .>.) 
0 0 0 0 0 JLI JL2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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If the unconditional steady state if of the CTMC exists; it should be independent of 
time: 
lim #(t) = O. 
t---+oo 
Finally, 
ifQ = O. (4.8) 
Additionally, the normalization condition holds: 
it = 1. (4.9) 
Since the state space of SOQN is infinite, there is no closed form expression for 
this stochastic process. An alternative method is to truncate the state space at a 
certain level k to obtain an approximate solution. 
Algorithm 4. Algorithm Based on State Space 
1TV(O) = 0.5, if(O) = [0,··· ,1TV(O),'" ,0hXk(V+1); 
if(1) = 1T(O)Qk(V+l)xk(V+1); 
n = 0; 
while l1Tv(n + 1) - 1TV(n) I 2:: E 
n++; 
i(n + 1) = i(n)Qk(V+1)xk(V+1); 
end 
if = if(n + 1); 
-~ 1Tm - I:;1Tm' 
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The performance measures can be obtained directly from these unconditional state 
probabilities (equations (4.10) - (4.15)). 
v k 
Leq= L L (i + j - V)7ri(V+l)+j; 
i=O j=max(O,v+l-j) 
k V 
L2 = LLj7ri(V+l)+j; 
i=O j=O 
4.3.2. Solution based on MGM 








As shown above, it is hard to determine the unconditional stationary state proba-
bilities of a Markov process with infinite number of states in a closed form solution. 
However, if the state space of a Markov process can be expressed by a repetitive 
structure, the unconditional stationary state probabilities could be obtained exactly. 
The unconditional stationary state probabilities of this repetitive structure thus has 
a geometric form. Neuts (1981) developed a body of results of this repetitive struc-
ture that is called matrix geometric form. We developed an algorithm based on this 
MGM to solve the two-stage, single-class SOQN with exponential servers and Poisson 
arrivals. 
First, we construct a state space of this SOQN with three parameters. The first 
parameter is the number of customers waiting in the external queue i. The second 
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parameter is the number of customers j at the first server and the last parameter is 
the number of customers k at the second server. 
{ 
U±!2i + k 
8m = (i,j, k) where i,j, k :2 0, (j+k) ~ V, and m = 2 
i(V + 1) + (N~l)N + k 
if i = 0, 
otherwise. 
The instantaneous transition rates matrix Q is obtained by equation (4.5). Figure 
4.4 shows the state space which can be used to construct the matrix Q. 
Figure 4.4. The state space of two-stage, single-class SOQN with three variables 
Next, we observe the behavior of this Markov process and find the following 
properties: 
1. If i :2 1, j + k = V. This property is meaningful because all vehicles are busy 
if there are customers waiting outside. 
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2. It is impossible to travel from state (i,j, k) to (i',j, k) when Ii - i'l ~ 2. 
Obviously, during an infinitesimal time interval [t, t + .6.t], only one customer exits or 
enters the system. 
3. In Q, qmns are independent from i. 
Since this Markov process satisfies these properties, it is a continuous time, irre-
ducible, homogeneous quasi-birth-death (QBD) process. The original problem now is 
treated as determining unconditional stationary state probabilities of QBD. In QBD, 
the number of customers in the external queue i is the ith level, and number of cus-
tomers at each service stage (j, k) is the phase (j, k). According to this, we denote ifi 
as the vector of unconditional stationary state probabilities of all phases of ith level. 
This QBD has a repetitive structure of Q like this: 
Boo BOl 0 0 
BlO Al Ao 0 
Q= 0 A2 Al Ao (4.16) 
0 0 A2 Al 
where Boo, BOI and BlO are instantaneous transition rate matrixes to determine the 
initial state of the system. 
Boo denotes the transition rates from level 0 to level 0: 
:~:~]::::::~:::::::::::::Q::::::] ... -... 
: 0 :-(J.Ll + ,\) J.Ll :,\ 0: 
ll!~.L ..... ~ ...... _~.w.~.:t.~)l.9._~j 
1·6··::·.-·6···6·1~(~~·+··5..'f·········J;;···········6···········:·::················0······ 
~2 1 -(J.Ll+J.L2+).)J.Ll 
: J.L2: -(J.Ll + J.L2 + ).) J.Ll 
l ....... _ ... J.I:~l .............. _ .................................................. ~.w.~.:t .. ~) 
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BOI denotes the transition rates from level 0 to level 1: 
BIO denotes the transition rates from level 1 to level 0: 
The repetitive structure includes Ao, Al and A 2 • 
Ao= 
(V+1)x(V+1) 
- (J.ll + >.) J.ll 
-(J.ll + J.l2 + >.) Jetl 
- (J.ll + J.l2 + >.) J.ll 






According to equation (4.8), a repeat balance equation holds: 
(4.17) 
The QBD has an important property described in Theorem 7 (Proof can be found 
in Neuts (1995)). 
Theorem 7. If the QED is positive recurrent (ifiAOC < ifi A 2 e), then 
(4.18) 
or 
- - Ri - l r . > 1 7ri = 7r1 Jor z _ , (4.19) 
where R is a rate matrix. 
Substituting equation (4.18) into equation (4.17) and simplifying yields 
(4.20) 
If we can get Rand ifl , we can get all ifi . A simple heuristic procedure is applied to 
get R. First, the equation (4.20) can be written as 
Then, the procedure to obtain R is: 
Ro =0 
k=O 





ii\ can be obtained from the boundary part of the balance equations (4.8): 
(4.22) 
From equation (4.18), 
Substituting this fact into equation (4.22) and simplifying in matrix form, we get: 
( 4.23) 
Since the coefficient matrix is not full rank, equation (4.23) is not sufficient to de-
termine the values of ifo and if1. We can use the normalization condition (4.9) to 
determine these values: 
00 
1 = ifoe + ifl L Ri-1e = ifo + ifl (I - R)-1e. 
i=1 
Adding equation (4.24) to equation (4.23), we get: 
or 
[ifo if1] = [1 oj / [ e 







Performance measures can be obtained from these unconditional stationary state 
probabilities (equation (4.27) - (4.30)): 
00 
Leq = L iifie= if1(1 - Rt2e, ( 4.27) 
i=l 
00 




4.3.3. Numerical experiment 
Consider the two-stage, single-class SOQN with two exponential servers. The service 
rate of first stage fl'l is 12 and the service rate of the second stage JL2 is 13. The 
arrival process is Poisson and the arrival rate A is 10. We conduct experiments by 
varying number of vehicles in the system. Results as well as computation times from 
simulation (8), algorithm based on state space (AI) and algorithm based on the 
matrix geometric method (A2) are listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
Table 4.1. Comparison of Al and 8 
Leq Lpq Ln Utilization Ws Time 
Al 8 Al 8 Al 8 Al 8 Al 8 Al 8 
V=5 18.42 19.36 0.38 0.38 4.62 4.62 92.4% 92.4% 146.52 143.78 40.04 27.00 
V=lO 2.51 2.48 3.40 3.41 6.60 6.59 66.0% 65.9% 54.65 54.48 12.16 27.00 
V= 20 0.36 0.32 12.01 12.05 7.99 7.95 40.0% 39.8% 50.14 49.63 18.91 27.00 
V = 40 0.01 0.01 31.61 31.70 8.39 8.33 21.0% 20.8% 40.78 40.18 32.42 27.00 
From these results, the algorithm based on state space and the algorithm based on 
MGM provide estimates of performance measures (e.g., Leq , Ws) that are very close 
to those of simulation when the utilization of the vehicles is reasonable (say < 90%). 
When the utilization exceeds 90%, the number of states that must be considered in 
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Table 4.2. Comparison of A2 and S 
Leq Lpq Ln Utilization Ws Time 
A2 S A2 S A2 S A2 S A2 S A2 S 
V=5 18.50 19.36 0.38 0.38 4.62 4.62 92.4% 92.4% 138.68 143.78 0.00 27.00 
V = 10 2.51 2.48 3.40 3.41 6.60 6.59 66.0% 65.9% 54.67 54.48 0.00 27.00 
V = 20 0.36 0.32 12.01 12.05 7.99 7.95 40.0% 39.8% 50.14 49.63 0.00 27.00 
V=40 0.00 0.01 31.82 31.70 8.18 8.33 20.5% 20.8% 49.06 40.18 0.00 27.00 
the truncation process increases exponentially. Thus, the algorithm based on state 
space is not efficient and is either unstable or it takes too long to converge. 
4.4. Single-class SOQN with multiple stages of exponential servers and 
Poisson arrivals 
4.4.1. The decomposition-aggregation method 
For multiple stages of service, neither the stage-space based method nor a direct 
application of the MGM are practical. An approximation approach is used to solve 
this problem. The main idea is to convert the original multi-stage SOQN into an 
equivalent two-stage SOQN and then apply the algorithms Al and A2 we discussed 
in Section 4. 
First, we combine stages other than the bottleneck stage as a CQN. Then, we 
apply MVA to solve this CQN to get load-dependent throughput. This CQN can be 
treated as an equivalent load-dependent server Se whose service rate is the throughput 
of this CQN J-Le(n). Now, the original network can be replaced by a two-stage SOQN 
where the first stage is the bottleneck stage, and the second stage is a load-dependent 
server. 
This decomposition-aggregation method is based on Norton's theorem. Norton's 
theorem is an important theorem in electrical circuit theory. According to this theo-
rem, the behavior of a subsystem (J between two points is the same when other parts 
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of this circuit are replaced by a single current source and a parallel internal resistance. 
The value of the current source equals the current flowing between these two points 
when the subsystem a is shorted (Bird (2007)). Chandy et al. (1975) proved that 
Norton's theorem does hold for queueing networks with local balance. In order to 
study the behavior of a subsystem a between two points, other parts can be replaced 
by a single composite queue. The service rate for this composite queue is equal to 
the rate at which customers pass between the two points. 
Figure 4.5 shows how to apply this method to a multi-stage SOQN. Here we 
assume the first stage is the bottleneck stage. 
------------- ----
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Figure 4.5. Approximation method based on Norton's theorem 
4.4.2. Numerical experiment 
We conduct a five-stage, single-class SOQN with exponential servers and Poisson 
arrival. The service rates for these five stages are: J-ll = 12, J-l2 = 13, J-l3 = 15, J-l4 = 14 
and J-l5 = 13.5. The arrival rate.>. is 10. As before, we conduct experiments by 
varying the number of vehicles in the system. Results from simulation (8) , algorithm 
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based on state space (Ai) and algorithm based on matrix geometric method (A2) 
are listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
Table 4.3. Comparison of Ai and S 
Leq Lpq Ln Utilization Ws Time 
Ai S Ai S Ai S Ai S Ai S Ai S 
V = 15 12.02 10.27 1.84 1.83 13.16 13.17 87.7% 87.8% 151.08 140.64 99.34 53.12 
V = 20 2.80 2.69 5.66 5.62 14.:34 14.38 71.7% 71.9% 102.83 102.42 31.37 53.12 
V = 25 1.02 0.91 10.00 10.02 15.00 14.98 60.0% 59.9% 96.14 95.34 27.68 53.12 
V = 30 0.41 0.46 14.64 14.56 15.36 15.44 51.2% 51.5% 94.62 95.40 19.62 53.12 
Table 4.4. Comparison of A2 and S 
Leq Lpq Ln Utilization Ws Time 
A2 S A2 S A2 S A2 S A2 S A2 S 
V= 15 12.07 10.27 1.83 1.83 13.17 13.17 87.8% 87.8% 151.41 140.64 0.00 53.12 
V= 20 2.81 2.69 5.66 5.62 14.34 14.38 71.7% 71.9% 102.90 102.42 0.00 53.12 
V = 25 0.99 0.91 10.02 10.02 14.98 14.98 59.9% 59.9% 95.78 95.34 0.00 53.12 
V = 30 0.42 0.46 14.45 14.56 15.55 15.44 51.8% 51.5% 86.83 95.40 0.00 53.12 
First, the approximation method performs very well, which is indicated by a 
comparison of the results from the analytical method and those from the simulation 
model. Second, the algorithm based on state space and the algorithm based on MGM 
can estimate performance measures of this multi-stage SOQN very well. However, if 
the utilization of the vehicles is too low (say < 20%), the algorithm based on MGM 
cannot estimate performance measures accurately. Finally, the algorithm based on 
state space is not efficient when the utilization of the vehicles is too high (say above 
90%). 
4.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we present two approximate algorithms for single-class SOQN 
with exponentially distributed service times. The first method is the state space 
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based method. The key point of this method is to truncate the state space of two-
stage single-class SOQN at a certain level, then estimate the steady state probabilities. 
However, if the number of resources is large, this method is time consuming because 
the state space is too huge to solve. Secondly, the two-stage single-class SOQN is 
solved by the MGM, which develops a generator matrix with repetitive structures 
that can be solved exactly via an iterative procedure. From the experimental results, 
it can be observed that the approximate algorithm based on MGM is faster than 
the approximate algorithm based on the state space. In the multi-class SOQN with 
generally distributed service times, we will modify this approximate algorithm based 
on MG M to estimate performance measures of the network. 
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CHATPER 5 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF GENERALIZED 
SOQN 
5.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 3, we discussed how to use MGM to solve single-class SOQNs with 
exponentially distributed inter-arrival and service times. By using MGM, a set of 
steady-state results of complicated queueing networks can be obtained via a tractable 
method and by paying a small price approximation via use of Norton's theorem. This 
successful application of MGM is due to the unique lack-oj-memory property of the 
exponential distribution. However, imposing exponential restrictions on the inter-
arrival and service times may not reflect what happens in many real-world situations. 
On the other hand, analyzing general inter-arrival and service times directly via the 
simulation method, is highly costly and time-consuming. A compromise is to develop 
a method that approximates general distributions while using the MGM approach. 
Phase-type distributions is a popular choice for this purpose (Neuts (1995)). 
In this chapter, we first introduce the definitions and important properties of 
phase type distributions. Then, we discuss how to analyze the single class SOQN with 
generally distributed inter-arrival and service times by using phase type distributions. 
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5.2. Phase-type distributions 
5.2.1. Definition 
As stated in Chapter 1, to analyze the property of a random variable S, we usually 
need first two moments, the mean value of JE[S] and JE[S2], or the mean JE[S] and the 
squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of S, C1(S) = var(S)j(JE[S])2. When C1(S) 
equals 1, S is exponentially distributed. If all random variables of a queueing network 
model are exponentially distributed, we can analyze it as a Markov process. Other-
wise, the queueing network model is a non-Markovian system. Phase-type distribu-
tions are useful in approximating a non-Markovian system as a Markovian system. 
After this approximation process, we can use MGM to analyze this equivalent Markov 
process. 
Erlang (1917) is the earliest paper that introduced the phase concept to approxi-
mate general distributions. In this paper, the well-known Erlang-k distribution could 
be decomposed into k independent and identical exponentially distributions. These 
k exponential distributions are called k phases of Erlang-k distribution. Figure 4.1 
shows a random variable with an Erlang-k distribution. 
Phr.lse 1 PtlCls&k 
Figure 4.1. A random variable with Erlang-k distribution 
Cox (1955) generalized the result of Erlang (1917) and presented the set of phase 
type distributions (PH-distribution). The definition of PH distributions, is given be-
low: 
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Definition 4. A probability distribution F(x) is a PH-distribution if and only if 
the stochastic process of the time until absorption is a finite Markov process Q. The 
pair (a, T) is a representation of the PH distribution. 
In definition 4, Q is the transition matrix of a finite Markov process with m + 1 
states. States 1 ... m are transient and absorbed into state m + 1. 
( 4.1) 
The distribution F(x) is 
F(x) = 1 - aexp(Tx)e, x ~ o. (4.2) 
The Laplace-Stietjes transform f(s) of F(x) is: 
f(s) = lE[exp(-sX)] = 1: e-SXdF(x) = (};m+l + a(sI - T)-lTO, (4.3) 
where the real part of s is bigger than o. 
Additionally, the generator Q* is T + TO A 0 , where A ° = (1 - a m +1)Toa. Q* is 
used to find the stationary probability vector of m states, 7r: 
(4.4) 
7re = 1 
The m x m matrix T is the transition matrix of m transient states and TO is a m 
transition vector from m transient states to the absorbing state m + 1. Obviously, T 
and TO satisfy 
Te+TO = 0, (4.5) 
where e is a m x 1 standard unit vector. 
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The other essential factor to define this Markov process is the initial probability 
of m + 1 states, which is given by (a, a m+!). Obviously, a and am+! should satisfy 
the following equation: 
ae + am+! = 1. (4.6) 
From equations (4.5) and (4.6), we can see a pair of (a, T) is enough to represent 
a PH distribution. 
We give two examples to indicate how to define PH distributions. The first ex-
ample is the classic Erlang-k distribution with parameters AI, ... , Ak and the initial 
probabilities of the k states are a = {I,D, ... , O}. Then, the transition matrix of k 
states is given by 
T= 
The transition vector to the absorbed state k + 1 TO = -Te is {O, ... , -Am}'. The 
initial probability of absorbed state k + 1 ak+l = 1 - ae is O. If Al = A2 = ... = Ak, 
c1 of this PH distribution is 11k. 
The other important PH distribution is the Coxian distribution or Coxian-k dis-
tribution. This is also the PH distribution we use in our research. As the name of this 
distribution indicates, the Coxian-k distribution is represented by a k-phase Markov 
process. Each phase has an exponentially distributed rate ILk. After the ith phase, 
the probability to enter the next phase is ai, and the probability to be absorbed is bi . 
Additionally, ai + bi = 1. Figure 4.2 shows a variable with Coxian-k distribution. 
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PhaS91 Phase 2 Phase k 
Figure 4.2. Coxian-k distribution 
This Coxian-k distribution can be represented by a pair (a , T ) where a = {I , 0, . .. , O} 
and T is 
There are two special cases of Coxian-k distribution. The first case is Cl ::; 1. In 
this case, all phases have same service rate /-L, and the probability to enter the next 
phase is 1 except for the first phase. This case is shown in figure 4.3 . 
... ,j~~J 
~-~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' mm. ~ 
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase Ie 
Figure 4.3. Coxian-k distribution with Cl ::; 1 
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The representation of this case is a = {I, 0, ... ,O} and T is 
According to Sauer and Chandy (1981), J.L and al can be estimated by equation 
(4.7), 
k - (1 - ad(k - 1) 
J.L= 
X 
2kCl + (k - 1) - J k2 + 4 - 4kCl 
al = 1 - 2(Cl + l)(k - 1) , 
(4.7) 
where X is the mean value. The number of phases k can be estimated by equation 
(4.8), 
1 
k = r C 2 1-
x 
(4.8) 
The second case is Cl > 1. In this case, the number of phase is fixed to 2. Hence, 
this special Coxian distribution is also called Cox-2 distribution. The service rate of 
first stage is J.Ll and the service rate of second stage is J.L2. Figure 4.4 shows the Cox-2 
distribution. 
Phase 1 Phase 2: 
Figure 4.4. Coxian-k distribution with Cl > 1 (Cox-2 distribution) 
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J.L2 = XC2 
X 
1 
a = 2C2 . 
X 
5.2.2. Closure properties and Kronecker product 
(5.9) 
5.2.2.1. Closure properties. From now on, we can estimate general distributions 
with different Cis by a PH distribution. It is not that valuable to analyze a single 
random variable of PH distribution. We start our journey from a single stage queueing 
model where the inter-arrival and service times are generally distributed. Consider a 
simple GI/GI/1 queue. Now we can approximate this process as a PH/PH/1 queue, in 
which the arrival procedure is represented by the pair (0:, T) and the service procedure 
is represented by the pair (/3, S). How about the behavior of this queue? Do it still 
hold the PH distribution property? Neuts (1995) proved that the PH distribution 
property holds even after the mixture. 
Theorem 8. If F is a PH distribution of m + 1 states with representation ((X, T) 
and G is also a PH distribution of n states with representation (/3, S), then the con-
volution F * G is still a PH distribution with representation (,,(, L), where 
"( = [o:,O:m+1,B] 
(5.10) 
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The proof of this theorem is straightforward. The Laplace-Stietjes transform of 
F * G (x) can be expressed as 
= f(s)g(s) . 
Now, we come back to the simple PH/PH/1 queue with the arrival procedure 
(a , T) and the service procedure (/3, S) . According to theorem 8, the distribution of 
this process is still a PH distribution. Figure 5.5 shows the process of this PH / P H /1 
queue. Here we assume Cks of both arrival and service procedure are larger than 1. 
Afrl .... al Procedure · 0".,.., '_S2!J_, __ ,.
~rvice proc.udLifU 
Figure 5.5. A PH / P H /1 queue 
Next, we analyze states of this PH/PH/1 queue. There are 4 stages in this 
queue. Initially, there is no customer at any stage. Once a customer is generated, 
there is 1 customer at the first phase of the arrival process. At the next moment, 
the probability that this customer is transferred to the second phase is aT, and the 
probability the customer is absorbed is bT . Here, the arrival procedure is renewed 
when the absorption state is reached. At the same time, the customer is transfered 
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to the first phase of the service process. Hence, we can denote the state of this 
PH/PH/1 queue as (n,al,sl), where n is the number of customers in the service 
node or the level, al is the lth phase of the arrival process and Sl is the lth phase of 
the service process. 
The state space of this PH / P H /1 queue is very complicated. However, the 
Markov process of the PH / P H /1 queue can be viewed as an embedded finite Markov 
process (PH distribution) in a M/M/1 queue. The M/M/1 queue is an example of 
the birth-death process. Hence, Neuts (1995) suggested to discuss the PH/PH/1 
as a direct example of a QBD process. According to the analysis in Section 4, we 
divide the state space into two parts. The first part is the initial part, or state space 
between level ° and level 0, as well as between level ° and level 1. The second part 
is the repetitive state space between levels n - 1 and n - 1, as well as between levels 
n - 1 and n. 
Figure 5.6. State transaction of levels 0 and 1 
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According to figure 5.6, we can write down the transition matrices of initial part 
of the state space of this PH / P H /1 queue. We use the same notation in Section 4. 
(0,1) (0,2) 
Boo = (0,1) -/-LIT aT/1IT' 
(0,2) ° /-l2T 
(1,1,1) (1,1,2) (1,2,1) (1,2,2) 
BOl = (0,1) (1 - aT )/-LITCXI(31 (1 - aT )/-LITcxI(32 (1 - aT )/-LITcx2(3I (1 - aT )/-LITcx2(32' 
(0,2) /-L2T CX l(31 /-L2T cx I(32 /-L2T cx2(31 /-L2T cx2(32 
(0,1) (0,2) 
(1,1,1) (1 - as)/-lIS ° 
BlO = (1,1,2) /-L2S ° 
(1,2,1) ° (1 - as)/-Lls 
(1,2,2) 0 /-L2S 
Similarly, we can get the transition matrices of the repetitive part of the state 
space of this PH / P H /1 queue. 
(n- 1,1,1) (n - 1,1,2) (n- 1,1,1) (n -1, 1,2) 
(n, 1, 1) (1 - aT )/-LITCXI 0 (1 - aT )/-LITCX2 0 
Ao = (n,l,2) 0 (1 - aT )/-llTCXl 0 (1 - aT )/-LITCX2' 
(n,2,1) /-L2T CX l 0 /-l2T CX2 0 
(n,2,2) 0 /-L2T CX I 0 /-l2T CX2 
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(n,I,I) (n, 1, 2) (n,I,I) (n, 1,2) 
(n,I,I) -J.LIT - J.LlS asJ.Lls aTJ.LIT 0 
Al = (n,I,2) 0 - J.LIT - J.L2S 0 aTJ.LIT 
(n,2,1) 0 0 - J.L2T - J.LlS asJ.Lls 
(n,2,2) 0 0 0 - J.L2T - J.L2S 
(n, 1, 1) (n, 1,2) (n,I,I) (n,I,2) 
(n- 1,1,1) (1 - as)J.LlsfJl (1 - as)J.LlsfJ2 0 0 
A2 = (n - 1,1,2) J.L2SfJl J.L2SfJ2 0 0 
(n-l,2,1) 0 0 (1 - as)J.LlsfJl (1 - as)J.Llsf32 
(n-l,2,2) 0 0 J.L2sfh J.L2SfJ2 
Now, we can get a similar generator Q as equation (4.16), and apply the MGM to 
analyze this PH / PH /1 queue. 
5.2.2.2. Kronecker product. In the previous section, we discussed how to analyze 
a G I / G I /1 queue by applying PH distribution. However, although PH / P H /1 is a 
very simple queue, the generator Q is very complicated. Moreover, theorem 8 can be 
extended to the convolution of multiple PH distributions. The generator Q of this 
case will be more complicated and impossible to write down. 
Fortunately, an important property of matrices called the Kronecker product of 
matrices can be used to simplify Q. The detail and proof of the Kronecker product of 
matrices can be found in Bellman (1960). 
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Definition 5. Let A be an ml x nl matrix and B be an m2 x n2 matrix. Then 




According to Neuts (1995), the generator Q of the PHI PHil queue can be rewrit-
ten as follows: 
Boo = T 
BOI = TO A ° 0 !3 
BlO = IT 0 SO 
A o = TOAo 0 Is 
Al = T 0 Is + IT 0 S 
A2 = IT 0 SOBo. 
Here IT is the diagonal matrix with the same size of T and Is is the diagonal matrix 
with the same size of S. 
5.3. Single-class SOQN with two stages of general servers and general 
arrivals 
5.3.1. State space analysis 
In section 4, we applied MGM to analyze a single class SOQN with two stages of 
exponential servers. Now, we can ext and the previous discussion to analyze the single 
class SOQN with two general service stages. Compared to the PHI PHil queue we 
discussed in section 5, the second stage brings new phases. In order to simplify the 
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notation, we still assume C1 of the service process at the second stage is larger than 
1. It is easy to extend to the C1 ~ 1 case. Figure 5.7 shows this two-stage SOQN 
with PH distributions. 
Figure 5.7. A two-stage SOQN with PH distributions 
The arrival process is represented by the pair (0: , T). The service process at the 
first stage is represented by the pair (/3, S1) and the service process at the second 
stage is represented by the pair (1/, S2). Since we do not want to these processes to 
begin in the absorption phase, we set 0:3 = /33 = 1/3 = O. Hence, 
According to the discussion of MGM in section 4, the state of the SOQN with 
exponentially distributed arrival and service processes is denoted as (i, j), where i 
is the number of customers at the external queue and the first stage and j is the 
number of customers at the second stage. We extended this notation and notation of 
the PH / PH /1 queue in section 5 to describe the SOQN with PH distributed arrival 
and service processes. Each state 8 m in the state space (i,j,al,8u,821) denotes that 
there are i customers at the external queue and first queue, or level i, there are j 
customers at the second queue, the current phase of arrival process is al and the 
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current phases of the two service processes are 811 and 82l respectively: 
Similar to the PH/PH/1 queue, the Markov process of this SOQN can be viewed 
as a QED process with several embedded finite state Markov processes. We can 
analyze the behavior of this process in the framework of QBD in Section 4. The 
generator Q of this process are similar to equation (4.16), but much more elaborate. 
As before, we analyze the initial part and repeated part separately. 
Boo is the transition matrix of level 0, where j is changed from 1 to N. This 
transition matrix can be viewed as a part of the generator of PH / P H /1 queue of 
first N levels. The only difference is that it is impossible to travel from j to j + l. 
This is reasonable because if there is no customer at the external queue and first stage, 
the number of customers at second stage cannot be increased. This slight difference 
does not hurt the QBD property. Boo still contains the initial part and repetitive 
part. In Boo, (0,0) denotes two states (0,0,1,0, D) and (0,0,2,0, D). (0, j) denotes 
four states (0,0,1,0,1), (0,0,1,0,2), (0,0,2,0,1) and (0,0,2,0,2). 0 means states 
of this process does not change in this part. 
(0,0) (0,1) (0,2) (0, N) 
(0,0) T 
Boo = 
(0,1) IT ®8g T0Is2 +IT 082 
(0,2) IT08h T0Is2 + IT 0 8 2 
(O,N) 
BOl is the transition matrix from level 0 to levell, where j is changed from 1 to 
N. In this part, the situation is more complicated than Boo. The initial part is from 
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(0,0) to (1,0). (1,0) denotes four states (1,0,1,1, D), (1,0,1,2, D), (1,0,2,1, D) and 
(1,0,2,2, D). 
The transition matrix from (O,j) to (l,j) is different because it involves three PH 
distributed processes. (l,j) denotes eight states: (1,j, 1, 1, 1), (l,j, 1, 1, 2), (l,j, 1, 2, 1), 
(l,j, 1,2,2), (l,j, 2,1,1), (l,j, 2,1,2), (l,j, 2, 2,1) and (l,j, 2, 2, 2). Neuts (1995) 
proved that theorem 8 can be extended to a more general conclusion: a finite mixture 
of PH distributions is still a PH distribution. Hence, the transition matrix from (0,1) 
to (1,1) can be extended from the transition matrix of PH/PH/l queue from level 
° to level 1. 
The second difference is the last part of BOl from (0, N) to (1, N). (1, N) denotes 
four states (1, N, 1, 0,1), (1, N, 1,0,2), (1, N, 2, 0, 1) and (1, N, 2, 0, 2). Since there 
are at most N customers at two stages and the number of customer at the second stage 
is N, the number of customer at the first stage must be o. Hence, this one customer 
of (1, N) must be at the external queue waiting for the next available resource. As a 
result, the states of service process at the first stage do not change. 






BlO is the transition matrix from level 1 to level 0, where j is changed from 1 
to N. The initial part is the transition matrix from (1,0) to (0,1). Similar to BOb 
the convolution of three PH distributions is still a PH distribution. Hence, the initial 
part is the mixture of the initial part from level 1 to level ° at the external queue, 
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(I,N - 1) 
(I,N) 
(0,0) (0,1) (0,2) (O,N) 
According to Section 4, the repetitive part can also be separated into three parts. 
Ao is the transition matrix from level i-I to level i, where j is changed from 1 to 
N. Obviously, Ao has a layout similar to B OI . The transition matrix of the service 
process at the second stage is the same in Ao and B OI . Note that although Ao 
and BOl look similar, Ao is the repetitive part and BOI is the boundary part of the 
generator. 
(i,O) (i,I) (i,2) (i, N) 
(i -1,0) TOa0IS1 
Ao= 
(i-I,I) TOa0IS10Is2 
(i -1,2) TO a 0J30Is 2 
(i - 1, N) 
Al is the transition matrix from level i to level i, where j is changed from 1 to N. 
Al should have a layout similar to Boo. In Boo, the states of the service processes 
at the first stage do not change. However, Al is more complicated because of the 
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mixture of three PH distributed processes. 
(i,O) (i,l) (i,2) 
(i,O) T0Isl +IT0S1 
(i, 1) h0Isl ®S~ (T0Is1 +IT ®Sl)®Is2 +lTSl ®S2 






A2 is the transition matrix from level i + 1 to level i, where j is changed from 1 
to N. A2 has a layout similar to B 10 . The only difference is that the initial part in 
BlO should be replaced by the repetitive part in A 2 . 
(i+1,0) 
(i+1,1) 
(i + 1, N - 1) 
(i + 1, N) 
(i,O) (i,l) (i,2) (i, N) 
From the state space analysis of single-class SOQN with two general stages and 
arrvial process, we find the generator Q is very complicated. Hence, the state space 
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solution is not a good choice to solve stationary probabilites. The MGM is used to 
get stationary probability vectors. 
5.3.2. Numerical experiment 1 
We conducted two numerical experiments to show the effectiveness of the approx-
imated methods we discussed (A). All the results are compared with those from 
simulation modals (8). 
The first part is to examine the accuracy of our method for high variance and low 
variance systems. In Section 5, there are two case of Coxian-k distributions. Thc first 
case is a Coxian-k distribution with lower variance and the second case is a Coxian-2 
distribution with higher variance. We construct a one stage SOQN or a PH / P H /1 
queue with population restriction. There are two sets of experiments. 
In the first set of experiments, we set the distribution of the inter-arrival time as an 
exponential distribution with a mean value of 1.5 and the distribution of the service 
time as an Erlang-2 distribution with a mean value of 1. The exponential distribution 
is an example of the moderate variance with Cl = 1. The Erlang-2 distribution is 
an example of low variance because Cl of this distribution is 0.5. Similar to the 
experiments conducted in Section 4, we conduct experiments by varying the number 
of vehicles V in the system. Table 5.1 shows the number of customers outside L eq , 
the number of customers at server stage Lpq and the utilization of the vehicles. 
Table 5.1. Results of Exponential/Erlang-2 
V=lO V=5 V=2 
Leq Lpq Utilization Leq Lpq Utilization Leq Lpq Utilization 
A 0.25 3.36 33.6% 0.95 2.66 53.2% 2.12 1.49 74.5% 
8 0.19 3.43 34.3% 0.86 2.78 55.6% 1.97 1.64 82.0% 
err% 24.0 2.08 1.05 9.47 4.51 5.13 7.08 10.1 29.4 
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From table 5.1, we can see that our method works well. We can conduct a more 
radical experiment by assigning higher variant and lower variant distributions to the 
arrival and service processes respectively. In the second set of experiments, we set the 
distribution of the inter-arrival time as a Gamma distribution with a mean value of 
1.5, C1 1.2 and the distribution of the service time as an Erlang-3 distribution with 
a mean value of 1, C1 = 1/3. 
Table 5.2. Results of Gamma/Erlang-3 
V=lO V=5 V= 2 
Leq Lpq Utilization Leq Lpq Utilization Leq Lpq Utilization 
A 0.009 1.69 16.9% 0.13 1.57 31.4% 0.62 1.08 54.0% 
S 0.007 1.93 19.3% 0.11 1.83 36.6% 0.80 1.59 79.5% 
err% 22.2 14.2 2.89 15.4 16.6 7.60 12.9 47.2 55.4 
As indicated by table 5.2, the accuracy is not as good as the result from table 5.1. 
One possible reason for the larger error is due to the approximate estimation of the 
high variance and the low variance distributions. 
The second part of our experiment is to examine our approximated method of the 
two-stage, single-class SOQN with PH distributions. We construct a two-stage SOQN 
as follows: The inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed with a mean value of 
1.5. The distribution of service process at first stage is Erlang-2 distribution with a 
mean value of 1 and C1 of 0.5. The distribution of the service process at the second 
stage is a Gamma distribution with a mean value of 1 and C1 of 1.2. We conduct 
experiments by varying the number of vehicles V in the system. 
Table 5.3. Results of two-stage SOQN 
V= 10 V=5 V=2 
Leq L1 L2 Utilization Leq L1 L2 Utilization Leq L1 L2 Utilization 
A 0.014 0.45 1.54 19.9% 0.18 0.44 1.39 36.5% 1.12 0.38 0.91 64.5% 
S 0.012 0.34 1.39 17.3% 0.13 0.33 1.29 32.4% 0.78 0.3 0.88 59.0% 
err% 14.3 30.9 9.74 3.24 27.7 25.0 7.2 6.45 30.4 21.1 3.30 15.5 
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From table 5.3, we can see that the result of the second stage is better than the 
result of the first stage. It appears that the estimation method of distributions with 
lower variances needs to be improved. This is one possible direction of future research. 
5.3.3. Multiple servers 
If there are multiple servers at a service stage, and the service time of each server is 
exponentially distributed, the service time of the entire stage is no longer exponen-
tially distributed. Neuts (1995) proved that the MGM can give a complete generator 
of PH / P H / c queue with heterogeneous servers. However, the critical matrix R used 
in MGM is hard to compute when the number of parallel servers is large. Hence, in 
order to get results in reasonable computation time, we make two assumptions on 
the SOQNs we study. The first assumption is that the servers on the same stage are 
identical, which means all servers have the same distribution. This assumption allows 
a major simplification in the description of the state space. This assumption is also 
reasonable in real application environment. Usually, machines in the same service 
node execute the same task and should have the same service time distribution. The 
second assumption is that the number of servers is no larger than 10, which is due to 
the limitation of the MGM. 
The algorithm for the multiple servers situation was first introduced by Mayhugh 
and McCormick (1968) for the PH/PH/c queue model. Let Cl and C2 being the 
number of parallel servers at the two stages respectively. Each stage Sm now can 
be described as (i,j,al,slll,,,,,SllcllS211,,,,,S2Ic2) or (i,j,al,sll,s2l)' sll and S2l are 
vectors of current phases of all possible numbers of busy servers at the two stages. It 
is straightforward to extend the generator of the SOQN of the single-server case to the 
generator of the SOQN of the multi-server case. We know that if all servers at a stage 
are busy, the behavior of this stage should be the same as that of the single-server 
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stage because customers have to wait in the queue in front of that stage. Hence, the 
only difference is in the initial part when some servers are idle. The framework of the 
generator Q is rewritten like this: 
Q= 
AlO Aoo 
A21 Au Am 
A22 A12 
(5.12) 
A2cl~1 A1cl~1 A OC1 - 1 
A 2cl A 1cl AOCl 
A 2cl +1 A 1cl AOCl 
Before we start to analyze this generator, we introduce an additional notation 
called Kronecker sum, which is a simple extension of Kronecker product (Definition 
5). 
Definition 6. The Kronecker sum of matrices A and B is 
A EB B = A ® IB + IA ® B. (5.13) 
Additionally, The Kronecker product and Kronecker product of multiple matrices 
can be expressed as: 
Ao ® A1 ® ... ® AN = ®N An 
(5.14) 
Ao EB A1 EB ... EB AN = EBN An 
In Q, A 2t , Alt and AOt are extended from A 2, A1 and Ao of the single-server 
case. They indicate the transition behavior when there are t servers busy at the first 
stage. We choose Alt to discuss in detail, and give out the result of AOt and A2t 
directly. 
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Similar to the Al of single-server case, Alt has two parts. 
(t,O) 





A (1,0) A (1,1) 
It It 
(t, V) 
A (V,V-1) A (V,V) 
It It 
The first part contains sub-matrices on the diagonal, A~~'v), where v is the number 
of customers at stage 2. By using definition 6, A~v,v) can be written as T EB Sl EB S2. 
Hence, 
The second part contains sub-matrices from (t, v) to (t, v-I). In AI, A~l,O) is 
I tV, I SO A(v,v-1). I I SO d A(V,V-1). I R SO A . T VY S1 ® 2' 1 IS T ® S1 ® 2"( an 1 IS T ® f' ® 2"(. It IS more 
complicated because we must consider different situations of busy servers at second 
stage. 
In this situation, there is no customer waiting for service at the second stage. 
Hence, there is no change in the arrival process and the service process at the first 
stage transactions from (t, v) to (t, v-I). 
1 v-I 
A (l
Vt,v-l) = IT,o., (,o., t IS1 ) ,0., ( " SO tV, (tV,hl ) + "(tV,hl ) tV, SO) VY VY '61 ~ 2'61 '61 ~ ~ '61 ~ '61 2' 
h=v-l h=1 
• C2 ~ V ~ V and t + v ~ V 
In this situation, there are some customers waiting in front of the second stage 
and no customer is waiting outside. When a customer leaves the system, the first 
customer in the queue in front of the second stage enters into the stage when the 
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system transitions from (t, v) to (t, v-I) . 
• C2 ::; V ::; V and t + v > V 
In this situation, there are customers waiting in front of the second stage and 
outside. When the system transitions from (t, v) to (t, v-I), a customer leaves the 
system from the second stage, the first customer in the queue ill front of the second 
stage enters into the stage, and the first customer waiting outside obtains the released 
resource to start service at the first stage. 
AOt is the transition matrix from the current level to the next level, which is 
similar to Ao of the single-server case. Hence, AOt only has sub-matrices on the 
diagonal. 
(t,O) 
AOt = (t,l) 
(t, V) 







• C2 ::; V ::; V and t + v ::; V 
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• C2 S V S V and t + v > V 
AOCl is a special case because all servers at the first stage are busy. The next 
incoming customer has no impact on states of the two stages. 
A2t is the trasition matrix from the current level to the previous level, which is 
similar to A2 of the single-server case. 
(t,O) (t,l) (t,2) 
(t+1,0) 
(t+1,1) 
(t + 1, V-I) 








There is no customer waiting outside and in front of the second stage. 
1 t-l 
Ak~,v+l) = IT ® ( L S~ ® (®hIs1) + L (®hIs1 ) ® S~) ® (®VIs2 ) ® T 
h~-l h=l 
In this situation, all servers at the second stage are busy. Customers have to wait 
in front of the second stage. Hence, the customer who leaves the system will not 
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change states of the second stage. 
1 min (t,v -v)-l 
L S~ 0 (0hIsJ + L (0hIsJ 0 S~) 0 (0VI s2 )· 
h=min(t,v-v)-l h=l 
A 2c1 +1 is special because all servers are busy at the first stage for both the current 
level and the previous level. 
In this situation, there is a customer waiting in front of the first stage. When a 
customer leaves the first stage, the released server begins to serve the waiting customer 
immediately. 
In this situation, the first stage is the same as in the previous situation. Customers 
have to wait in front of the second stage because all the servers at the second stage 
are busy . 
• V - Cl < v:'::: V 
All servers at both stages are busy. 
1 V 
A~:';:ll) = h 0 (L S~ 0 (0hIsJ + L (0hIs1) 0 S~) 0 (0VIs:J. 
h=V h=l 
5.3.4. Numerical experiment 2 
We construct a single-class SOQN with two service stages. There are parallel and 
identical servers in each stage. The distribution of the inter-arrival time is a Gamma 
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distribution with a mean value of 2 and C1 of 1.2. The first stage has one server, 
and the distribution of the service time is exponential with a mean value of 1.5. The 
second stage has 2 parallel servers, and each server has a Erlang-2 distribution for 
service time with a mean value of 3 and C1 of 0.5. 
Similar to the experiments conducted for single-server case, we conduct experi-
ments by varying the number of vehicles V in the system. Table 5.4 shows the number 
of customers outside L eq , the number of customers at the first stage L 1 , the number 
of customers at the second stage L2 and the utilization of vehicles. 
Table 5.4. Results of two stage SOQN with multiple servers 
V=lO 
Leq L1 L2 Utilization 
A 0.05 0.91 2.04 29.5% 
S 0.07 0.97 1.87 28.3% 
err% 40.0 6.59 8.33 4.07 
V=5 
A 0.80 0.71 1.85 51.2% 
S 0.65 0.67 1.70 47.4% 
err% 18.8 5.63 8.33 7.42 
V=3 
A 2.58 0.42 1.66 69.2% 
S 2.89 0.40 1.45 61.6% 
err% 12.0 4.76 12.7 11.0 
Results in table 5.4 show that our method is quite accurate for both high variance 
distributions and low variance distributions. 
5.4. Single-class SOQN with multiple stages of general servers and 
general arrivals 
5.4.1. The modified decomposition-aggregation method 
In Section 4, we applied a decomposition-aggregation method to reduce a multi-stage 
SOQN with exponentially distributed arrival and service processes to an equivalent 
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two-stage SOQN. In this approximated SOQN, one of the two stages is a single load~ 
dependent server, and another one is the bottleneck service stage in the original 
SOQN. The aggregation method is to construct an equivalent CQN on service stages 
we choose to aggregate, and use MVA to get the load-dependent throughput. 
The same idea is applied here to analyze the multi-stage SOQN with generally 
distributed arrival and service processes. We can reduce this multi-stage SOQN to an 
equivalent two-stage SOQN. In this approximated process, the arrival process is PH 
distributed, one of the two stages is a single-load dependent server with exponentially 
distributed service process and the remaining one is a multi-server stage with PH 
distributed service process. 
However, the aggregation method needs to be modified. The MVA used to analyze 
the exponential distribution case cannot be directly applied to the general distribution 
case. In Chapter 2, we discussed Marie's Method (Marie (1980)) to solve non-pro duct-
form CQNs. Here, we apply this method to get the load-dependent throughput of 
the CQN that contains the stages we want to aggregate. 
The next modification of the decomposition-aggregation method relates to the 
representation of the load-dependent exponential distribution as a PH distribution. 
Then, we can apply the algorithm of the two-stage SOQN with PH distributions 
to analyze this equivalent two-stage SOQN. One possible solution is to view the 
exponential distribution as a PH distribution with one transient phase. Let us say 
(0:, T) is the representation of a service stage with a load-dependent exponential 
distribution. According to equation (5.7), the initial probability of the transient state 
0: is 1, the transition matrix T is -J.L(v) and the transition matrix of absorbed state 
TO is J.L( v). Here v is the number of customer being served, or the load of this stage. 
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Figure 5.8 shows the equivalent two-stage SOQN with a PH distributed arrival pro-
cess, a load-dependent exponentially distributed service stage and a PH distributed 
service stage. 
Figure 5.8. The equivalent two-stage SOQN 
5.4.2. Numerical experiment 3 
The experiment is conducted based on a four-stage single-class SOQN with generally 
distributed servers and arrival processes. The distribution of the inter-arrival time is 
a Erlang-2 distribution with a mean value of 1.5. The first stage has a single server 
with an exponentially distributed service process, where the mean value of service 
time is 1. The second stage has two identical servers. The distribution of the service 
time of each server is an Erlang-3 distribution with a mean value of 2. The third 
stage has three identical servers. The distribution of the service time of each server 
is a Gamma distribution with a mean value of 3 and Cl of 1.2. The last stage has 
a single server. The service time has a Gamma distribution with a mean value of 1 
and Cl of 2. Table 5.5 shows the configuration of this four-stage SOQN. 
The result in table 5.6 shows that our method works well for heavy, normal and 
lightly loaded network. Again, our method is expected to improve for the low variance 
distributions. For example, the error is larger when our method is used to estimate 
the queue length of the second stage with an Erlang-3 distribution. 
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Table 5.5. Four-stage single-class SOQN 
stage i servers c; mean value Jl SCVCi 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 0.33 
3 3 3 1.2 
4 1 1 2 
Table 5.6. Results of four-stage SOQN 
v = 12 
A 1.02 0.79 0.56 1.20 0.63 
S 1.14 0.84 0.50 1.24 0.60 
err% 12.1 6.33 10.7 3.33 4.76 
V = 10 
Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 
A 2.31 0.85 0.51 0.92 0.55 
S 2.50 0.81 0.45 0.97 0.52 
err% 8.23 4.71 11.7 5.43 5.45 
V=7 
A 27.3 0.55 0.31 0.43 0.32 
S 25.8 0.58 0.28 0.46 0.30 
err% 5.50 5.45 9.67 6.98 6.25 
5.5. Multi-class SOQN with multiple stages of general servers and 
general arrivals 
There are usually more than one class of customers in real applications of queueing 
networks. For example, a manufacturing facility needs to process multiple classes of 
products. Each class of products has its own product routing and process times. 
Hence, it is valuable to extend the evaluation algorithm of single-class SOQN to 
multi-class SOQN. 
5.5.1. The aggregation method 
The algorithm to evaluate multi-class SOQN is inspired by Buitenhek et al. (2000). In 
this chapter, an aggregation method is presented to evaluate performance measures of 
a multi-class SOQN. The basic idea is to aggregate multiple classes of customers into 
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an equivalent class of customers. After this aggregation, we can apply the algorithm 
of single-class SOQN to get performance measures of this compound class. Finally, 
we can get performance measures of every single class from the result of single-class 
SOQN. Results in this chapter show that this aggregation method works very well 
and the accuracy is good. 
The number of customer classes in the multi-class SOQN is denoted by R. The 
rth class of customer has a generally distributed arrival process with an arrival rate 
Ar and the SCV of the inter-arrival time is c:tr, where r = 1, ... , R. Whitt (1983) in 
his classic paper presented a set of formulae to aggregate multiple arrival processes 
into a compound arrival process with the arrival rate ~ and the SCV of inter-arrival 




'2 '" Ar 2 Cx = ~ -;;-CXr · 
r A 
We use M to denote the number of service stages. For each class of customers, we 
assume it has its own and deterministic route, which means a customer cannot change 
its routing in the network. The server in each stage has different service processes for 
different classes of customers, the service rate is emfJ,rm and the SCV of service time 
is C1rm/em , where em is the number of parallel servers at the mth stage, r E Rm and 
m = 1, ... ,M. Here, R.n is the set of classes of customers who visit the mth stage. 
Whitt (1983) also presented the set of formulae to aggregate these service processes 
into one service process for the compound class (equation 5.16). 
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(5.16) 
Each class of customers has its own deterministic path and each station has its 
own set of classes of customers which visit it. We aggregate these classes into a 
compound class. However, this compound class is different from the class in the 
single-class SOQN. In the single-class SOQN, we know the layout of service stages is 
tandem. In the multi-class SOQN, the compound class may not visit each stage with 
known probabilities. We use routing probability Pij to denote this difference. Pij is the 
probability that a customer is transferred to the jth stage after service completion at 
the ith stage. In the single-class SOQN, PijS are equal to 1 because all stages are in 
a tandem configuration. In the multi-class SOQN, PijS may not be 1. 
Another important parameter is the visit ratio vim, which is the mean number of 
visits of a customer to the mth stage. 
. Am 
V2m = -,-, 
A 
where A:' = I:rERm Ar is the aggregated arrival rate at the mth stage. 
The vim can also be expressed by routing probabilities, 
M 




So far, we have already replaced the original multi-class SOQN with an equivalent 
single-class SOQN. However, it is still hard to apply the decomposition-aggregation 
method we used in the single-class SOQN. In the single-class SOQN, we can divide 
the network into two subnetworks from any node. The average throughput rate of 
first subnetwork is equal to the arrival rate of the second subnetwork. This fact does 
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not hold in the multi-class SOQN after aggregation for the reason that each stage has 
a certain visit ratio and these visit ratios may not be equal to 1. In other words, the 
throughput rate of the ith node may not be equal to the arrival rate of the jth node. 
Hence, we cannot divide the network into two parts. 
Buitenhek et al. (2000) suggested a simplified decomposition-aggregation method. 
We simply aggregate all stages and replace it with a load dependent stage. The 
problem is reduced to solve a simple queue with generally distributed arrival process 
and a load dependent service stage. We can use the PH distribution we discussed in 
the previous section to replace the general distribution of the arrival process. Finally, 
our aim is to solve a PH / p,( v) queue. 
The performance measures of each single class are easy to obtain from the perfor-
mance measures of the compound class. The external queue length of the rth class 
of customers is 
(5.19) 
The expected number of customer of rth class at the mth stage Lmr could be 
divided into two parts. The first part is the expected number of customers of rth 
class in the mth service stage prm = ~. The second part is the expected number 
Jl.nn 
of customers of the rth class in front of the mth service stage. It is known that the 
ratio of the expected number of rth class of customers in the queue should be same 
as the ratio of the expected number of arrivals of rth class of customers. 
Lmr = prm + (Lm - 2: Prm) ~r , for r E Rm· 
rERm Am 
(5.20) 
5.5.2. Numerical experiment 4 
We present a series of experiments here to show the accuracy of our method by com-
paring it with simulation models. We construct an SOQN with six service stages. 
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There are five different classes of customers in this network. Table 5.7 shows deter-
ministic routes of these five classes. 
Table 5.7. Routes of five classes 
Class # Route 
1 51 ----7 52 ----7 55 ----7 56 
2 51 ----7 54 ----7 53 ----7 56 
3 52 ----7 54 ----7 56 
4 51 ----7 53 ----7 55 
5 52 ----7 51 --+ 54 ----7 53 ----7 56 ----7 55 
The first set of experiments assumes that arrival processes of five classes are 
Poisson processes. The arrival rates are 0.6, 0.6, 0.8, 0.8, 1 respectively. 
Additionally, the first set of experiments assumes that the six service stages are 
single server stages. Table 5.8 shows the first two moments of service times of each 
stage for five classes. The slot with N / A means the particular class does not visit 
this stage. 
Table 5.8. The first two moments of service times 
Class # 51 52 53 54 55 56 
1 0.2,2 0.5,0.8 N/A N/A 0.4, 1.5 0.25,0.5 
2 0.3, 1.5 N/A 0.3,1 0.25,1 N/A 0.25,0.5 
3 N/A 0.3, 1 N/A 0.5,1 N/A 0.5, 1 
4 0.25,1 N/A 0.4, 1 N/A 0.2,3 N/A 
5 0.15, 0.75 0.26, 1.2 0.2, 1 0.2,1 0.2,0.5 0.15,2 
From table 5.8, we can see that there are three kinds of distributions among the 
service times of six stages: exponential distribution, Erlang-2 distribution and Coxian-
2 distribution. These three kinds of distributions represent moderate, low and high 
variance cases respectively. Similar to the experiments conducted in previous sections, 
we vary the number of pallets in the network to conduct these experiments from 18 
to 25. The expected number of customers at the external queue and each stage for 
the aggregated class as well as the five classes are shown in tables 5.9 - 5.11. 
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Table 5.9. Result of 5-c1ass Poisson arrivals 6-stage single server SOQN 
with 18 pallets 
Aggregated Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 34.3 1.98 2.55 2.39 3.16 1.77 4.72 
A 45.3 2.00 2.50 2.29 2.98 1.77 4.69 
err% 24.4 1.00 2.00 4.37 6.04 0.00 0.64 
Class 1 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 5.42 0.39 0.74 NjA NjA 0.53 0.92 
A 7.15 0.39 0.73 NjA NjA 0.53 0.92 
Class 2 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 5.42 0.45 NjA 0.60 0.75 NjA 0.92 
A 7.15 0.45 NjA 0.58 0.71 NjA 0.92 
Class 3 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 7.22 NjA 0.82 NjA 1.20 NjA 1.43 
A 9.54 NjA 0.81 NjA 1.14 NjA 1.42 
Class 4 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 7.22 0.55 NjA 0.88 NjA 0.55 NjA 
A 9.54 0.56 NjA 0.85 NjA 0.55 NjA 
Class 5 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 9.03 0.59 0.99 0.90 1.20 0.69 1.44 
A 11.9 0.60 0.97 0.86 1.13 0.69 1.43 
Table 5.10. Result of 5-c1ass Poisson arrivals 6-stage single server 
SOQN with 22 pallets 
Aggregated Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 8.87 2.04 2.73 2.57 3.24 1.88 5.25 
A 9.92 2.06 2.78 2.39 3.16 1.82 5.21 
err% 10.6 0.97 1.80 7.53 2.53 3.30 0.77 
Class 1 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.40 0.40 0.78 NjA NjA 0.56 1.03 
A 1.57 0.40 0.79 NjA NjA 0.55 1.02 
Class 2 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.40 0.46 NjA 0.65 0.77 NjA 1.03 
A 1.57 0.46 NjA 0.61 0.75 NjA 1.02 
Class 3 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.87 NjA 0.88 NjA 1.23 NjA 1.57 
A 2.09 NjA 0.90 NjA 1.20 NjA 1.56 
Class 4 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.87 0.57 NjA 0.94 NjA 0.57 N/A 
A 2.09 0.58 NjA 0.88 NjA 0.57 NjA 
Class 5 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 2.33 0.61 1.06 0.98 1.24 0.73 1.62 
A 2.61 0.62 1.09 0.90 1.20 0.71 1.60 
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Table 5.11. Result of 5-class Poisson arrivals 6-stage single server 
SOQN with 25 pallets 
Aggregated Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 4.36 2.09 2.90 2.56 3.25 1.85 5.75 
A 4.91 2.09 2.93 2.43 3.24 1.84 5.51 
err% 11.2 0.00 1.02 5.35 0.31 0.54 4.00 
Class 1 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.69 0.41 0.83 N/A N/A 0.55 1.13 
A 0.77 0.41 0.83 N/A N/A 0.55 1.08 
Class 2 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.69 0.47 N/A 0.65 0.78 N/A 1.13 
A 0.77 0.47 N/A 0.61 0.77 N/A 1.08 
Class 3 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.92 N/A 0.94 N/A 1.23 N/A 1.70 
A 1.03 N/A 0.95 N/A 1.23 N/A 1.64 
Class 4 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.92 0.58 N/A 0.94 N/A 0.58 N/A 
A 1.03 0.58 N/A 0.90 N/A 0.57 N/A 
Class 5 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.15 0.63 1.14 0.98 1.24 0.72 1.78 
A 1.29 0.63 1.15 0.92 1.24 0.72 1.70 
Results in these tables show that our approximation method works well when 
compared to the simulation models. Relative errors of expected number of customers 
in front of the six stages are very small. Although the relative error of expected 
number of customers outside is larger in the heavy load case, our method works well 
for moderate and light load cases. 
In the second set of experiments, we examine the accuracy of our method for 
general arrival processes. We keep the arrival rates of five cla.'lses the same, but 
change some of them to generally distributed processes. Now, the distribution of the 
arrival processes of class 1 and class 2 are Coxian-2 distributions with C1 = 2. The 
distribution of arrival processes of classes 3 and 4 are still exponential distributions. 
The distribution of arrival process of class 5 is Erlang-2 distribution. We conduct this 
set of experiments by changing the number of vehicles in the network from 20 to 25. 
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Tables 5.12 - 5.14 show the expected number of customers at the external queue and 
each stage for the aggregated class and the five classes. 
Table 5.12. Result of 5-Class general arrivals 6-stage single server 
SOQN with 20 pallets 
Aggregated Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 16.8 2.03 3.66 2.33 3.23 1.83 4.93 
A 20.7 2.04 3.66 2.35 3.08 1.80 4.98 
err% 18.8 0.49 0.00 0.85 4.87 1.67 1.00 
Class 1 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 2.65 0.40 1.02 N/A N/A 0.55 0.97 
A 3.27 0.40 1.02 N/A N/A 0.54 0.98 
Class 2 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 2.65 0.46 N/A 0.59 0.77 N/A 0.97 
A 3.27 0.46 N/A 0.59 0.73 N/A 0.98 
Class 3 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 3.54 N/A 1.19 N/A 1.23 N/A 1.49 
A 4.36 N/A 1.19 N/A 1.18 N/A 1.50 
Class 4 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 3.54 0.57 N/A 0.86 N/A 0.57 N/A 
A 4.36 0.57 N/A 0.87 N/A 0.56 N/A 
Class 5 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 4.42 0.61 1.45 0.88 1.23 0.71 1.51 
A 5.45 0.61 1.45 0.89 1.17 0.70 1.53 
Similar to the first set of experiments, these tables show that our method works 
very well for estimating expected number of customers in the network. If the load of 
this SOQN is moderate, the accuracy of our method is also good for estimating the 
expected number of customers outside. 
From the previous two sets of experiments we notice that the queue lengths of 
stages 2, 4 and 6 are long, which remind us to add additional servers in these stages. 
Hence, we conduct the last set of experiments by adding some parallel servers. We set 
the numbers of servers at stage 2 and 4 as 2, and the number of servers at stage 6 as 
3. Similarly, we conduct this set of experiments by changing the number of vehicles 
in the network from 7 to 10. The arrival processes of five classes are still generally 
distributed and have the same parameters as in the second set of experiments. Tables 
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Table 5.13. Result of 5-class general arrivals 6-stage single server SOQN 
with 22 pallets 
Aggregated Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 10.7 2.07 4.00 2.40 3.18 1.79 5.14 
A 11.2 2.07 3.80 2.39 3.17 1.83 5.23 
err% 4.30 0.00 5.26 0.42 0.32 2.19 1.72 
Class 1 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.69 0.40 1.10 N/A N/A 0.54 1.01 
A 1.77 0.40 1.05 N/A N/A 0.55 1.03 
Class 2 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.69 0.46 N/A 0.61 0.76 N/A 1.01 
A 1.77 0.46 N/A 0.60 0.76 N/A 1.03 
Class 3 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 2.26 N/A 1.31 N/A 1.21 N/A 1.54 
A 2.36 N/A 1.24 N/A 1.21 N/A 1.57 
Class 4 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 2.26 0.58 N/A 0.89 N/A 0.56 N/A 
A 2.36 0.58 N/A 0.88 N/A 0.57 N/A 
Class 5 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 2.82 0.62 1.59 0.91 1.21 0.70 1.58 
A 2.95 0.62 1.51 0.90 1.21 0.71 1.61 
Table 5.14. Result of 5-class general arrivals 6-stage single server SOQN 
with 25 pallets 
Aggregated Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 5.51 2.10 3.98 2.68 3.28 1.81 5.72 
A 5.68 2.10 3.96 2.44 3.26 1.85 5.55 
err% 3.00 0.00 0.51 9.84 0.61 2.16 3.06 
Class 1 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.87 0.41 1.10 N/A N/A 0.54 1.12 
A 0.90 0.41 1.09 N/A N/A 0.55 1.09 
Class 2 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.87 0.47 N/A 0.68 0.78 N/A 1.12 
A 0.90 0.47 N/A 0.62 0.78 N/A 1.09 
Class 3 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.16 N/A 1.30 N/A 1.24 N/A 1.70 
A 1.20 N/A 1.29 N/A 1.24 N/A 1.65 
Class 4 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.16 0.59 N/A 0.98 N/A 0.56 N/A 
A 1.20 0.59 N/A 0.90 N/A 0.58 N/A 
Class 5 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.45 0.63 1.59 1.03 1.25 0.70 1.77 
A 1.49 0.63 1.58 0.93 1.25 0.72 1.72 
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5.15 - 5.17 show the expected number of customers at the external queue and each 
stage for the aggregated class and the five classes. 
Table 5.15. Result of 5-class general arrivals 6-stage multiple server 
SOQN with 7 pallets 
Aggregated Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 36.1 1.66 0.66 1.89 0.62 1.44 0.44 
A 30.4 1.64 0.65 1.85 0.61 1.47 0.41 
err% 18.8 1.22 1.54 2.16 1.64 2.04 7.32 
Class 1 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 5.70 0.32 0.27 NjA NjA 0.45 0.07 
A 4.80 0.32 0.26 NjA NjA 0.46 0.06 
Class 2 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 5.70 0.38 NjA 0.48 0.12 NjA 0.07 
A 4.80 0.38 NjA 0.47 0.12 NjA 0.06 
Class 3 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 7.60 NjA 0.19 NjA 0.36 NjA 0.29 
A 6.40 NjA 0.19 NjA 0.35 NjA 0.28 
Class 4 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 7.60 0.47 NjA 0.72 NjA 0.44 NjA 
A 6.40 0.46 NjA 0.70 NjA 0.45 NjA 
Class 5 Leq L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 8.50 0.49 0.20 0.70 0.15 0.55 0.01 
A 8.00 0.48 0.20 0.68 0.14 0.56 0.00 
Similar to the first two sets of experiments, these tables show that our method still 
works well for estimating the expected number of customers in the network. How-
ever, the accuracy for estimating the expected number of customers in the external 
queueing is not very good. There are two sources of error. The first source is from 
the aggregation process of multiple classes of customers. The second source of error 
is from the aggregation process of parallel servers. 
5.6. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we first introduced the concept of PH distribution and some 
important properties of this distribution. The reason to introduce this distribution is 
that it can be used to approximate general distribution by the given first two moments 
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Table 5.16. Result of 5-class general arrivals 6-stage multiple server 
SOQN with 8 pallets 
Aggregated Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 7.43 1.76 0.69 1.95 0.64 1.53 0.43 
A 9.71 1.73 0.66 1.97 0.62 1.54 0.41 
err% 23.5 1.73 4.55 1.02 3.23 0.65 4.88 
Class 1 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.17 0.34 0.27 N/A N/A 0.47 0.07 
A 1.53 0.34 0.27 N/A N/A 0.48 0.06 
Class 2 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.17 0.40 N/A 0.49 0.12 N/A 0.07 
A 1.53 0.40 N/A 0.50 0.12 N/A 0.06 
Class 3 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.56 N/A 0.20 N/A 0.36 N/A 0.29 
A 2.04 N/A 0.19 N/A 0.36 N/A 0.28 
Class 4 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.56 0.50 N/A 0.74 N/A 0.47 N/A 
A 2.04 0.49 N/A 0.74 N/A 0.47 N/A 
Class 5 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 1.96 0.52 0.21 0.72 0.15 0.59 0.01 
A 2.56 0.51 0.20 0.73 0.15 0.59 0.00 
Table 5.17. Result of 5-class general arrivals 6-stage multiple server 
SOQN with 10 pallets 
Aggregated Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 3.20 1.83 0.69 2.13 0.63 1.72 0.44 
A 3.18 1.87 0.67 2.17 0.63 1.65 0.41 
err% 0.63 2.14 2.98 1.84 0.00 4.24 7.32 
Class 1 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.51 0.36 0.27 N/A N/A 0.52 0.07 
A 0.50 0.36 0.27 N/A N/A 0.50 0.06 
Class 2 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.51 0.42 N/A 0.54 0.12 N/A 0.07 
A 0.50 0.42 N/A 0.55 0.12 N/A 0.06 
Class 3 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.67 N/A 0.20 N/A 0.36 N/A 0.29 
A 0.67 N/A 0.20 N/A 0.36 N/A 0.28 
Class 4 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.67 0.51 N/A 0.80 N/A 0.53 N/A 
A 0.67 0.53 N/A 0.81 N/A 0.51 N/A 
Class 5 Leq Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 
S 0.84 0.54 0.21 0.80 0.15 0.67 0.01 
A 0.84 0.56 0.21 0.81 0.15 0.64 0.00 
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of the distribution. The special structure of the generator matrix of PH distribution 
makes it a good application of MGM. 
Similar to Chapter 4, we started to solve the two-stage SOQN with generally 
distributed service processes and arrival process. The structure of the generator 
matrix is discussed in detail. Different from exponentially distributed SOQN, the 
behavior of generally distributed SOQN with parallel servers is more complicated. 
We also discussed the structure of the generator matrix in detail, especially how to 
extend the single-server case to the multi-server case. 
Then, we extended the two-stage SOQN to multi-stage SOQN by applying the 
decomposition-aggregation method we used in the previous chapter. We modified the 
approximation algorithm by using Marie's method for general distributions to replace 
the MVA method for the exponential distributions. 
Finally, we discussed the approximation algorithm for multiple classes SOQN. The 
basic idea is to aggregate multiple classes into an aggregated class and then aggregate 
the network into a single load-dependent stage by using Marie's method. Experiments 
we conducted show that our method works well for moderately loaded SOQN with 
low, moderate and high variance distributions. 
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CHATPER 6 
MODEL THE AVS/RS WITH TIER-TO-TIER VEHICLES 
AS AN SOQN 
6.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 3, we discussed how to analyze the single-class SOQNs and presented 
two algorithms to estimate the performance measures for this type of SOQNs. How-
ever, single-class SOQNs cannot be applied to model AVS/RSs with tier-to-tier vehi-
cles directly because there are more than one class of customers in AVS/RSs. Thus, 
AVS/RSs with tier-to-tier vehicles must be modeled as multi-class SOQNs. As dis-
cussed in chapter 1, multi-class SOQNs can be aggregated as single-class SOQNs, pro-
vided the additional resources to be paired with any class of customers are identical. 
Hence, solutions of single-class SOQNs serve as the basis for solutions of multi-class 
SOQNs. In this chapter, we first present how to model the AVS/RS with tier-to-tier 
vehicles as a multi-class SOQN. Then, we discuss the difference between two syn-
chronization process policies. After that, we conduct a case study of an AVS/RS to 
demonstrate our method. 
6.2. Modeling the AVS/RS as an SOQN 
In this section, we discuss how to model the AVS/RS as an SOQN that contains 
one or more classes of customers, a service network with multiple service stages and 
an additional set of resources. Similar to Heragu and Srinivasan (2008), we denote 
the service network as the network and the entire system which includes the network, 
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external queue and resource queue as the system. Obviously, the autonomous ve-
hicles are the additional resource. The following subsections describe how to define 
customers and network of the SOQN in the corresponding AVS/RS. 
6.2.1. Customers 
First of all, we treat different SIR requests as different classes of customers. The 
number of S /R request types depends on three criteria. The first criterion is that 
an SIR request is either a storage or a retrieval request. The second criterion is the 
request position. This request can occur randomly from anywhere in the system. The 
travel time from one point to another point can be described as a random variable 
with a certain distribution. If the request is on the ground floor and the vehicle is 
also on the ground floor, there is no need for lift service. Therefore, we divide SIR 
requests based on whether or not it is to/from the ground floor. The last criterion is 
the available vehicle position. There are four different types of vehicle positions: the 
input point (I), the output point (0), the ground floor other than I/O poiutl:) (G) 
and other tiers (Ot). 
According to these criteria, the different classes of customers can be expressed by 
three parameters: 8 Or R indicating whether the storage or retrieval request; G or 
Ot indicating whether the request occurs on the ground floor or on other tiers; the 
last parameter determines the available vehicle's position. The input point is I, while 
the output point is O. The ground floor is G, while other tiers are Ots. For example, 
(8, Ot, G) means the storage request is on other tiers and the available vehicle is on 
the ground floor. Now, there arc 16 different types of SIR rcquel:)ts in the AVS/RS, 
which means there are 16 different classes of customers in the corresponding SOQN. 
Here we need to explain the concept of the synchronization process. In an SOQN, 
the merging of a customer and an available resource is called synchronization, which 
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occurs instantaneously. Accordingly, in AVS/RS, the synchronization process means 
an available vehicle is assigned to an SIR request regardless of the physical position 
of the vehicle and whether or not the SIR requests are the same. 
N ext, we discuss how to get the probabilities of different classes of customers. 
We assume arrival processes of these classes of customers are Poisson and denote the 
arrival rate as Ai, i = 1, ... , 16. According to the property of the Poisson processes, 
the total arrival rate A is: 
(6.1) 
In real applications, we only know the value of throughput of storage request As and 
throughput of retrieval request Ar . Obviously, 
(6.2) 
According to this equation, the probabilities of storage request and retrieval request 
are: 
(6.3) 
We denote the number of tiers in AVS/RS is T. The probabilities of the 16 classes of 
customers are shown in Table 6.1. 
6.2.2. Service network 
There are 8 service stages in the AVS/RS: 8 j , j = 1...8. The first server 81 includes 
two operations. At first, the vehicle travels from the lift position to the designated 
SIR position. The second operation is the drop-off time for a storage transaction or 
the pick-up time for a retrieval transaction. 82 denotes the travel time of a vehicle 
from the position where the previous transaction was completed to the lift position. 
83 is the travel time of the lift from the previous tier to the designated tier. 84 includes 
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Table 6.1. Probabilities of 16 classes of customers 
Customer Class (Ci) Pi 
CI (S,G,I) PI = PsTrh 
C2 (S,G,O) g=p.!.~ sTT 2 
C3 (S,G,G) P3 = PsTT"i2 
C4 (S,G,Ot) P4 = PSTf:;::~ 
C5 (S,Ot,I) P5 = P I :..!.--..L s T T+2 
C6 (S,Ot,O) P6 = P I:..!. -1: S T T 2 
C7 (S,Ot,G) P7 = PS1.T:l T-t2 
CS (S,Ot,Ot) Ps = P I XI-l. s T T+2 
Cg (R,G,I) Pg = PrTT1-2 
Cw (R,G,O) PlO = p Jc n:i:: rTT 2 
Cll (R,G,G) Pll = PrTT-i2 
CI2 (R,G,Ot) P12 = Pr~Tt2 
C13 (R,Ot,I) P13 = p1. :.! -1: r T T 2 
C14 (R,Ot,O) P14 = Pr1.T:'! T"i2 
C15 (R,Ot,G) P15 = p1. :.!~ r T T+2 
C16 (R,Ot,Ot) P16 =pl :.!~ r T T 2 
two operations. The first part is the pick-up time for a storage request and the second 
part is the travel time between the input point and the lift position. Similar to 84 , 
8 5 also includes two operations. The first part is the drop-off time for a retrieval 
request and the second part is the travel time between the output point and the lift 
position. 8 6 denotes the travel time of a paired vehicle to pick up the load at the 
input point. So 86 only includes the travel time between the input point and the lift 
position. Similar to 86 , 8 7 includes the travel time between the output point and the 
lift position. 8s denotes travel time between the I/O point, which is selected only 
when the available vehicle is at the output point for the storage request. 
As discussed earlier, there are 16 classes of customers in the AVS/RS. Each class 
of customers has its own route. For instance, Cs (S,Ot,Ot) denotes that the storage 
request is on a tier other than the ground floor and the available vehicle is also on a 
tier other than the ground floor. To complete this transaction, the vehicle travels to 
the lift position and is taken to the ground floor by the lift. Then the vehicle travels 
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from the lift position to the input point to pick up the load. After that, the vehicle 
travels back to the lift position and is taken by the lift to the designated tier. Finally, 
the vehicle travels to the storage place and drops off the load. The route of Cs can 
i 
.... ~ ..... ~ 
L-________________________ _ 
Figure 6.1. SOQN model of AVSjRS 
Figure 6.1 shows the SOQN model of the AVSjRS and Table 6.2 shows the routes 
of the 16 classes of customers. 
In this SOQN model, we noticed that only the queue in front of 53 is a physical 
queue. Each service stage except 53 has parallel servers. The number of servers in 
53 is the number of lifts. 
6.2.3. Visit ratios 
Since there are multiple classes of customers in this model, it is necessary to calculate 
the visit ratio at each node. First, the routing probabilities between each pair of 
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Table 6.2. Sequence of servers visited by 16 customer classes 
Route/Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(S,G,I) 84 81 
(S,G,O) 88 84 81 
(S,G,G) 82 86 84 81 
(S,G,Ot) 82 83 86 84 81 
(S,Ot,I) 84 83 81 
(S,Ot,O) 88 84 83 81 
(S,Ot,G) 82 86 84 83 81 
(S,Ot,Ot) 82 83 86 84 83 81 
(R,G,I) 86 81 82 85 
(R,G,O) 87 81 82 85 
(R,G,G) 81 82 85 
(R,G,Ot) 82 83 81 82 85 
(R,Ot,I) 86 83 81 82 83 85 
(R,Ot,O) 87 83 81 82 83 85 
(R,Ot,G) 82 83 81 82 83 85 
(R,Ot,Ot) 82 83 81 82 83 85 
nodes are calculated by the following equation: 
p. _ P pair + PjirstPlast 
tJ - p. ' 
out 
(6.4) 
where P ij is the routing probability, Ppair is the probability a customer leaves from 
node i to node j, Pjirst is the probability that the first node of the route is node j, F1ast 
is the probability that the last node of the route is node i, and Pout is the probability 
that a customer leaves from node i. For example, P12 is the routing probability from 
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31 to 32 , and it can be calculated as: 
P pair = P(R,G,I) + P(R,G,O) + P(R,G,G) + P(R,G,Ot) + P(R,Ot,I) + P(R,Ot,O) + P(R,Ot,G) + P(R,Ot,Ot), 
Pjirst = p(S,G,G) + p(S,G,ot) + p(S,Ot,G) + p(S,Ot,Ot) + P(R,G,Ot) + P(R,Ot,G) + P(R,Ot,Ot), 
P last = p(S,G,I) + p(S,G,O) + p(S,G,G) + p(S,G,Ot) + p(S,Ot,I) + p(S,Ot,O) + p(S,Ot,G) + p(S,Ot,Ot) 
Pout = p(S,G,I) + p(S,G,O) + p(S,G,G) + p(S,G,Ot) + p(S,Ot,I) + p(S,Ot,O) + p(S,Ot,G) + p(S,Ot,Ot) 
+ P(R,G,I) + P(R,G,o) + P(R,G,G) + P(R,G,Ot) + P(R,ot,I) + P(R,Ot,O) + P(R,Ot,G) + P(R,Ot,Ot) 
and 
P 
_ P pair + PjirstPlast 
12 - = 0.913. 
Pout 
Table 6.3 shows the routing probability of each pair of nodes. 
Table 6.3. Routing probabilities 
p .. 
tJ 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
31 0.0037 0.913 0 0.0156 0 0.026 0.026 
32 0 0 0.906 0 0.0641 0.0299 0 
33 0.5385 0 0 0 0.3148 0.1468 0 
34 0.1429 0 0.8571 0 0 0 0 
35 0.0099 0.7679 0 0.0416 0 0.0695 0.0695 
36 0.0275 0 0.1649 0.8076 0 0 0 
37 0.1429 0 0.8571 0 0 0 0 
38 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Routing probabilities should satisfy the following equation: 
8 













The visit ratio of node i, ei, can be calculated by: 
8 
ei = 2:ejPji, for i = 1,2,··· ,8. 
j=l 
(6.6) 
We can set e1 equal 1 to get 8 independent equations for visit ratios. Table 6.4 
shows these visit ratios. 










6.2.4. A simplified case 
In an implementation of the AVS/RS, the warehouse is divided into several zones. 
Each zone has its own rack system, I/O points, vehicles and lifts. Modeling each zone 
can be simplified by assuming the I/O points and the lift position on the ground floor 
are in the same position: the left lower corner of the rack system. The rack system is 
shown in the right side of figure 3.8. Thus, the number of customer classes is reduced 
to 8, and the number of service stages is reduced to 4 in each zone. 
Figure 6.2 shows the SOQN model of each zone. We can calculate routing prob-
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Figure 6.2. The SOQN model of each zone 
Table 6.5 . Sequence of servers visited by customers of the simplified case 
Route/Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(S ,G,I) S4 Sl 
(S ,G,G) S2 S4 Sl 
(S,G,Ot) S2 S3 S4 Sl 
(S ,Ot,I) S4 S3 Sl 
(S,Ot,G) S2 S4 S3 Sl 
(S ,Ot,Ot) S2 S3 S6 S4 S3 Sl 
(R,G,G) Sl S2 S4 
(R,G,Ot) S2 S3 Sl S2 S4 
(R,Ot,G) S2 S3 Sl S2 S3 S4 
(R,Ot ,Ot) S2 S3 Sl S2 S3 S4 
Table 6.6. Routing probabilities and visit ratios of the simplified case 
Pi j Sl S2 S3 S4 ei 
Sl 0.004782 0.977657 0 0.017561 1 
S2 0 0 0.920528 0.083378 1.5604 
S3 0.533333 0 0 0.466667 1.7542 
S4 0.061521 0.58972 0.321268 0.029291 0.9939 
6.3. Discussion of synchronization process policies 
6.3.1. Physical synchronization process 
In Section 6, we gave a simplified method to estimate the travel time of the vehicle 
before it arrives at the position where the request is generated. However, this method 
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may lead to a huge error in evaluating the performance of the system. Firstly, the 
relative error of travel time with lift is larger when the numbers of tiers become larger. 
Secondly, this method cannot deal with the situation when the SIR throughput of 
each tier is different. Higher throughput at a certain tier increases the probability 
that the available vehicle is at that tier instead of the other tiers. Simply assuming 
that the probabilities of the available vehicle at any tier are the same will lead to an 
inaccurate result in this case. 
It is necessary to make classes of customers independent from available vehicle 
locations. The physical synchronization process policy is a possible solution to solve 
this problem. Under this policy, all vehicles need to travel back to the I/O point after 
the SIR transaction is completed. 
We can remodel the AVS/RS as the SOQN under this synchronization policy. 
The synchronization process occurs at the I/O point. Now, SIR requests at different 
tiers can be treated as different classes of customers. Similar to the simplified model 
described in Section 6, we assume the whole rack system is divided into several zones. 
In each zone, the I/O points and the lift position on the ground floor are in the same 
position. Each zone has its own vehicles. All vehicles need to come back to I/O point 
after the transaction is completed. 
The customers of this SOQN can be redefined as follows. A class of customers 
is defined by the transaction type and the destination/original tier. Similar to the 
SOQN model in Section 6, there are two types of transactions: storage request (8) 
and retrieval request (R). As before, we separate the SIR requests on the ground 
floor (G) and on other tiers (Oti). Oti means ith any tier other than the ground 
floor. For example, (8, Ot2 ) is a class of storage requests on the 2nd tier. According 
to this new definition, there arc 2T classes of customers, where T is the number of 
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tiers. Now, we can handle the situation where the throughput of SIR transactions 
are different. 
There are two kinds of service stages in this SOQN model. The first represents 
the travel time with the lift. This stage is a multi-server stage and the number of 
parallel servers is the number of lifts. The second service stage is the travel time on 
different tiers. Because all vehicles need to come back to I/O points, the expected 
service time is two times the expected travel time on the tier. Similar to the SOQN 
model in the previous section, there is no physical queue in front of these stages. We 
need to assign enough parallel servers to eliminate queues in these stages. In this 
SOQN model, the completion of a SIR request does not mean the customer leaves 
the network. The moment when the vehicle travels back to I/O points is when the 
customer is assumed to leave the network. 
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Figure 6.3. The physical synchronization process 
---~ 
Figure 6.3 shows how the physical synchronization works. In order to keep this 
SOQN model simple and clear, we assume the number of tiers T is 2. Hence, we 
have 4 classes of customers: (8, Otd, (8 , G), (R, Otl) and (R, G). Additionally, we 
assume the distributions of vehicle travel times on all tiers are identical. 
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Although the SOQN model based on the physical synchronization policy can im-
prove the accuracy of our method, the AVS/RS with a physical synchronization pro-
cess is not as efficient as the AVS /RS with a virtual synchronization process. The 
reason is that the vehicles need to travel back to the I/O points after the transaction 
is completed, which occupies lifts and wastes time. In real applications, the virtual 
synchronization policy is a reasonable choice. Hence, improving the accuracy of our 
method in estimating the AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process is a possible 
direction of future research. 
6.3.2. Virtual synchronization process 
In Section 6 we discussed the synchronization process in the SOQN model of the 
AVS/RS. The synchronization process in the SOQN means an available vehicle is 
assigned to an SIR request no matter where the physical position of the vehicle is. 
This process is a virtual synchronization process because the SIR request cannot 
be processed until the attached vehicle travels to the position where the request 
originates. For a storage request, the pallet needs to wait for the available vehicle 
to travel to the I/O point. For a retrieval request, the pallet needs to wait for the 
available vehicle to travel to the storage position. 
The corresponding SOQN model based on this synchronization process has diffi-
culty in estimating the distribution of travel time of the vehicle before arriving the 
request generating position. According to the discussion in Section 6, a particular 
class of customers can be defined by the SIR request, the destination/original posi-
tion and the available vehicle position. For example, for a storage request of a pallet 
at the I/O position, the available vehicle could be at any storage position in the rack 
system. The expected travel time could be divided into two parts: the travel time 
from the current position to the lift position at the particular tier and the travel time 
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with lift from that tier to the ground floor. The vehicle travel time can be estimated 
by the method we described in Section 3. However, it is hard to estimate the travel 
time with lift for the reason that it is impossible to know which tier the available 
vehicle is at before the synchronization process occurs. This synchronization process 
leads to a contradiction in modeling the AVS/RS by the SOQN: the class of customers 
depends on the location of the available vehicle. However, resources in the SOQN 
are identical, and the distribution of service time should be independent from the 
resource. 
An alternate method to estimate the travel time with lift is assuming the proba-
bilities that the vehicle at any tier are same. The lift travel time is then the average 
of travel times to different tiers. 
6.4. Numerical experiments 
6.4.1. Physical synchronization process 
As we discussed in the previous section, the physical synchronization process requires 
all vehicles to travel back to I/O points after completing their SIR transactions. 
In the corresponding SOQN model, a customer represents the entire set of vehicle 
transactions, rather than that for a pallet. 
In order to compare the tier to tier AVS/RS with the AVS/RS with tier-captive 
vehicles, we conduct experiments on an AVS/RS having the same parameters as we 
discussed in Section 3. There are 7 tiers in the rack system. Hence, there are 7 storage 
request classes and 7 retrieval request classes. The average travel time of a lift is 0.46 
minutes. Additionally, the average travel time of a vehicle in a tier is 1.753 minutes. 
As before, we assume the location of I/O points overlaps with the location of lifts on 
the ground floor. Under this assumption, constant travel times between the lifts and 
I/O points are omitted. 
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In the first set of experiments, we discuss the performance of this AVSjRS under 
the normal throughput requirement, 250 pallets per hour for SjR transactions. Table 
6.7 shows the queue lengths of the aggregated class of customers and each storage 
class and retrieval class of customers. Here, we assume that the throughput of each 
tier of S jR requests is identical. 
Table 6.7. AVSjRS with physical synchronization process As = AT = 250 palletsjhr 
Aggregated Class I ith Storage Request I ith Retrieval Request 
Leq I L 1ijt I Leq I L lijt I Leq I L 1ijt 
V = 2, L = 5 
5.12 11.55 1 0.366 1 0.129 10.366 10.129 
V = 4, L = 3 
20.3 1 2.74 11.45 10.230 11.45 10.230 
V = 4, L = 4 
6.78 13.21 10.48 10.280 10.484 10.280 
The second set of experiments shows how to adjust the number of lifts and ve-
hides in the AVS JRS to meet different throughput requirements. In table 6.8, there 
are three different throughput requirements, which represent high, normal and low 
throughput scenarios respectively. As in the first set of experiments, the throughput 
of each tier of S jR requests is identical. 
Table 6.8. AVSjRS with physical synchronization process, varied throughput 
Aggregated Class 1 ith Storage Request .L ith Retrieval Request 
Leq I L lijt I Leq I L 1ijt I Leq I LliJt 
As = AT = 500pallets j hr V = 6, L = 8 
2.35 13.78 10.168 10.315 10.168 10.315 
As = AT = 250palletsjhr V = 2, L = 5 
5.12 11.55 10.366 10.129 10.366 10.129 
As = AT = 125palletsjhr V = 2, L = 3 
1.49 11.18 10.167 10.099 10.167 J 0.099 
Again, table 6.8 indicates that the AVSjRS is very flexible. By adjusting the 
number of vehicles and lifts, we can keep the AVS JRS at a stable performance level. 
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We generalize the AVS /RS in first two sets of experiments a further. In the 
previous experiments, we assumed the throughput of each tier of SIR requests is 
identical. The throughput of each tier could be different from other tiers, however. 
Here we assume the throughput of SIR transactions on the ground floor is different 
from those in other tiers. The overall throughput is still 250 pallets per hour. In 
this set of experiments, the throughput on the ground floor is 125 pallets per hour, 
which takes 50% of the entire throughput. The throughput on each tier other than 
the ground floor is identical, which is about 125/6 pallets per hour. 
Table 6.9. AVS/RS with physical synchronization process, uneven throughtput 
Aggregated Class I Ground Floor SIR Request I ith SIR Request 
Leq 1 LliJt 1 Leq 1 LliJt 1 Leq 1 LliJt 
V = 4, L = 4 
0.040 10.842 10.012 1 N/A 10.001 10.070 
V = 4, L = 2 
18.31 13.56 14.92 I N/A 10.705 10.300 
V = 8, L = 2 
3.12 15.26 10.84 1 N/A 10.120 10.438 
The last set of experiments for the AVS/RS with physical synchronization process 
is about the general distribution. Similar to the experiments conducted in Chapter 
5, the inter-arrival times and service times follow high and low variance distributions, 
respectively. Table 6.10 shows the result of this set of experiments. 
6.4.2. Virtual synchronization process 
From the comparison between the physical synchronization process and the virtual 
synchronization process, it is obvious to conclude that the performance of AVS/RS 
with a virtual synchronization process is better than the performance of the AVS/RS 
with a physical synchronization process. In the AVS/RS with a physical synchroniza-
tion process, the synchronization of the pallet and the vehicle always occurs at the 
I/O point on the ground floor. The vehicle needs to travel back to the I/O point after 
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Table 6.10. AVS/RS with physical synchronization process, uneven throughtput 
Aggregated Class 1 ith Storage Request 1 ith Retrieval Request 
Leq 1 L1ijt 1 Leq 1 Llijt 1 Leq 1 L1ijt 
Cia = 0.5, C:h = 2 
V = 4, L = 4 
12.6 13.53 10.901 10.294 10.901 10.294 
V = 6, L = 4 
3.51 14.32 10.251 10.360 10.251 10.360 
Cia = 2, Cil = 0.5 
V = 4, L = 4 
7.37 1 3.12 1 0.536 1 0.260 1 0.536 1 0.260 
V = 6, L = 4 
4.38 14.09 10.313 10.340 10.313 10.340 
it completes the SIR transaction. On the other hand, vehicles in the AVS/RS with 
virtual synchronization process are paired with waiting pallets immediately after the 
completion of the previous transaction. In other words, the performance of AVS/RS 
with physical synchronization process is always the lower bound of the performance 
of AVS/RS with a virtual synchronization process. 
In this part of experiments, we still utilize the same system as in the previous 
subsection of the physical synchronization process. Different from the AVS/RS with 
physical synchronization process, customer classes in the AVS/RS with virtual syn-
chronization process are independent of the number of tiers in the system. Table 6.11 
shows probabilities of 12 different classes of customers in the AVS/RS with a virtual 
synchronization process. 
Table 6.11. Probabilities of 12 different classes 
Index Class Prob Index Class Prob 
C1 (S,G,I) 1/28 C7 (R,G,I) 1/28 
C2 (S,G,G) 1/196 C8 (R,G,G) 1/196 
C3 (S,G,Ot) 6/196 C9 (R,G,Ot) 6/196 
C4 (S,Ot,I) 6/28 C10 (R,Ot,I) 6/28 
C5 (S,Ot,G) 6/196 C11 (R,Ot,G) 6/196 
C6 (S,Ot,Ot) 36/196 C12 (R,Ot,Ot) 36/196 
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In the first set of experiments, we discuss the performance of this AVS/RS under 
the normal throughput requirement, 250 pallets per hour for SIR transactions. Table 
6.12 to table 6.14 show the queue lengths of the aggregated class of customers and 
each storage and retrieval class of customers for different sets of vehicles and lifts. 
Table 6.12. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process >'s = >'r = 
250 pallets/hr (1) 
v = 4, L = 4 
Aggregated Class Leq = 4.41, L 1ift = 2.89 
Index Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.157 0.023 0.135 0.944 0.135 0.809 
Llift N/A N/A 0.081 0.569 0.081 0.488 
Index C7 C8 C9 CI0 Cll C12 
Leq 0.157 0.023 0.135 0.944 0.135 0.809 
LUft N/A N/A 0.081 0.794 0.113 0.681 
Table 6.13. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process >'s = >'r = 
250 pallets/hr (2) 
v = 3, L = 4 
Aggregated Class Leq = 5.24, LUft = 2.31 
Index Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.187 0.027 0.161 1.123 0.161 0.963 
Llift N/A N/A 0.062 0.432 0.062 0.371 
Index C7 C8 C9 ClO Cll C12 
Leq 0.187 0.027 0.161 1.123 0.161 0.963 
Llift N/A N/A 0.062 0.657 0.094 0.563 
Table 6.14. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process >'s = >'r = 
250 pallets/hr (3) 
v = 2, L = 5 
Aggregated Class Leq = 1.58, LUft = 1.21 
Index Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.056 0.008 0.048 0.338 0.048 0.290 
L lift N/A N/A 0.030 0.21 0.03 0.179 
Index C7 C8 C9 ClO Cll C12 
Leq 0.056 0.008 0.048 0.338 0.048 0.290 
Llift N/A N/A 0.030 0.368 0.052 0.314 
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We notice that LlijtS of retrieval requests on tiers other than the ground floor are 
longer than those of storage requests. This demonstrates that these retrieval requests 
are time consuming because of the additional service step utilizing the lift . 
Additionally, the performance comparison between the aggregated class of AVS/RS 
with virtual synchronization process and the aggregated class of AVS/RS with phys-
ical synchronization process indicates that the performance of AVS/RS with virtual 
synchronization process is always better. 
The second set of experiments shows how to adjust the number of lifts and vehicles 
in the AVS/RS to meet different throughput requirements. Tables 6.15, 6.14 and 
6.16 show different sets of vehicles and lifts for normal, high and low throughput 
requirements respectively. 
Table 6.15. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process As = Ar = 500 pallets/hr 
v = 6, L = 8 
Aggregated Class Leq = 0.833, L lijt = 2.694 
Index Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.030 0.004 0.026 0.179 0.026 0.153 
L lijt N/A N/A 0.078 0.544 0.078 0.467 
Index C7 C8 C9 CI0 Cll C12 
Leq 0.030 0.004 0.026 0.179 0.026 0.153 
L 1ijt N/A N/A 0.078 0.725 0.104 0.621 
Table 6.16. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process As = Ar = 125 pallets/hr 
v = 2, L = 3 
Aggregated Class Leq = 0.641, L1ijt = 0.394 
Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.023 0.003 0.020 0.137 0.020 0.118 
L lijt N/A N/A 0.078 0.544 0.078 0.467 
Index C7 C8 C9 CI0 Cll C12 
Leq 0.023 0.003 0.020 0.137 0.020 0.118 
Llijt N/A N/A 0.023 0.286 0.041 0.246 
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In the third set of experiments, we present the AVS/RS with uneven SIR through-
put requirements on the ground floor and other tiers and generally distributed inter-
arrival and service times. As before, we assume the SIR throughput on the ground 
floor represents 50% of the total throughput requirement. The total throughput is 
250 pallets per hour, and the throughput on the ground floor is 125 pallets per hour. 
Table 6.17 shows the probabilities of 12 different classes of customers in the AVS/RS 
with virtual synchronization process under this assumption. 
Table 6.17. Probabilities of 12 different classes, uneven throughput 
Index Class Prob Index Class Prob 
C1 (S,G,I) 1/8 C7 (R,G,I) 1/8 
C2 (S,G,G) 1/16 C8 (R,G,G) 1/16 
C3 (S,G,Ot) 1/16 C9 (R,G,Ot) 1/16 
C4 (S,Ot,!) 1/8 ClO (R,Ot,I) 1/8 
C5 (S,Ot,G) 1/16 Cll (R,Ot,G) 1/16 
C6 (S,Ot,Ot) 1/16 C12 (R,Ot,Ot) 1/16 
Table 6.18 presents the result of this AVS/RS with exponentially distributed inter-
arrival and service times. In table 6.19, the distribution of the inter-arrival times has 
a low variance and the distribution of service times has a hight variance. On the other 
hand, the inter-arrival times have higher variance than the service times in table 6.20. 
Table 6.18. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process, uneven 
throughput (1) 
Cia = 1, Cl l = 1 
V = 8, L = 2 
Aggregated Class Leq = 1.05, L1ijt = 2.95 
Index Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.131 0.066 0.066 0.131 0.066 0.066 
L 1ijt N/A N/A 0.261 0.521 0.261 0.261 
Index C7 C8 C9 CI0 Cll C12 
Leq 0.131 0.066 0.066 0.131 0.066 0.066 
L1ijt N/A N/A 0.261 0.692 0.346 0.346 
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Table 6.19. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process, uneven 
throughput (2) 
Cia = 0.5, Cil = 2 
V = 6, L = 4 
Aggregated Class Leq = 1.57, LliJt = 1.91 
Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.197 0.098 0.098 0.197 0.098 0.098 
LliJt N/A N/A 0.154 0.308 0.154 0.154 
Index C7 C8 C9 ClO Cll C12 
Leq 0.197 0.098 0.098 0.197 0.098 0.098 
LliJt N/A N/A 0.154 0.493 0.247 0.247 
Table 6.20. AVS/RS with virtual synchronization process, uneven 
throughput (3) 
Cia = 2, Cil = 0.5 
V = 6, L = 4 
Aggregated Class Leq = 0.682, LliJt = 1.32 
Index C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 
Leq 0.085 0.043 0.043 0.085 0.043 0.043 
LliJt N/A N/A 0.105 0.211 0.105 0.105 
Index C7 C8 C9 ClO Cll C12 
Leq 0.085 0.043 0.043 0.085 0.043 0.043 
LliJt N/A N/A 0.105 0.324 0.162 0.162 
Again, we demonstrate that the performance of the AVS/RS with a physical 
synchronization process is the lower bound of the performance of the AVS/RS with a 
virtual synchronization process even when the throughput is not evenly distributed. 
6.5. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we discussed how to apply SOQN models in performance eval-
uation of AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles. First, we discussed how to model an 
AVS/RS with tier-to-tier vehicles as an SOQN model in Section 6. There are three 
necessary elements in an SOQN model: customer, service node, service path. SIR 
requests occurring in different locations of the AVS /RS are modeled as customers in 
the SOQN model. Different travel times of the AVS/RS are modeled a.<; service times 
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of service nodes in the SOQN model. The service path of a certain class of customers 
is the execution sequence of a certain class of SIR requests. 
Second, we compared AVS/RSs with two different synchronization processes. The 
physical synchronization process always requires the vehicles to travel back to the 
I/O points after it completes each SIR transaction. In the AVS/RS with virtual 
synchronization process, the vehicle stays at the position where the last transaction 
is completed and is synchronized with the next SIR request virtually. We demonstrate 
that the performance of AVS/RS with a physical synchronization process is the lower 
bound of the performance of AVS/RS with a virtual synchronization process. This 





In this thesis, we discussed how to evaluate the performance of two automated 
warehouse design technologies - ASjRS and AVSjRS. ASjRS is a popular and mature 
technology that has been researched well in the literature. We selected some classic 
papers of ASjRS to present some well-established analytical and simulation models 
in Chapter 1. On the other hand, AVSjRS, our research concentration, is a new 
technology that was introduced less than two decades ago. There are two types of 
possible AVSjRS technologies: AVSjRS with tier-captive vehicles and AVSjRS with 
tier-to-tier vehicles. There are not well-established models in the literature to analyze 
the performance of this technology. We presented some what we believe is pioneering 
work in this thesis. 
The ASjRS and AVSjRS have both been used in automated warehouses to im-
prove their operational performance metrics. Our goal in this thesis is to analyze 
complex stochastic systems such as automated warehouses. There are many ways to 
analyze stochastic systems. We employ a simple, but powerful mathematical tool, 
queueing network model. We conducted a literature review of classic queueing net-
work models and corresponding algorithms in Chapter 1. There are three important 
types of queueing network models, OQN, CQN and SOQN. OQN and CQN have 
been studied thoroughly. SOQN has not been as widely studied There are not many 
established algorithms for SOQN in the literature. We adopted the MGM to solve it. 
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We used OQN to analyze ASjRS and AVSjRS wither tier-captive vehicles. For 
AVSjRS with tier-to-tier vehicles, we used SOQN to evaluate its performance. 
In Chapter 3, we modeled both the ASjRS and the AVSjRS with tier-captive 
vehicles as OQN models. We adopted MPA, a tool to evaluate performance of OQN 
models to estimate performance measures of these two technologies. 
In Chapter 4, we discussed how to use MGM to solve SOQN models. It is always 
a good idea to start with simple cases. Hence, we assume all SOQN models in 
this chapter have exponentially distributed inter-arrival and service times. However, 
exponential distributions have limiting assumptions, e.g. memory less property, which 
prevents its applications in the real world. We extended our algorithms to general 
distribution cases in Chapter 5. Although algorithms for general distributions are 
much more complicated, we decomposed them into simpler sub-models and applied 
algorithms we obtained in Chapter 4 to solve them. 
In Chapter 6, we applied SOQN models and corresponding algorithms from Chap-
ter 5 to estimate performance measures of an AVSjRS with tier-to-tier vehicles. 
7.2. Future research plan 
We presented efficient algorithms to evaluate performance of SOQN models in our 
thesis. However, the ability of these algorithms to handle large-scale SOQN models 
is limited. One possible direction of further research could be to develop algorithms 
that can solve larger problems effectively. 
Secondly, as mentioned in Chapter 1, there are few papers about performance 
evaluation of AVSjRS in literature. Warehouse designers lack good software tools 
to evaluate candidate designs easily. Hence, we plan to develop a user-friendly soft-
ware package and embed our approximate algorithms in it. The goal of our further 
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research is to integrated efficient algorithms of ASjRS, AVSjRS with tier-captive ve-
hicles and AVSjRS with tier-to-tier vehicles we have into a unified software package. 
This application will be a useful tool to support automatic warehouse designers to 
evaluate their designs eflectively and efficiently. Figure 7.1 shows a demo version of 
this software package. 
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Figure 7.l. A demo software package for automatic warehouse design 
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